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1: Introduction
Introduction and Scope
1.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) stresses the importance of access to
opportunities for sport and recreation and the contribution this can make to the health
and well-being of communities.

1.2

In order to cater for South Worcestershire’s growth over the next two decades, Malvern
Hills District, together with Worcester City Council and Wychavon District Council are
preparing a development plan for South Worcestershire. South Worcestershire covers
approximately 1,300km of Worcestershire and forms the southern limit of the West
Midlands; as well as bordering South West and South East regions. It comprises the largely
rural districts of Malvern Hills and Wychavon along with Worcester, the largest urban
area.

1.3

Beyond the city are the three main towns of Droitwich Spa, Evesham (both Wychavon
District) and Malvern (Malvern Hills District) and the towns of Pershore (Wychavon
District), Tenbury Wells and Upton-upon-Severn (both Malvern Hills District). In addition
there are over 200 villages of varying size, character and level of service provision.

1.4

The South Worcestershire Development Plan (SWDP) sets out the long term vision and
objectives for the area up to 2030 and seeks to ensure that future development is well
planned and managed effectively. The SWDP includes proposals for the location of new
housing, employment and infrastructure development and will see significant levels of
population growth occur across South Worcestershire. To ensure that objectives to
improve health and wellbeing through access to sport and recreation are achieved,
planning for the provision of an effective network of sports facilities to meet the needs of
the current and future residents is essential.

1.5

A playing pitch assessment and strategy is a key component of the evidence base for
the SWDP. Playing Pitch Strategies were produced in 2010 for each of the three local
authorities of South Worcestershire. These strategies, supported by a wider suite of
evidence and policy information, have been successfully used to negotiate public open
space section 106 contributions with developers, to negotiate and apply provision at the
major growth sites in the emerging SWDP and to inform the requirements from
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). Since the development of these strategies however,
a new methodology has been released by Sport England for the preparation of such
documents and proposals for population growth, coupled with employment and
infrastructure development have emerged through the development of the SWDP.

1.6

In July 2014, Neil Allen Associates were therefore commissioned by the three authorities
of South Worcestershire to update the playing pitch assessments and strategy and to
provide a framework for the future provision of facilities for football, cricket, rugby and
hockey up to 2030. The new strategy will seek to build on the successes of the previous
documents and ensure that the right facilities are in the right place to meet current and
projected future demand.
Key Drivers

1.7

The key drivers for the production of the assessments and strategy are therefore;


the need to provide up to date evidence to inform infrastructure requirements in
light of the significant population growth that is expected. In particular, information
is required to update the evidence base for the SWDP and to ensure that
infrastructure requirements for sport and leisure are fully understood;
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to inform decision making in relation to CIL and S106 agreements;



the aspiration to understand and promote participation in pitch sports and to
encourage joined up working and solutions both for the Councils and the sporting
organisations that are active in the area;



the opportunity to provide evidence to help secure external funding; and



the need to develop a clear action plan which brings together the priorities of key
stakeholders and supports the delivery of sport and health agendas.

1.8

A separate assessment report has been produced for each local authority area, ensuring
that the unique character of each authority is embraced, and that the individual
challenges experienced in each area are explored and can be adequately addressed.

1.9

A strategy document for South Worcestershire as a whole has also been developed, in
particular to update the evidence base for the SWDP. This brings together the key issues
identified in each of the assessment reports and outlines the facility infrastructure that is
required to meet current and projected future need and the actions that are needed to
deliver this.

1.10 This document is the assessment report for Malvern Hills. It summarises the key issues
arising from the assessment for Malvern Hills District and informs the preparation of the
strategy document (under separate cover). For each of the sports covered, it aims to;


summarise the current supply of playing pitches and the characteristics of the pitch
stock;



outline current demand for facilities and evaluate projected demand up to 2030;



evaluate the overall adequacy of provision to meet current and projected future
demand; and



identify the key issues for the South Worcestershire Playing Pitch Strategy to address
in relation to Malvern Hills.

1.11 While focusing on issues identified within Malvern Hills District, issues identified in
Worcester City and Wychavon District are also highlighted where these might impact
upon Malvern Hills District and commentary is provided as to how issues in Malvern Hills
District fit within the context of South Worcestershire as a whole. The strategy will build on
the issues identified and set out strategic priorities and actions for delivery.
1.12 The remainder of this assessment report is set out as follows;








Section 2 - Methodology
Section 3 - Strategic Context
Section 4 - Football in Malvern Hills
Section 5 - Cricket in Malvern Hills
Section 6 – Rugby in Malvern Hills
Section 7 – Hockey in Malvern Hills
Section 8 – Summary of Needs in Malvern Hills District
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2: Methodology
Introduction
2.1

This section summarises the methodology that has been used in the preparation of this
assessment report and the strategy document that is under separate cover. The
methodology is based upon that set out in ‘Playing Pitch Guidance, An approach to
Developing and Delivering a Playing Pitch Strategy (Sport England 2013).

2.2

Figure 2.1 summarises the stages of this methodology. This assessment report represents
steps 1 – 6 while the strategy document will include recommendations and an action
plan.
Figure 2.1 - Developing and Delivering a Playing Pitch Strategy – The 10 Step Approach

Geographical Analysis
2.3

The South Worcestershire Area covers the local authorities of Worcester City, Wychavon
District and Malvern Hills District.

2.4

As three separate assessments have been produced in recognition of the differing
characteristics of the three areas, supply and demand is analysed individually across each
of the three local authority areas, as well as providing an overall picture across South
Worcestershire.

2.5

To provide a further understanding of the spatial distribution of both supply and demand,
as well as to add a geographical dimension to analysis, each authority has been
subdivided into sub areas. For Malvern Hills District these are illustrated on Map 2.1 and
can be summarised as follows:
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Area 1 – Malvern Town
Area 2 – Upton and South
Area 3 – Central Malvern District
Area 4 – Tenbury Wells and North.

Map 2.1 - Sub Areas of Malvern Hills District
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Steps 2 and 3 – Gather Supply and Demand Information and Views
Supply
2.6

The data collection process included a full audit of pitches across South Worcestershire.
For each site, the following information was collected;







Site name, location, ownership and management type
Number and type of pitches
Accessibility of pitches to the community
Overall quality of pitches and ancillary facilities (including maintenance regimes)
Level of protection and security of tenure
Views of users and providers.

Demand
2.7

To evaluate the demand for playing pitches in South Worcestershire, the following
information was collated;








2.8

The following tasks were undertaken to compile the above supply and demand data;









2.9

Number of sports clubs and teams and their match and training requirements
Casual and other demand
Educational demand
Displaced demand (i.e. teams wishing to play within the borough but unable to)
Latent demand
Future demand (including club and team aspirations for development as well as
National Governing Body priorities and targets)
User views and experiences, including trends and changes in demand.

analysing the existing audit of playing fields and open space (2010 PPS) and the
Sport England Active Places tool;
reviewing NGB data on pitches and local participation;
full review of local league websites, fixture lists and pitch booking records;
use of available technical quality assessment reports;
undertaking non technical site visits;
undertaking a detailed survey to all schools and consultation with other playing
pitch providers including Parish Councils;
a full programme of consultation with sports clubs and league secretaries; and
face to face and telephone discussions with NGBs to discuss key issues and priorities.

A high proportion of teams within South Worcestershire successfully engaged with the
process and all large clubs were successfully contacted. Response rates are summarised
in brief in Table 2.1. For Malvern Hills District, at least 68% of all teams were successfully
contacted.
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Table 2.1 – Club Survey Response Rate
Survey Type

Response Rate
South
Worcestershire
(Overall)

Malvern Hills
District

Worcester
City

Wychavon
District

Football Teams

67%

68%

60%

72%

Cricket Teams

85%

90%

72%

85%

Rugby Teams

100%

100%

100%

100%

Hockey Teams

100%

100%

100%

100%

Steps 4, 5 and 6 – Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
2.10 The supply and demand information collated has been used, in line with the Sport
England methodology, to;




understand the situation at individual sites;
develop the current and projected future pictures for each sport across Malvern
Hills; and
identify the key findings and issues that need to be addressed.

2.11 Figure 2.2 overleaf, extracted directly from the guidance (Sport England 2013), provides
further detail of the issues explored during the analysis of the adequacy of provision.
2.12 While standards for access to playing pitches and pitch requirements in hectares per 1000
population were developed as part of the previous methodology, the development of
such standards is no longer advocated as part of the new methodology.
Steps 6 - 10 Develop the Strategy and Deliver the Strategy and Keep it Up to Date and
Robust
2.13 The strategy document will use the issues identified to set out a strategic framework for the
provision of pitches. Recommendations and priorities will be developed following
extensive scenario testing.
2.14 Key aims and objectives will be common to South Worcestershire as a whole, ensuring that
a joined up approach is taken to facility provision for pitch sports. Separate action plans
will however be devised for each authority, ensuring that the unique character of each
authority is embraced, and that the individual challenges experienced in each area are
addressed.
This Assessment
2.15 The remainder of this assessment therefore provides an overview of each sport in Malvern
Hills District and provides the evidence behind the issues presented in the strategy
document.
2.16 To inform the analysis of the current and projected future picture for each sport, Section 3
summarises the strategic context, as well as demographic profile (both current and
future).
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Figure 2.2 – Overview of the Assessment Process
Understand
the situation at
2.17
individual sites
2.18

An overview for each site available to the community
should be developed consisting of:
1. A comparison between the amount of play a site
can accommodate with how much play takes place
there;
2. Whether there is any spare capacity during the peak
period for relevant pitch types;
3. The key issues with, and views of, the provision at the

site.
2.19
Develop
the current
2.20
picture
of provision
2.21
2.22

Site overviews should be used to help understand:

Develop the future
picture of provision

The current picture of provision and the future demand
information from Stage B should be used to help
understand:

1. The situation across all sites available to the
community;
2. The situation across only those sites with secured
community use;
3. The nature and extent of play taking place at sites
with unsecured community use;
4. The nature and extent of any displaced, unmet and
latent demand;
5. Key issues raised with the adequacy of provision;
6. The situation at any priority sites.

1. How population change will affect the demand for
provision;
2. How participation targets and current/future trends
may affect the demand for provision;
3. Whether there are any particular sports clubs or sites
where demand is likely to increase;
4. How any forthcoming changes in supply may affect
the adequacy of provision to meet demand.

Identify the key findings
and issues

The current and future pictures of provision, along with
the site overviews, should be used to answer the
following questions:
1. What are the main characteristics of the current and
future supply of and demand for provision?
2. Is there enough accessible and secured community
use provision to meet current and future demand?
3. Is the provision that is accessible of sufficient quality
and appropriately managed?
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3: Strategic Context
Introduction
3.1

This section briefly summarises the key policies that impact upon the preparation of this
assessment and strategy and provides an overview of the demographics of the District
and the impact of this on demand for pitch sports. It provides an overview only - sport
specific issues are discussed in Sections 4 – 7.
Strategic Context
National Level

3.2

At a national level, there are several key policies that impact upon the preparation of this
Playing Pitch Strategy and assessment.

3.3

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) clearly establishes the requirement that
local plans ensure that there is proper provision of community and cultural facilities to
meet local needs. The NPPF’s expectations for the development of local planning policy
for sport and physical activity/recreation is set out in paragraphs 73 and 74 which require
there to be a sound (i.e. up-to-date and verifiable) evidence base underpinning policy
and its application. Paragraph 73 indicates that
‘Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation can make
an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies
should be based on robust and up to date assessments of the needs for open space,
sports and recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The assessments should
identify specific needs and quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses of open space,
sports and recreational facilities in the local area. Information gained from the assessments
should be used to determine what open space, sports and recreational provision is
required.’

3.4

Paragraph 74 states that;
‘Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields,
should not be built on unless:


an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space,
buildings or land to be surplus to requirements; or



the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent
or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; or



the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for
which clearly outweigh the loss.

3.5

The preparation of this playing pitch assessment and strategy will help to ensure that
Malvern Hills District is able to deliver upon the requirements of this national policy.

3.6

Sport England has been a statutory consultee on planning applications affecting playing
pitches since 1996 and has a long established policy of retention, which is the precursor to
the National Planning Policy Framework guidance above. Sport England also advises that
informed decisions on playing pitch matters require all local authorities to have an up to
date assessment of need and a strategy emanating from this. Sport England recommend
that a strategy is monitored and updated annually and refreshed every three years. This
assessment will support the Council in implementing a robust strategic approach to the
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delivery of pitches. Sport England’s National Strategy – (2011/12 – 2014/15) and Youth and
Community Strategy (2012 – 2017) both underpin this playing pitch assessment.
3.7

3.8

Focusing specifically on sport, National Governing Body Facility Strategies prepared by The
Football Association (FA), England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB), Rugby Football Union
(RFU), Rugby Football League (RFL) and England Hockey, all set out strategies guiding the
provision of facilities for their specific sport as follows;


The Football Association - National Facilities Strategy 2013 - 2015



Grounds to Play – England and Wales Cricket Board Strategic Plan (2010 – 2013)



The Rugby Football Union National Facilities Strategy (2013 – 2017)



Community Rugby League Facilities Strategy



The National Hockey Facility Strategy – The Right Facilities in the Right Places (2012).

Appendix A summarises the key principles of each of these strategic documents.
Local Policy Context

3.9

More locally in Malvern Hills, the preparation of this Playing Pitch Strategy impacts upon, or
is informed by, a number of key documents. These are briefly summarised below.
The emerging South Worcestershire Development Plan (SWDP)

3.10 This emerging document sets out the priorities for the future development of South
Worcestershire and outlines the long term vision and spatial objectives up to 2030 and the
policies that will be followed in order to deliver these objectives. This document, when
adopted, will replace the existing local plans of the three Councils and will also supersede
elements of the Worcestershire County Council Structure Plan. It includes a series of
objectives under the headings of;






Economic success that is shared by all
Stronger communities
Better environment for today and tomorrow
Improving health and well being
Communities that are safe and feel safe

3.11 This plan is currently undergoing examination and policies and priorities may be subject to
change. The preparation of this assessment and strategy document is a key evidence
base for the emerging development plan and will also be impacted by the policies set out
in the SWDP, most significantly around future housing location and the impact of the
delivery of the plan on the population of the area. This will be returned to later.
3.12 In parallel with the progress of the SWDP the South Worcestershire Councils (Malvern Hills,
Worcester City and Wychavon Councils) are synchronising the process of preparing a
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). CIL is a new charge (levy) that local authorities in
England can place on new development in their area. The money generated through the
levy will contribute to the funding of infrastructure to support development growth in South
Worcestershire.
3.13 A Developer Contributions Supplementary Planning Document is also currently being
prepared. This sets out the South Worcestershire Councils’ approach to seeking developer
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contributions via the SWDP for infrastructure or environmental improvements required as a
result of proposed development. This document is intended for the use of developers,
planning agents and the general public, and seeks to provide an understanding of when
planning obligations will be expected and how sums collected will be used. It sets out the
South Worcestershire Councils planning policy approach to securing mitigation through
planning conditions, planning obligations (Section 106 agreements) and the Community
Infrastructure Levy.
Herefordshire and Worcestershire Sports Partnership, Sport Facilities Framework (2010-2016)
3.14 The South Worcestershire Sports Facilities Framework, together with the Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Sports Facilities Framework forms the key evidence base to inform the sport
elements of the SWDP. The framework identifies the need and delivery mechanisms for the
community infrastructure required to ensure that any major housing and employment
growth is sustainable.
3.15 The base of evidence for sporting infrastructure in the South Worcestershire area includes;


The Hereford and Worcestershire Sports Facilities Framework, which details national,
regional and county level policies and guides built sports facility requirements for the
wider sub region, including South Worcestershire. Some updates are currently being
undertaken to these documents;



The South Worcestershire Programme of Works; and



Playing pitch strategies for the three authorities.

3.16 This Playing Pitch Assessment and strategy will update the playing field elements of the
framework and ensure that the evidence base for playing pitches represents a current
picture of community infrastructure requirements to meet both current and projected
future demand.
Worcestershire Health and Wellbeing Board Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy (2013-16)
3.17 The Worcestershire Joint Health & Well-being Strategy sets out the Health and Wellbeing
Board’s vision, priorities and goals for 2013–16, based on the findings of the Joint Strategic
Needs Assessment. It takes account of the six key principles of the Board - partnership,
empowerment, local action, rigour, involvement and transparency and accountability.
The strategy identifies four key priorities. These are:





Older people and management of long term conditions
Mental health and well-being
Obesity; and
Alcohol.

3.18 Each local authority within Worcestershire has then set a local health and wellbeing
strategy, outlining its response and delivery mechanisms to address the key issues
identified. The provision of an effective network of sport and recreation facilities can be a
key contributor to the achievement of the goals of this health and wellbeing strategy.
Strategic Context – Malvern Hills District
3.19 The Worcestershire Single Sustainable Community Strategy for 2011 to 2021 outlines three
countywide, strategic priorities, specifically; a skilled and prosperous economy; an
environment that is cherished and resilient; and improving health and wellbeing. Linking
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with these, the Malvern Hills Partnership has identified a series of priorities of particular
relevance to the district, specifically;


reduce the impact of rurality on local communities;



tackle issues with inequalities;



raise awareness of key environmental issues; and



protect residents and businesses from the impact of flooding.

3.20 This district strategy was developed into a single county wide Sustainable Community
Strategy (SCS) and many of the above issues directly link with the challenges associated
with providing an effective network of playing fields.
3.21 While the preparation of this assessment and strategy contributes to the objectives of the
sustainable community strategy, locally, within Malvern Hills District, this playing pitch
assessment and strategy sits within the context of the District Sport and Leisure Strategy
(2014 – 2024).
3.22 The vision for this strategy is ‘To create a network of high quality accessible and
sustainable sport and leisure opportunities within Malvern Hills district that encourages
increased participation, improves health and wellbeing and enhances the quality of life
for existing and future communities”. The key objectives of the strategy are to;


stimulate economic development;



sustain high quality, really good value services through innovation and more
effective partnership working; and



improve quality of life for communities.

3.23 Of direct relevance to this Playing Pitch Assessment and Strategy, this document sets out
the involvement of Malvern Hills District Council in funding, delivering and enabling sport
and leisure provision. It indicates that the Council will;


support local providers in recognising the important role sport and physical activity
can play in reducing health inequalities;



encourage the wider use of community use in schools;



support communities and individuals who wish to take greater responsibility through
their own health and wellbeing through improvements in sport and leisure provision;



celebrate local achievements of volunteers who make sport and physical activity
opportunities happen in Malvern Hills District;



facilitate partnership and collaborative working across the public, private and
voluntary sectors to provide local sport and leisure opportunities;



support facility developments that are evidence based on needs of the local
community;
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maximise opportunities with partners to encourage active and healthy lifestyles
throughout the district through active promotion and community engagement;



seek to identify opportunities to enable investment in sport and leisure facilities in the
district;



facilitate partnership and collaborative working with partners across the public,
private and voluntary sectors;



recognise local resources and support for strengthening the ability of communities to
develop local solutions to meet local needs; and



encourage shared use of sports facilities and infrastructure to support sustainability of
local sports clubs.

3.24 The strategy document emanating from this assessment report will take account of these
priorities and the stated position of Malvern Hills District Council.
Context and Demographic Profile
3.25 An understanding of the character of an area, population trends and overall participation
in sport underpins the evaluation of the adequacy of facilities for football, cricket, rugby
and hockey in later sections. It provides an important context for playing pitch provision
and can significantly influence the amount and type of demand for sporting activities, as
well as the challenges associated with providing an adequate supply.
Geographical Context
South Worcestershire
3.26 The geographical make up of South Worcestershire as a whole means that there are
many challenges that need to be taken into account in the provision of an appropriate
infrastructure for football, cricket, rugby and hockey. These include;


the challenges of providing appropriate access to facilities for residents living in rural
areas, particularly as there may be limitations with public transport and an
expectation that facilities are provided local to the home;



the difficulties in accommodating sport and recreation facilities in more urban areas
where land is at a premium and there are significant pressures on green spaces for
other uses;



the proximity of much of South Worcestershire to large water courses, which means
that flooding is a regular occurrence and when not underwater, pitch drainage can
suffer as a result; and



the travel patterns of residents and participants in sporting activities, which do not
necessarily follow local authority boundaries and may see pressures increase in one
area as a result of a lack of provision in another part.

3.27 While the above provides a general overview, the varying geographical nature of the
South Worcestershire area means that the three authorities are very different and as a
consequence, face unique challenges in the provision of appropriate facilities for sport
and recreation.
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Malvern Hills
3.28 The Malvern Hills District is predominantly rural and sparsely populated, consisting of many
hamlets and villages. It is due to this rurality that over 32,000 (45%) of residents live in areas
which are amongst the 10% most deprived areas nationally in terms of geographical
barriers to services, such as GP surgeries, general stores, primary schools and post offices.
There are relatively few large settlements;


Malvern is the principal urban area with a population of 34,500 and is surrounded by
open farmland and small villages. The town therefore functions as a service centre
for a wider rural area. The town is a focus for growth to meet many of the housing
and employment needs for the district and is also a key centre for sporting
infrastructure



Tenbury Wells is the second largest town and is located on the River Teme, which
defines the northern boundary of the district and the county boundary with
Shropshire. Upton upon Severn is the other settlement of significant size and is
located to the south of the district. Outside of these settlements, the district is largely
rural. This rurality means that there are particular challenges with providing a sporting
infrastructure that is accessible to residents in all parts of the district.

3.29 There is limited deprivation in Malvern Hills. Deprivation is a major factor in the health of the
population and in nearly all instances; people living in the most deprived areas have
worse health indicators than those in the most affluent areas. Just one area of Malvern
Hills falls within the top 10% of most deprived neighbourhoods (Pickersleigh) nationally and
this area also falls into the top 10 wards in Worcestershire for unemployment (although
unemployment in Malvern Hills is lower than national averages). Local provision may be
particularly important in this area and there may be greater evidence of affordability
concerns.
3.30 Flooding is an issue across South Worcestershire as a whole, but is particularly apparent
within parts of Malvern Hills. The close proximity of the River Severn and the River Teme,
whilst adding to the rural beauty of the district, means that areas (particularly around
Tenbury and Upton upon Severn) are particularly prone to flooding. Major floods occurred
in 2000 and again in 2007, with a number of households and businesses displaced. The
town of Tenbury was hit particularly badly due to a brook, which runs alongside the town’s
high street, overflowing onto the road. With no flood defences in place, the town has
remained vulnerable, with over 200 properties rated as having a real risk of flooding.
Recent works to enhance protection around areas susceptible to flooding has also
impacted flood defences in other areas.
Demographic Profile
3.31 The 2011 census revealed the total population of South Worcestershire to be circa 290,000
which represents a steady increase since 1991. Of significance however, there is a
noticeably lower proportion of people aged 0-5 and 19 – 34 in South Worcestershire than
nationally and regionally and higher proportions of residents aged 45 plus. Older residents
have a lower propensity to participate in pitch sports, and the reduced proportions of
residents in younger age groups may further negatively impact on demand for playing
fields.
3.32 Calculations undertaken to take account of housing development and natural change
that has occurred since the census reveal that by July 2014, population across South
Worcestershire as a whole had reached just under 297,000. This growth is an estimate
based upon bespoke population modelling (drawing on the South Worcestershire
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Development Plan evidence underpinning the Objective Assessment of Housing Need)
undertaken to inform this playing pitch assessment. Full figures and details of assumptions
made are provided in Appendix B.
3.33 The 2011 census reveals the population of Malvern Hills District to be 74,631 – this is the
smallest of the three South Worcestershire authorities (meaning that corresponding
demand for pitches is likely to be lowest). At the time of the census, 25.9% of the
population of the district were aged 0 – 24 and a further 19.9% aged between 25 and 44.
This means that the population profile of Malvern Hills is the most ageing in Worcestershire
and considerably older than the national average - Malvern Hills has the highest
proportion of residents aged 65 and over (24%) in Worcestershire and the proportion of
residents aged between 0 and 44 (45.8%) is the lowest in the county. As it is the younger
age groups (up to aged 44) that are most likely to participate in pitch sports, this means
that the proportion of the population that pitch sports are likely to interest is lower than
both the national and countywide average, as well as the average in South
Worcestershire. The number of people that are in these age groups is also declining.
3.34 This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which outlines the proportion of people in each of the
authorities in Worcestershire that is aged 0 – 44 and compares it to the national average. It
illustrates the lower proportion of residents that are aged 0 – 44.
Figure 3.1 – Population by Age (extracted from Worcestershire Demographic Overview
2013)

3.35 Modelling evaluating the situation in 2014 (full details Appendix B) indicates that
population in the district has increased marginally to 75,959. The older than average
profile of the population remains.
Health and Sporting profile
3.36 Analysis of the demographics of Malvern Hills District therefore reveals that the propensity
for residents to participate in pitch sports is perhaps lower than average due to the skew
of the population profile towards older residents. The Sport England Active People Survey 7
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provides a further understanding of patterns of participation local to Malvern Hills District
and reveals that;


36.4% of the adult (16+) population take part in sport at least once per week. This is
above both the West Midlands (33.3%) and England (35.7%) averages. 24.2% of
residents are physically inactive. This is lower than the West Midlands and England
proportions;



the highest participation levels are those residents in the age group 16 – 25%.
Participation is however high despite the skewed age profile towards older residents
and it is clear that a higher proportion of residents in the older groups are currently
participating than the West Midlands and England averages;



despite the good levels of participation, just 16.9% of the adult population are
members of a sports club. This is much lower than both the West Midlands (19.7%)
and England (21%) average and may be reflective of the age profile of participants,
who are more likely to participate informally; and



19.6% of adults that are currently inactive would like to do more sport. This is a lower
proportion than in the West Midlands and the England average and can potentially
be attributed to the ageing population profile.

3.37 This profile therefore suggests that residents of Malvern Hills are more active than national
and regional averages despite the ageing population profile. Of the sports included within
this assessment however, only football features within the top five most popular sports.
Future Population Profile
3.38 In addition to evaluating current population trends, analysis of projected changes to the
population profile form a key component of an assessment of the facility requirements for
football, cricket, rugby and hockey.
3.39 The SWDP sets out the future vision for growth and looks at the changes to the population
that will occur naturally, as well as those that will arise as a result of policies (for example
the creation of new employment areas) within the strategy. This plan is still emerging and
as such, final projected population growth (which is linked to housing) has not yet been
finalised.
3.40 A series of population projections have been undertaken to inform the SWDP and these
consider a variety of scenarios. Further work is yet to be undertaken to consider in full the
spatial implications of the proposed Development Plan Strategy in terms of changes to the
projected population and its profile.
3.41 The Objectively Assessed Housing Need has been discussed at the Stage 1 hearings into
the SWDP, and the Inspector recommended a definitive housing requirement for each
District. However, the distribution of the housing requirement between the three South
Worcestershire Districts will only be confirmed when the Inspector’s final report is received
which is likely to be February 2016. The impact of any further changes to population
projections should be reviewed at this time, and regularly as the implementation of the
strategy progresses. Full details of assumptions made and figures used are available in
Appendix B. The key message arising across South Worcestershire as a whole however
reveal that;
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the population of South Worcestershire is expected to reach 335,444 by 2030. This
represents an increase of 38,748 people from the current position; and



while the overall level of growth represents an increase of almost 13%, a significant
proportion of growth will take place in age groups 60+. These residents have a much
lower propensity to participate in pitch sports. The number of residents aged
between 5 and 60 will increase by just 6535, an increase of only 3%. This suggests that
while there will be significant population growth, this will have a lower impact on
demand for playing pitches than may be initially anticipated at face value.

3.42 For the purposes of this assessment, growth has also been estimated across the three local
authorities. Table 3.2 summarises the growth that is assumed to take place in each area
and the key changes that are likely to take place in the structure of the population. It
should be noted that population growth is assigned to the district in which it is physically
located (assumptions are provided in Appendix B). Urban extensions adjoining Worcester
City (but not located within) are therefore included within the relevant district.
3.43 Figures in Table 3.2 include some assumptions about the location of proposed housing and
assume that this will be in line with the most recently drafted policies in the SWDP. These
assume that provision will be made for at least 28,375 houses across South Worcestershire.
It is anticipated that these will be;


12,200 in the wider Worcester City area or Worcester City – within the city (6750) or
on land abutting the existing Worcester City boundary area to be developed in the
form of urban extensions - these will be located in Wychavon and Malvern Hills
Districts



5,600 in Malvern Hills (excluding Wider Worcester area) – the majority of which will be
focused in Malvern; and



10,600 in Wychavon (excluding Wider Worcester area) – the majority of this will be
focused in Droitwich Spa, Evesham and Pershore.

Table 3.2 – Population Projections across South Worcestershire

Local Authority

Population
2014

Projected
Population
2030

Increase in Population

% increase in
population
aged 5 - 60

Malvern Hills

75,959

94,105

18,146 - represents 24%
increase in population

12%

Worcester City

101,950

105,533

3,583 - represents 3.5%
increase in population

Decrease of
2%

Wychavon

119,056

135,852

16,796 - represents a
14% increase in
population

Increase of
1%

335,444

38,478 - represents a
13% increase in
population

Increase of
3%

South
Worcestershire

296,966
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3.44 Table 3.2 reveals that across South Worcestershire;


the largest increase in population in terms of both the number of residents and the
percentage growth will be seen in Malvern Hills. There will be a 24% increase in the
total population (although as outlined above, much of this will be aligned to
Worcester City through the provision of urban extensions);



there will be a similarly high level of growth in Wychavon, although this represents
only a 14% increase in the population; and



growth within Worcester City itself will be much more limited - equating to just 3.5%.

3.45 While all authorities will see growth however, reflecting the points made across South
Worcestershire as a whole, the amount of people aged between 5 and 60 and therefore
likely to play pitch sports is likely to increase by a much smaller amount in all authorities.
This is particularly true in Wychavon where growth in this age group will be only 3% and in
Worcester City where there will be an overall decline. The number of people in Malvern
Hills aged between 5 and 60 will increase by 12%, suggesting that it is in this area where
impact on demand for playing pitches is likely to be higher.
Locational Impact of Growth
3.46 The specific policies and the assumed locations of growth are set out in Table 3.3 –
Strategic Housing Policies. As set out above, these figures are subject to change.
3.47 For the purposes of this assessment however, the spatial impact of growth within each
authority will be assumed to be in line with that set out in Table 3.3. Due to the evolving
nature of these proposals, as well as the interrelationship between proposals in each
authority (and the likely movement of residents between authorities for sporting purposes)
proposals in all three authorities of South Worcestershire are included. The number of
dwellings provides an indication only as these are constantly evolving, but figures
represent the most up to date comprehensive information available at the time of writing.
3.48 The location of these proposed locations for growth will be used, alongside population
projections, to identify where population increases are likely to be highest.
Table 3.3 – Strategic Housing Policies
Authority

Town

Number of Dwellings

Wychavon

Pershore

777 dwellings, including large site (Land North of Pershore
- 695 dwellings)

Droitwich Spa

226 homes on various sites
Droitwich Spa urban extension – 740 new homes on
Copcut Lane, 765 dwellings at Yew Tree Hill

Evesham

1288 homes on various sites. Includes;
Land off Abbey Road – 200 dwellings
Urban extension – Cheltenham Road (400)
Urban Extension South of Pershore Road, Hampton – 400
homes
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Authority

Town

Number of Dwellings

Villages

Of significant size (ie over 30 dwellings)
Badsey (75)
Broadway – (137)
Bretforton (70)
Honeybourne (75)
Inkberrow (100)
Offenham (108)
Ombersely (59)
Wychbold (68)
Bretforton (68)
Drakes Broughton (50)
Fernhill Heath (120)
Pinvin (39)
Hartlebury (92)
South Littleton (50)

Malvern Hills

Malvern

1578 homes on various sites
Includes North East Malvern (Newland) – 800 dwellings

Tenbury Wells

162 homes on various sites

Upton – upon Severn

113 homes

Villages

Of significant size – ie over 30:
Clifton Upon Teme (30)
Hallow (96)
Kempsey (320)
Martley (65)
Powick and Collett’s Green (119)
Rushwick (85)

Worcester
City

Within City
boundaries

Large sites include:
Gregorys Bank (164), Former Ronkswood Hospital (181)
Crown Packaging (200)
Further development will take place on the Worcester
City Boundaries (and impacting Malvern Hills and
Wychavon District) as follows;
Broomhall Community / Norton Barracks – Worcester
South – 2609 dwellings
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Authority

Town

Number of Dwellings
Temple Laughern – Worcester West – 2150 dwellings
Kilbury Drive – 256 (Worcester East)
Gwillam’s Farm – Worcester North (250)

Summary
Context - Summary and Key issues




The key issues arising from analysis of the context and issues for this playing pitch
assessment in Malvern Hills District are therefore;


the preparation of the assessment will contribute directly to the national and
local policy agenda, providing foundations for the South Worcestershire Local
Development Plan as well as decision making for S106 contributions and CIL.
This strategy also sits directly within the context of the Malvern Hills District Sport
and Recreation Strategy;



Malvern Hills is the smallest authority within South Worcestershire, with an
estimated total population of 75959 currently. The majority of residents live
within the larger towns of Malvern, Tenbury and Upton upon Severn, with the
remainder of residents distributed within smaller rural settlements. The profile of
Malvern Hills District presents some key challenges in the provision of an
adequate sporting infrastructure. These include the pressures of providing
pitches that are accessible to residents in rural areas as well as the challenges
presented by issues with flooding;



the district demonstrates the most ageing population in Worcestershire,
meaning that the propensity of residents to participate in pitch sports is
comparatively low; and



despite this, the Active People survey suggests that there are therefore strong
foundations for participation in sport and recreation in the district and the
provision of effective facilities for football, rugby, cricket and hockey will be
key to promoting activity across the district.

Malvern Hills is expected to see significant population growth, with a 24% increase in
the total population by 2030, although a proportion of growth will be aligned to
Worcester City through the provision of urban extensions. The ageing population
means that growth in the number of people aged in age groups most likely to
participate in pitch sports will be lower (12%). While this means that the impact on
demand for playing fields may not be as high as initially appears, this is still
substantial enough to have ramifications for the number of pitches that are needed.
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Introduction
4.1

This section assesses the adequacy of pitches for football in Malvern Hills. It includes;





a brief overview of the supply and demand for football;
an understanding of activity at individual sites in the district;
a picture of the adequacy of current provision; and
the future picture of provision for football.

Football in Malvern Hills – An Overview
Pitch Supply
4.2

There are 42 individual formal football pitches available for community use across Malvern
Hills District. This means that 21% of the total football pitches available for community use in
South Worcestershire are located in Malvern Hills. Where additional markings have been
added over the top of existing pitches, pitches are only counted once (as the largest size
pitch).

4.3

Table 4.1 summarises the breakdown of pitch sizes and also outlines the level of
community access that is available. Site specific detail is provided in Appendix C.
Table 4.1 – Football Pitches across Malvern Hills District

Pitch Type

Adult
Football
(aged 16+)
Junior
Football
(age U13 U16)
9 v 9 (age
U11 and
U12)
7 v 7 (age
U9 and U10)
5 v 5 (age
U7 and U8)
3g AGP
(listed on
AFA
Register)
Total

4.4

Recommende
d Pitch
Dimensions
(including run
off)

Pitches
Available to
the
Community
(Used or not
used)

% of
Total
Pitch
provisio
n

Pitches
Secured for
Community
Use (used or
not used)

Percentag
e of
Pitches
Secured
for
Communit
y Use

106 x 70 m

25

57%

24

96%

88/97 x 56/61
m

5

11%

4

80%

79 x 52 m

3

9%

3

100%

61 x 43 m

4

11%

3

75%

43 x 33 m

4

9%

4

100%

1

3%

1

100%

42

39

Table 4.1 reveals that; of the pitches that are currently available for community use;
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60% of pitches are full sized grass pitches. There are comparatively few pitches that
cater specifically for youth teams, 9 v 9 teams, 7v7 teams and 5v5;



almost all pitches that offer community use have secured community access,
providing certainty of consistency within the pitch stock; and



there is one 3g pitch at Dyson Perrins School included on the FA register.

4.5

While more than half of all community pitches are full size, several of the senior pitches
(and some smaller pitches) are overmarked with 9v9 and 7v7 pitches. This ensures that
teams of a variety of ages can play on the same pitch and still meet with FA pitch size
regulations. The majority of dedicated smaller sized pitches (9v9, 7v7, 5v5) are located at
Ralfs Field,) and Kempsey Playing Fields. The practice of overmarking is much more
apparent in Malvern Hills than in the Wychavon and Worcester areas.

4.6

In addition to pitches included in Table 4.1, there is also a 9v9 and 7v7 pitch at Penlu
(Burford). This is located directly adjacent to the Malvern Hills boundaries (Tenbury) and
serves clubs from Tenbury.
Unsecured Pitches

4.7

Hanley Castle High School and Leigh and Bransford Primary School are the only sites that
offer unsecured community use.

4.8

Since the initial strategy development however pitches at Ralfs Field, which were thought
to be available through a direct arrangement with the club have been withdrawn. As
they were in use at the time of data collection, they have been included within
calculations, however the impact of their loss will be considered.

4.9

There are several notable sites that do not currently allow community access to their grass
pitches (some of which do offer community use of other facilities). These include The
Chase School (offer access to AGP), Tenbury High (although pitches are used informally
on an ad hoc basis by the club during the summer months), Malvern College; and Bredon
School.

4.10 The main reason given for a lack of access to facilities is the impact that this will have on
the pitches for school curricular use and the extra pressures that community use would
place on pitch quality. The independence of these facilities means that even if access
was to be granted, a formal community use agreement would be necessary to ensure
that pitches remain available for use by the community.
4.11 Malvern College indicate that they permit community use occasionally but are currently
allowing use of their facilities by West Bromwich Albion meaning that there is no further
scope for use. Historically, there has also been limited use of these facilities by the local
community. Malvern College also use pitches at the Chase School, again restricting the
opportunities for these to be made available to the community.
4.12 There are also pitches at sites that offer no community use at the current time. All sites that
are not available for the community are school sites (Primarily primary schools) and mostly
with small playing fields. Many of these pitches are not regularly marked out and the high
majority have no changing rooms. Most are also unable to provide access to toilets etc
without opening the whole school and these sites therefore offer only limited potential to
meet future community demand.
Closed / Potential Sites
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4.13 Howard Road Playing Fields are located just in the Malvern Hills District boundaries. This site
is not marked out for use this year, but has contained at least two pitches (with scope for
additional facilities) in previous years. The site does not have any changing
accommodation and is managed by Worcester City Council. It has been identified as
having potential for future pitch provision as part of plans in the South Worcestershire
Development Plan.
4.14 West Malvern Playing Fields is also no longer used for formal sport (since West Malvern FC
folded) and there is no changing accommodation, although the playing fields remain.
Notably, several sites included within the 2010 Playing Pitch Strategy also do not provide
formal playing pitches, instead offering informal recreation / kickabout areas. These
include Leigh and Bransford Memorial Hall (Leigh Sinton), Ramsons Close, Elgar Avenue,
Michael Crescent and Peachfield Recreation Ground (all Malvern). There are also other
examples of informal recreation grounds in other parts of the district.
4.15 These sites, alongside other playing fields in existence that contain space to lay out further
pitches, may provide opportunities to increase the stock of facilities should a lack of
capacity be identified in the current facility stock (although most of these sites would be
suitable to accommodate only small sided games).
4.16 Pitches at Sling Lane are also temporarily out of use due to work to improve pitch quality.
Negotiations for a lease are currently underway with Newtown Junior FC and it is
anticipated that these pitches will be in use from the 2015 – 2016 season. The impact of
the reintroduction of these playing fields will be considered later in this section.
4.17 Pitches that are not operating as formal playing pitches this year are excluded from all
calculations. The loss of any of the playing fields listed in this section would therefore not
impact upon the figures outlined in this report.
Distribution of Playing Fields
4.18 Table 4.2 provides a more detailed breakdown of the distribution of football pitches that
are available for community use. It indicates that pitches are relatively evenly spread but
demonstrates that there is a particular lack of smaller sized pitches in the Malvern area.
4.19 Taking into account the population of the area, provision in Malvern Town is significantly
lower than in other parts of the district.
Table 4.2 – Distribution of Pitches across Malvern Hills

Area

Central
Malvern
Tenbury and
North
Upton and
South
Malvern Hills
District

3g AGP

% of
Total
Pitch
Stock

Adult
Football

Youth Football

9v9

7v7

5v5

6

1

1

3

2

0

30%

8

1

0

0

1

1

25 %

5

1

0

0

0

0

18 %

6

2

2

1

1

0

27%

25

5

3

4

4

1
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4.20 Building on the information in Table 4.2, Map 4.1 illustrates the scale and distribution of
football pitches, as well as the level of access that is available to these sites. It clearly
indicates that pitches are primarily situated in the larger settlements and there is a
concentration of sites in Malvern town and to the east of the district, in close proximity to
Worcester City. Tenbury and North contains a much lower proportion of pitches than other
parts of the district.
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Map 4.1 – Distribution and Scale of Football Pitches
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Ownership and Management
4.21 Figure 4.1 illustrates that the majority of playing fields in Malvern Hills are managed by
Parish or Town Councils / Playing Fields Associations and only a small proportion of sites are
directly managed by clubs. Malvern Hills District Council are not directly responsible for
the management and maintenance of any football pitches. The fulfilment of an enabling
role rather than direct delivery of facilities is a key theme of the Malvern Hills District
Council Sport and Leisure Strategy.
4.22 The high proportion of facilities managed by public bodies emphasises the important role
that these organisations have in enabling football participation and the particular reliance
that football has on the public sector. The FA National Strategy recognises the challenges
that this reliance brings and seeks to increase the number of asset owning clubs, as well as
to work closely with partners to improve the landscape for football
Figure 4.1 – Management of Playing Pitches (pitches available for community use only)

4.23 Data collated through consultation reveals that the spread of responsibility for the
ownership / management of pitches across Malvern Hills District creates several issues for
pitch users. These are primarily;


pitch maintenance standards and techniques vary significantly;



there is a significant differentiation between the cost of hiring pitches; and



there is no clear means of booking pitches, with users having to approach each
provider individually and negotiate specific agreements.

Pitch Size
4.24 The pitch stock largely comprises small scale facilities with one to three pitches. Kempsey
Playing Fields is the only site with more than three pitches.
4.25 As a consequence of the small size of pitch sites, the prevalence of overmarking is a key
characteristic of the district. The restricted number of pitches on each site means that
most clubs must use pitches for more than one age group.
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4.26 There are few sites with enough pitches to accommodate all teams from a club and
larger clubs are often dispersed across several smaller sites.
Views on the Pitch Stock across Malvern Hills District
4.27 Figure 4.2 indicates that there are mixed views in relation to the overall pitch stock in
Malvern Hills District, with a broadly equal proportion of responding clubs satisfied and
dissatisfied. This compares positively to the picture across South Worcestershire as a whole,
where just 35% of clubs are happy with the infrastructure. It does however suggest that
there remain issues that need to be addressed.
Figure 4.2 – Satisfaction with Pitch Provision

4.28 The key reasons given by those responding clubs that are dissatisfied are;





lack of local facilities (in particular for youth teams);
poor maintenance;
insufficient and / or poor quality changing accommodation; and
lack of choice of facilities and inconsistent provision.

4.29 A shortage of coaches and volunteers and falling membership of clubs are perceived to
be the key barriers to club development. These issues mirror those raised across South
Worcestershire. Cost was also highlighted as a concern in South Worcestershire, but was
less frequently referenced across Malvern Hills.
Pitch Quality and Changing Accommodation
4.30 All local leagues running within South Worcestershire require (within their rules) clubs to
keep their grounds in playable condition (and deemed suitable by the Management
Committee). Pitch quality is therefore an essential component of an effective pitch stock.
4.31 The presence and quality of changing facilities can also be of significance in determining
the suitability of pitches and a lack of facilities can impact on the desirability of grounds
for clubs, particularly where there is a lack of toilets as well as changing facilities.
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4.32 Although most leagues in South Worcestershire do not have rules around the availability of
changing facilities (and therefore sites without these facilities can be used), The Evesham
and District Sunday Football League requires all grounds used to have changing facilities
available within 1 mile of the ground, while the Cheltenham Association Football League
also require both team and referee changing. The Nerf Junior Premier League also
requires changing accommodation as well as the availability of social facilities, as all
teams and coaching staff must enjoy hospitality following the match.
4.33 There are also specific rules relating to pitch quality, changing accommodation and
social facilities for clubs participating in leagues at levels on the football pyramid and this
will be returned to later.
4.34 Pitch quality and changing accommodation are therefore as important as the number of
pitches.
Quality of Pitches in Malvern Hills
4.35 There is limited variation in pitch quality across the district, with the vast majority of pitches
categorised as standard (based upon the views of providers / users / site visits). There are
few pitches of very high quality and site assessment scores range from 47% up to 87%.
4.36 It should be noted however that site visits largely rate pitches towards the lower end of the
standard range, with the average score achieved being 55% (a standard pitch is rated
50% - 75%) and 56% of all pitches achieving scores of below 60%. This suggests that as
these visits were undertaken comparatively early in the season (November), there is
potential that sites will deteriorate further during the winter months. The average score in
Malvern Hills is slightly higher than in Worcester, but is lower than in Wychavon. It is clear
that pitch quality in Malvern is particularly impacted by compacting (and linked to the
overuse of site as outlined later in this section) in comparison to other areas.
4.37 Maintenance regimes afforded to almost all pitches without exception are basic
programmes of cutting grass and line marking and there is little evidence of significant out
of season reinstatement, chain harrowing and verti draining taking place (although some
clubs do carry out of season fertilisation and reseeding).
4.38 There are no clear patterns regarding the quality of pitches relating to the geography of
the district and issues identified are largely prevalent in all parts of Malvern Hills. It is clear
however that drainage issues are more apparent in the Upton and South and Tenbury and
North areas than in other parts of the district due to the prevalence of flooding.
Views on Pitch Quality
4.39 Figures 4.3 and 4.4 evaluate the user perception of pitch quality. Figure 4.4 illustrates that
the quality of provision is believed to be improving over recent seasons, and that views in
Malvern Hills District are more positive than across South Worcestershire as a whole.
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Figure 4.3 – Trends in Pitch Quality

4.40 The majority of improvement is perceived to have arisen due to a decisive effort to
improve pitch maintenance.
4.41 Figure 4.4 illustrates the club perceptions relating to quality of pitches and provides insight
into the reasons for views outlined in Figure 4.2. It suggests that overall, individual
components of pitch quality are generally rated higher in Malvern Hills than in South
Worcestershire as a whole. Average scores fluctuate around acceptable (a score of 2)
but maintenance procedures and the quality of equipment are the most poorly rated
features. Drainage is perceived to be much less of an issue in Malvern Hills than in the
remainder of South Worcestershire. Clubs in Upton and South however express greater
concern with pitch drainage than in the remainder of Malvern Hills.
Figure 4.4 – Club Perceptions of Quality
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4.42 Figure 4.5 indicates that in contrast to pitch quality, changing facilities are rated lower in
Malvern Hills than they are in South Worcestershire. The interior of changing facilities is the
lowest rated feature, but several sites are also unable to adequately accommodate the
variety of teams that are playing on the site.
Figure 4.5 – Club Perceptions of Adequacy of Changing Rooms

4.43 There is also a clear sense of inconsistency, with several clubs indicating that while they
have access to facilities of acceptable quality, they recognise that others do not.
4.44 Taking into account the views of users, providers and site visits, the key issues relating to site
quality across Malvern Hills District can therefore be summarised as;


the poor levels of maintenance that are conducted –many pitches require
decompaction, and little specialist maintenance (over and above grass cutting) is
carried out. This impacts both the pitch condition in the short term, but also the long
term sustainability of the site;



poor condition of goalmouths and pitch surface – site visits identified several sites
that are uneven;



limited drainage (in particular in the Upton area); and



while most sites contain some changing accommodation, this is largely basic. There
are some sites with no changing accommodation or basic facilities such as toilets.

4.45 These quality issues are common to pitches across South Worcestershire as a whole.
Quality issues and views specific to each site are outlined in Appendix D and are also
summarised in Table 4.6 later in this section.
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Demand
Current Participation – Match Play
4.46 Table 4.3 indicates that 20% of football teams in South Worcestershire are based in
Malvern Hills, a total of 102. Given that 25% of the population of South Worcestershire is
based in Malvern Hills, participation is lower than may be expected. Section 3 however
highlighted the challenges that the demographics (ageing population) bring and it is likely
that this is at least partially responsible for the lower levels of participation.
4.47 36% of teams in Malvern Hills are senior teams, a figure higher than the South
Worcestershire average as a whole, while the proportion of younger teams (playing 7v7
and 5v5) is also higher than the South Worcestershire average. Although levels of youth
participation are marginally lower than across South Worcestershire, this suggests that
there are strong foundations for the growth of football in future years, with a good
proportion of teams at younger age groups. Full details of all teams playing in the district
are included in Appendix E.
4.48 Of particular significance, there is a slight imbalance between supply of pitches and
demand for pitches. Table 4.3 indicates that more than 40% of teams require pitches for
9v9 football or smaller, while just 29% of the pitch stock is tailored for these age groups.
58% of pitches are full size, but only 36% of teams are senior. This can however can largely
be explained by the overmarking that takes place, with many smaller teams playing on
adult pitches that are also marked as a smaller pitch. Many sites do not offer sufficient
room for multiple pitches and overmarking provides a way of meeting needs without using
multiple sites.
4.49 While there are strong participation rates for males, female football is less well established,
representing less than 5% of teams. This is a similar proportion to female participation
across South Worcestershire as a whole. The inclusion of female teams within a club can
place additional pressures on a site, particularly with regards changing accommodation
as there is a need to ensure that separate facilities are available. This was something that
Figure 4.5 highlighted as being a key issue in Malvern Hills District.
Table 4.3 – Football Teams in Malvern Hills District

Sport and Age Groups
Football Adult Men (16-45yrs)
Football Adult Women (16-45yrs)
Football Youth Boys (12-15yrs)
Football Youth Girls (12-15yrs)
Football 9v9 Boys (10 – 11 years)
Football 9v9 Girls (10 – 11 years)
7V7 (8 – 9 years)
5v5 (6 – 7 years)

Number of teams
in Malvern Hills
33
3
20
3
17
0
15
11

Number of
Teams in age
group in South
Worcestershire
166
13
117
14
78
3
66
47

% of Teams in
South
Worcestershire
20.0%
23.1%
17.1%
21.4%
21.8%
0.0%
22.7%
23.4%

4.50 Table 4.4 provides a more detailed breakdown of the number of teams by sub area.
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Table 4.4 – Teams by Sub Area

Central

Malvern

Tenbury
and
North

Upton
and
South

Malvern
Hills

Football Adult (16-45yrs)

9

14

6

7

36

Football Youth (12-15yrs)

5

8

2

8

23

Football 9v9 (10 – 11
years)

4

4

2

7

16

7V7 (8 – 9 years)

2

5

2

6

14

5v5 (6 – 7 years)

2

4

1

4

11

22

35

13

32

102

Sport and Age Groups

TOTAL

4.51 Table 4.4 above indicates that more than 50% of teams are located within the Malvern
Town and Upton and South areas of the district. The lowest levels of participation are in
Tenbury and North, where there are just 13 teams.
4.52 Participation is broadly correlated with pitch provision with Tenbury and North containing
both the lowest level of pitches and fewest teams. 35% of football however takes place in
the Malvern area but the town contains just 26% of all pitches. This suggests that pitches
may be required to sustain higher levels of activity within this part of the district due to the
more limited levels of provision in relation to the population
4.53 In contrast, in theory the central and Upton and South areas are better provided for, with
28% of pitches being located in this area to accommodate 22% of the total teams
(central area) and provision in Upton and South directly related to the number of pitches.
Club Structure and Participation Trends
4.54 Most teams in the district are under the umbrella of a large club. All junior teams are part
of a larger club and many of these clubs also have at least one senior team. There are
also a small number of single adult football teams, primarily playing in the Macdonalds
Worcester Sunday Football league.
4.55 Reflecting this, FA Data indicates that almost 98% of youth and mini soccer teams play
within a club that has achieved charter standard status – this is significantly above the
national average and national target and reflects the well-structured nature of football
participation in Malvern Hills.
4.56 The presence of several large clubs impacts upon the type of facilities that clubs want,
with large clubs often wishing to accommodate all of their teams on one site (but most
unable to do so).
Recent Trends in Participation
4.57 FA participation reports for the district for 2013 – 2014 reflect a decline in participation
between season 2012 - 2013 and season 2013 – 2014. While adult and mini soccer have
remained static, 14 youth teams folded between the two seasons.
4.58 Reflecting this, a higher proportion of respondents in Malvern Hills have experienced
declining participation than across South Worcestershire as a whole. 30% of responding
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clubs report a decline in adult participation, while 43% indicate that youth and mini
participation (20%) has also declined. Existing players dropping out, particularly as they
reach later youth / adult age groups, coupled with fewer new faces arriving are the
reasons attributed to the decline.
4.59 There is also clear documented evidence of the decline in adult football, with the
Worcester Football League (in which some Malvern Hills Teams play) folding Saturday
football completely this season. If not reversed, the declining participation will result in a
lower demand for pitch provision. The FA nationally, and the Worcestershire FA locally are
currently working with clubs to arrest the decline.
4.60 Figures in Malvern Hills are broadly similar to South Worcestershire averages for all forms of
the game although growth in participation in mini soccer is lower in Malvern Hills (20%
experiencing an increase compared to 62% across South Worcestershire).
4.61 Some clubs believe that the inadequacies of the existing stock of pitches are inhibiting
demand (although as outlined earlier, lack of volunteers is perceived to be the key barrier
to growth). Clubs in Tenbury and Clifton on Teme (both Tenbury and North), Malvern,
Kempsey and Hallow (central) and Welland (Upton and South) all indicate that there are
not enough pitches of appropriate quality. A lack of AGPs for both matches and training is
also perceived to inhibit club growth.
Pyramid Clubs
4.62 There are three teams based in Malvern Hills playing in leagues that form part of the higher
echelons of the football pyramid. These are;


Malvern Town (West Midlands Regional League – Premier Division);



Malvern Town U21 (West Midlands Regional League – Division 2); and



Powick Rangers (West Midlands Regional League – Division 2).

4.63 This league sits at Step 6 (Premier Division) and Step 8 (Division 2) of the national league
pyramid. As a result, there are specific requirements that must be adhered to in relation to
the facilities provided at the home ground.
4.64 For Malvern Town, who have the most stringent requirements, facilities must meet with the
FA
Ground
grading
specification
G,
which
is
available
in
full
at
http://nav.thefa.com/sitecore/content/TheFA/Home/Leagues/NationalLeagueSystem/Gr
oundGrading.
4.65 The specification includes;


adequate security of tenure;



clubhouse facility on or adjacent to the ground that provides refreshments to
spectators;



adequate car parking on or adjacent to the ground;



fixed perimeter barrier ideally 2 metres from touchline and goal line;



high standard playing surface (or use of AGP on FA 3g register) and floodlights;
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games cannot be played on adjoining pitches where they are likely to interfere with
the playing of a match;



spectator accommodation should be for a minimum of 100, at least 50 of which
should be seated and located in one stand. There should also be toilets accessible
to spectators; and



changing accommodation (2 rooms) and separate room for match officials, with
medical facilities.

4.66 Issues identified at each site in relation to meeting these criteria will be evaluated later in
this section.
Displaced Demand
4.67 There is a degree of team movement within the South Worcestershire area, as well as from
outside the area that impacts on demand in the district.
4.68

There is a small amount of displacement within the district, specifically;


Powick Rangers (central) travel to Malvern to play – this is dictated to by the
requirement for a facility meeting FA Ground Grading Criteria (which there is not in
Powick). The club have also recently merged with Malvern Rangers;



Leigh and Bransford Badgers Veterans travel from the central area to Malvern to use
the 3g pitch at Dyson Perrins for competitive fixtures; and



Welland Juniors – travel from Upton and South to use 3g pitch at Dyson Perrins,
following flooding of pitches in Upton last season.

4.69 Additional demand is however also imported from neighbouring Worcester City as follows;


St Johns Colts – 1 team playing at Callow End Playing Field, 3 teams playing in
Martley



Oldbury Park Tigers – 1 team playing at The Chantry School, 2 teams playing at
Hallow Playing Field, 1 team playing at Rushwick Playscape.

4.70 Hallow Sunday FC are the only team travelling out of the district to play – to KGV Brickfields
in Worcester.
4.71 Demand is therefore increased by the number of teams that migrate from Worcester (due
to a lack of pitches in this area).
Displaced and Latent Demand
4.72 Despite declining participation, several clubs do point to a perceived lack of appropriate
facilities and to this end, indicate that some latent demand exists. Notably, it is
predominantly junior clubs who raise these concerns. These clubs are based in all areas of
the district (and analysis later in this section reveals that many are located on sites that are
currently overplayed).
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Training Needs
4.73 The majority of football teams in Malvern Hills use AGPs to train. Malvern Town however
use the small grassed area around their main pitch, although this is not floodlit which
restricts use to weekends and summer.
4.74 The training requirements of clubs therefore currently have little impact on the use of grass
pitches in Malvern Hills District (although are taken into account where training is known to
take place). The requirement for AGPs will be returned to in Section 7.
Educational Demand
4.75 The majority of schools in Malvern Hills have their own playing fields. While not all schools
mark out their playing field area as formal pitches, most have the capacity to do and
there is only ad hoc use of other sites.
4.76 There is limited access to schools in Malvern Hills, with The Chantry School, Hanley Castle
School and Dyson Perrins the only sites offering community use. It is however essential that
curricular requirements are balanced with this use and school sites are therefore able to
sustain fewer community games per week on average than facilities owned and
managed by other providers to protect against quality deterioration.
4.77 While impacting on the overall ability to sustain community play, school use of grass
pitches has limited impact on peak time demand and the availability of pitches, as this
largely takes place midweek. Matches organised by the Independent Schools FA
however do take place on a Saturday and impact several schools across South
Worcestershire, including Malvern College and Malvern St James in Malvern town (as well
as the Chase which is used by Malvern College).
4.78 While school sites offer an important opportunity to increase the amount of facilities for the
community (and this is an action within the Malvern Hills Sport and Leisure Strategy) they
are there primarily to meet curricular need. Several schools in Malvern Hills indicate that
pitches do not currently meet this requirement, with the following issues raised:


The Chase School – AGP requires refurbishment and grass pitches are insufficient for
size of school



The Chantry School – pitch drainage is poor and no activity was possible for 3
months last year. School looking to provide AGP on site



Tenbury High School – insufficient facilities and school travel to Leominster for hockey
training and matches. Considering the provision of a new AGP



Malvern St James – replacement of AGP surface and considering additional AGP



St James C E Primary – insufficient access to pitches.

Casual Demand
4.79 Many of the sites in Malvern Hills District also function as public recreational areas. This
impacts upon the quality of some pitches, particularly with regards dog fouling, which
emerged as a key issue for many pitch users. While this recreational use is not necessarily
extensive enough to reduce the capacity of pitches, particularly during the winter months,
it impacts upon the player experience on occasion and also renders pitches which
frequently suffer unpopular. Dukes Meadow is a particular example of this.
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4.80 Several football pitches in the District are also used for cricket during the summer months,
adding further wear and tear onto the pitches and reducing the time available for out of
season maintenance. Hallow Playing Fields, Plovers Rise Playing Fields, the Glebe (Hanley
Castle) and The Jewry Field are all important sites for cricket as well as football.
Other Issues
4.81 Other issues raised can be summarised as;
Security of Tenure


Security of tenure was raised as an issue by:
-

Malvern Town FC –negotiating extension of lease for Langland Stadium

-

Newtown Sports FC – negotiating a lease for new site at Sling Lane.

4.82 Since the completion of the assessment, this has also emerged as an issue at Ralfs Field,
with access for the club currently withdrawn.
Cost of maintenance


Both clubs and providers highlighted the pressures of ever increasing costs of
maintenance. This reflects the concerns raised earlier in this section about the
adequacy of current maintenance procedures and the sustainability of current and
required practices. Concerns about cost and affordability were however less
prevalent in Malvern Hills than in other parts of South Worcestershire.

Adequacy of Pitch Provision – Assessing Supply and Demand information and Views
4.83 As highlighted earlier in this section, there are clear concerns about the quality of pitches
and some clubs indicate that they are approaching capacity. The amount of
overmarking that is evident on pitches indicates that this is reflected in practice as well as
in theory and may also be a contributing factor to the quality issues experienced.
4.84 The Sport England Methodology enables evaluation of the adequacy of provision, taking
into account both the quality and number of pitches provided. Adequacy is measured
both over the course of a week and at peak time using the concept of match
equivalents. There is a strong interrelationship between the quality of a pitch and the
amount of matches that it can sustain.
Weekly Capacity
4.85 The quality of the pitch has a greater influence on weekly capacity - this directly impacts
the number of matches that can be sustained. Table 4.5 summarises the guidelines used
with regards pitch capacity (extracted from Sport England Guidance on the Production of
a Playing Pitch Strategy, prepared by the FA).
Table 4.5 – Capacity based upon Pitch Quality
Agreed pitch quality
rating
Good

Adult Football

Youth Football

Mini Soccer

Number of match equivalent sessions a week
3

4
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Standard
2
2
4
Poor
1
1
2
4.86 It was highlighted earlier in this section that across South Worcestershire, but particularly in
Malvern Hills District, there is significant evidence of overmarking. Where additional
markings have been added over the top of existing pitches, pitches are only counted
once (as the largest size pitch). For example, a senior pitch with 9v9 markings is considered
to be a senior pitch. The use of the pitch by the 9v9 team is however taken into account.
For the purposes of analysis therefore, it has been assumed that where a senior or youth
pitch is used by a team playing 9v9, 7v7 or 5v5, this is equivalent to half a match
equivalent, due to the more limited wear and tear that such teams generate on the pitch
as a result of smaller players and shorter playing periods, as well as reduced numbers. This
is in line with existing Sport England guidance.
Peak Time Demand
4.87 Peak time demand is determined by evaluating the number of match equivalents at peak
time and comparing it to the number of pitches available. Peak time is deemed to be the
period in which the most play on that pitch type takes place.
4.88 Pitches can only be considered to have spare capacity at peak time when they are not
already utilised to their full capacity over the course of a week. An adult pitch that is not
used on a Sunday morning (District Wide peak time), but is used more than three times per
week at other times (Saturday morning, Sunday afternoon and midweek for example)
would not be considered able to sustain additional play either at peak time, or at other
times, even though no one would be using the facility then, as this would be detrimental
to the quality of the pitch.
4.89 While adult leagues in the South Worcestershire area have specific kick off times, kick off
times for the younger teams in both the Mercian Football League and the Evesham
Ambassador League can be staggered, ensuring that clubs are able to accommodate all
desired play. In general, this means that peak time is less focused and that more matches
can be accommodated on one pitch (subject to weekly capacity). The patterns of play
for each type of football and the impact on demand for pitches in Malvern Hills is outlined
in brief below;


Senior Football – the majority of teams play in the Macdonalds Worcester Sunday
League and as such, peak time for senior football is Sunday morning. The
Herefordshire Sunday Football League (played primarily in Tenbury and North) also
plays on a Sunday morning. Outside of these times, teams play in the Herefordshire
Football League, Cheltenham Saturday League and Cotswold Churches League.
Three teams also play semi-professionally in the West Midlands Regional League. All
of these leagues take place on a Saturday, meaning that demand for adult football
pitches is reasonably dispersed



Youth Football – Most youth football takes place on a Sunday afternoon, with teams
playing in the Mercian Festival Junior League, as well as the Herefordshire Junior
Football League (teams in Tenbury and North). There are a few teams playing on a
Saturday morning, participating in the Evesham Ambassador League and the
country development league. These teams are largely in Upton and South and in
Malvern. This means that demand is highest on a Sunday afternoon (and outside of
peak times for other forms of the game)



9v9 Football – is more evenly split than other forms of the game (between Saturday
morning and Sunday afternoon) due to the split in the Mercian League, with teams
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aged U11 and below playing on a Saturday, and teams U12 and above playing on
a Sunday. This means that 9v9 pitches are required at the same time as both smaller
sized pitches and youth football pitches


5v5 and 7v7 peak day is a Saturday morning, with all teams playing at this time. The
majority of teams play in the Mercian Festival Junior League, but there is small
amount of participation in the South Shropshire Junior league in the Tenbury and
North area.

4.90 The above indicates that demand in Malvern Hills is relatively concentrated for each form
of football, but that overall demand is spread across the weekend. This means that where
clubs do not have capacity to mark out individual pitches for each age group, pitches
can be overmarked and used in the peak time slot for that age group. There are however
some clashes and where teams all need to play at the same time, this causes significant
issues with timetabling.
4.91 It should also be noted that the 3g AGP at Dyson Perrins has been included within analysis
relating to pitch capacity. As the site is included on the FA register, it can be used for
match play and therefore provides an extra facility. This pitch is currently important for
match play in Malvern Hills.
Situation at Individual Sites
4.92 Table 4.6 provides a summary of the activity that takes place at each site offering
community use in Malvern Hills District. It sets out the current supply and demand and
outlines whether the pitch is being overplayed, played to the appropriate level or is able
to sustain additional fixtures. Any other issues arising with the site are also briefly
summarised.
4.93 Usage is classified according to the pitch size that is used by the team. Where 9v9 teams
for example are using full size senior pitches overmarked, this usage will be classified
against the senior pitch. Pitch allocation should be considered indicative only, as it is clear
that pitches at many club sites are used interchangeably and pitches are marked out
according to the need at a specific time.
4.94 Quality ratings are derived from a combination of site visits (where as an indication, sites
achieving a score of 50% - 80% are rated standard). Sites above this are considered good
and below are rated poor) as well as consultation. Site visit scores do not necessarily
correlate directly with the rating given, as club and provider feedback, as well as the
overall impression at the time of the site visit is also taken into account to produce a final
rating. Site visit scores for example may be influenced by a good (and therefore highly
scoring) maintenance programme, but if this is ineffective due to underlying issues, quality
is reduced.
4.95 Issues will be explored by pitch type and geographical area, however the key issues
emerging from site overviews are as follows;


Most pitches are heavily played, being used at all times (Sat AM, Sat PM, Sun AM
and Sun PM) across the weekend. This is a direct result of the overmarking that is
evident, with some senior pitches used by younger teams on a Saturday morning
and Sunday afternoon, as well as at peak time for seniors. This means that the
maintenance programmes take on greater importance, as pitches must sustain high
levels of use each week
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There is a significant amount of overplay evident, with Hallow Playing Field, Hospital
Lane (Powick), Langland Stadium, Lower Howsell Road, Malvern Vale Community
Centre, The Hill Centre and The Pavilion (Spitalfield), all used over and above their
capacity. This is influenced in part by the quality of the pitch (Hallow Playing Field
and Hospital Lane have reduced capacity due to quality) as well as the use of
these pitches by teams displaced from Worcester



It is also clear that overplay directly contributes to the quality issues identified, with a
high proportion of sites identified as requiring quality improvements also those that
are overplayed. This is particularly true of sites requiring decompaction, which can
be caused by overuse, as well as poor drainage and limited maintenance
procedures. Sites with quality issues that are influenced by overplay include;


Hallow Playing Fields – pitch surface uneven and poor changing;



Hospital Lane – requires drainage and pitch surface improvements as well as
changing;



The Hill Centre – changing facilities insufficient to accommodate multiple
matches (just 2 changing rooms for 2 pitches); and



The Malvern Vale Community Centre – pitch colouration and surfacing
deteriorating and requires remedial works.



It is also clear however that these sites are amongst the higher quality facilities in
that they offer changing facilities and better surfaces than some of the outlying
facilities. This increases their popularity and therefore further exacerbates the
overplay



There are a small number of sites with limited use – these include Suckley Playing
Fields and Swan Alfrick Playing Fields, which are currently used as overspill facilities
only. Use appears to be primarily determined by location, with clubs all wishing to
accommodate their activity on sites that are local to their home as far as possible.
There are no clubs in the immediate vicinity of either site. Pitches at Upton Rugby
Club also receive limited use due to the regularity and severity of flooding - a lot of
games have been moved from this venue in recent seasons



At peak time, there is limited spare capacity for any form of the game. This is due to
the number of pitches that are used for multiple age groups, meaning that sites are
already overplayed and therefore should not accommodate further play, even if
there is practical capacity (ie no team using the pitch at the time desired). Ralfs
Field, Rushwick PlayScape, Swan Alfrick Playing Field, Victoria Park, The Chantry
School, Penlu and Hanley Castle School (The Glebe) are the only sites able to
accommodate one or more match equivalents per week. It should also be noted
that flooding has caused issues at the Chantry School in recent seasons and the
pitches have been unusable at certain times



There are few sites with dedicated 9v9, 7v7 and 5 v 5 pitches. None of these are
located in Malvern town and in general, these pitches are located in more rural
areas. The only clubs / sites with dedicated provision are Leigh and Bransford
Badgers (although the club plays across several sites to achieve this and access to
Ralfs Field, providing small pitches has since been removed), Kempsey Colts and
Tenbury United (playing at Palmers Meadow and Penlu respectively). This reinforces
the pressures on the existing pitch stock. Clubs with a greater variety of pitches (ie
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dedicated 9v9 / 7v7 etc) are more able to accommodate the existing levels of
play, but these are few and far between within the district


There is also a small amount of spare capacity for additional play at the 3g pitch at
Dyson Perrins. This is outside the peak time for youth play (Saturday) but could
accommodate further senior / youth demand on a Sunday.

4.96 In addition to the capacity issues, several site specific quality issues are identified. In
addition to those linked with overuse and highlighted above, these include:


Broadwas Playing Fields – lack of changing facilities and poor surface;



Callow End Playing Fields – drainage;



Rushwick Playing Fields – poor condition and messy appearance;



Pound Walk Playing Fields – weeds and poor goal mouths;



Hanley Swan – flooding and compaction; and



Kempsey Playing Fields – requires decompaction.

4.97 Further emphasising the point that the pitches that are overplayed are the higher quality
sites with more facilities, it is clear that many of the pitches above requiring quality
improvements are those with greater capacity. The poor quality of pitch makes the site
less attractive to potential users.
4.98 Issues arising in Malvern Hills District are very similar to the South Worcestershire picture as a
whole and there is a lack of spare capacity in most areas of South Worcestershire
(generally associated with the more urban areas).
4.99 There is however a greater degree of overmarking in this area, reflecting the fact that
pitches local to clubs are at a particular premium. This also places greater emphasis on
the importance of ensuring that maintenance regimes are appropriate to the level of
activity that sites sustain.
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Table 4.6 – Site Specific Usage at each site (community sites that are available regardless of whether they are used or not)
Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Central

Broadwas Playing
Fields
(Berryfields).
Broadwas WR6
5NE

Senior

Central

Callow End
Playing Fields
(Callow End)
WR2 4UH

Central

Number
of
Pitches
1

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

No

Match
Equivalents
Per Week
0.5

Position

Overview

1.5

Capacity
at Peak
Time
1

Standard (57%)

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Standard (51%)

1

0.5

Poor (47%)

1

0

Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Pitch
has
capacity
to
accommodate
additional play
and
Parish
indicate
that
they would like
to see usage
increased.
Quality concerns
impact
on
desirability - lack
of
changing
accommodation
and issues with
pitch
surface
(moles). Site on
verge
of
becoming poor
(score 57%)
Pitch
has
capacity
to
accommodate
some additional
play.
Currently
used by St Johns
Colts (displaced
from Worcester).
Scope
for
additional
match either Sun
AM (adult) or
Sun PM (youth).

Senior

Yes

1

1

5v5

Yes

1

1
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Central

Hallow Playing
Field (Hallow)
WR2 6LB

Senior

Yes but
require
refurbishment
and extension

2

1

Poor (49%)

-1

0

Overplayed

Central

Hospital Lane
Pitch (Powick)
WR2 4NH

9v9

No. Some
funding
available
through
Section 106.
Parish Council
need to apply
and identify
match
funding

2

1

Standard (54%)

0

0

2

1

Poor (48%)

-1

0

Played to
level site
can sustain
Overplayed

Central

Senior
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Pitch of limited
quality, showing
wear and tear
and
poor
drainage. Small
pitch
used
informally
for
development
training.
Poor
quality
Pitch condition
poor and this
directly impacts
capacity.
Site
used by Oldbury
Tigers as well as
Hallow FC and
has 1 match
equivalent each
week at adult
and youth peak
time. Club have
made efforts to
improve
pitch
quality
but
remains uneven
and
compacted.
Pitch of limited
quality
and
requires
improvements
particularly
drainage, which
are perhaps of
greater
priority
than
ancillary
provision. Senior
pitch
directly
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Area

Central

Site Name and
Postcode

Ralfs Field
Stadium (Leigh
Sinton) WR13 5EQ

Central

Central

Rushwick
Playscape
(Rushwick) WR2
5SU

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

5v5

No, but toilets
available

2

1

Standard (54%)

2

0

7v7

No, but toilets
available

2

2

Standard (54%)

6

2

youth

No

0.5

1

Standard (51%)

1.5

1
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Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Overview

impacted
by
poor quality and
overplayed as a
result
(which
may contribute
to
pitch
condition). 9v9
pitch
at
capacity
and
only just within
the
standard
categorisation
Important site for
Leigh
and
Bransford
Badgers
FC.
Pitch
used
weekly
by
development
squad as well as
by competitive
teams.
Pitch
quality
adequate due
to
significant
efforts of clubs.
Limited capacity
for
additional
play (2 matches
played
consecutively).
Site
used
by
displaced team.
In poor condition
but
spare
capacity
at
peak time due
to use by youth
team
on
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Central

Swan Alfrick
Playing Fields
(Swan Alfrick)
WR6 5JH

Senior

Yes

0

1

Poor (40%)

1

1

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Central

Suckley Playing
Fields (Suckley)
WR6 5DE

Senior

Yes, but some
issues and
investment
required

0

1

Poor (40%)

1

1

Able to
sustain
additional
play
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Saturday
PM.
Pitch only just
categorised as
standard quality
approaching
poor. Site visit
indicated messy
appearance of
facility.
Site not currently
used
regularly
(overspill
for
Leigh
and
Bransford) and
therefore able to
accommodate
additional play.
Not
regularly
maintained and
would
require
investment
to
bring back to a
high
quality
facility
Site not currently
used
regularly
(overspill
for
Leigh
and
Bransford) and
therefore able to
accommodate
additional play.
Not
regularly
maintained and
goal posts are
poor.
Requires
investment
to
bring back to a
high
quality
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Overview

facility
Central

Leigh and
Bransford Primary
School (Leigh
Sinton) WR13 5DX

7v7

No

1

1

Standard (not
accessible for
site visit)

3

1

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Site available on
unsecured basis
only.
Used
adhoc by Leigh
and
Bransford
Badgers

Malvern

Dukes Meadow
(Malvern) WR14
2BY

Senior

Yes

1.5

1

Standard (59%)

0.5

0.5

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Currently
used
by
Newtown
Sports 7v7 teams
7v7
pitch
marked
over
senior
pitch.
Spare capacity
at adult peak
time as only one
team
use
it
Sunday morning.
Pitch
quality
adequate
although issues
with dog mess
and glass

Malvern

Dyson Perrins
(Malvern) WR14
1WD

Senior

Yes

2

1

Standard (54%)

0

0

Played to
level site
can sustain

Site used by 2
community
teams and must
also
accommodate
school use. No
further capacity
available
but
quality currently
adequate.
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Malvern

Dyson Perrins C.E.
High agp
(Malvern)WR14
1WD

AGP

Yes

Malvern

Langland
Stadium
(Malvern) WR14
2EQ

Senior

Yes, but some
improvements
required

Match
Equivalents
Per Week
4

Number
of
Pitches

3.5

1

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Good

Standard Good (77%)
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Position

Overview

Some at
weekends
(7 hours)

Capacity
at Peak
Time
Adult
football
and youth
football
potentially
( 1 match)

Able to
sustain
additional
play

-0.5

0

Overplayed

Site
currently
used for 4 match
equivalents per
week
for
a
variety of 7v7
and
9v9
matches (2.5 ME
Saturday
morning)
and
senior matches.
Some
limited
scope
for
additional play
on
Saturday
morning
and
able
to
accommodate
further play at
other times.
Site at capacity
on
Saturday
afternoon and is
also
used
Sunday PM and
midweek. Facility
is of excellent
quality, but relies
upon ability to
sustain
three
games per week
to
meet
demand. Club
also train on site,
which
causes
overplay. Club
highlight
overplay as key
issue
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Area

Malvern

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Number
of
Pitches
2

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Yes

Match
Equivalents
Per Week
3.5

Lower Howsell
Road Playing
Fields (Malvern)
WR14 1DP

Senior

Malvern Vale
Community
Centre (Malvern)
WR14 1FG

Position

Overview

-1.5

Capacity
at Peak
Time
0

Poor (51%)

Overplayed

Standard (54%)

2

0

Able to
sustain
additional
play

1

Standard (57%)

-1

0

Overplayed

1

Standard (57%)

0.25

0

Played to
level site
can sustain

9v9
and
7v7
pitches
overmarked on
two
adult
football pitches.
Pitch
surface
and drainage is
poor and site
suffers from dog
fouling.
High
number
of
cancellations.
Currently
important site for
Newtown Sports
Juniors as well as
individual teams
from
Sunday
league. 5 v 5
pitch
has
capacity
assuming
matches
are
played
consecutively
Pitch used in all
sessions
as
overmarked with
9v9. Pitch quality
suffering due to
overplay
and
site
has
also
been
compacted
when field was
levelled. Youth
pitch
also
played heavily
played and no

5v5

Yes

2

1

Senior

Yes

3

youth

Yes

1.75
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Malvern

Victoria Park
(Malvern) WR14
2JY

Senior

Yes

1

2

Standard (60 65%)

3

1

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Tenbury

Chantry School
(Martley) WR6
6QA

Youth

Yes

1

1

Poor (48%)

1

0

Senior

Yes

1.5

1

Standard (54%)

0.5

0.5

Played to
level site
can sustain
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Tenbury
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Overview

remaining spare
capacity
at
youth peak time.
Remedial action
required
to
ensure pitch can
continue to host
activity - site
currently
displaying yellow
tinge
Pitch
quality
limited,
with
particular issues
relating
to
drainage
and
decompaction.
Used by adult
teams
on
a
Sunday morning
but scope to
accommodate
additional play
both at peak
time and during
the week
Pitch
quality
limited and as a
result,
rarely
used, even by
school. Pitch is
uneven and not
conducive
to
curricular
or
community play.
School
use
deemed to be
equivalent
to
one match per
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Tenbury

The Jewry Field
(Martley) WR6
6PE

Senior

Yes, recently
refurbished

2

1

Standard (63%)

0

0

Played to
level site
can sustain

Tenbury

Palmers Meadow
Playing Fields
(Tenbury) WR15
8SF

senior

Yes

3.5

1

Standard/poor
(57%)

-1.5

0

Overplayed
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Overview

week.
Senior
pitch able to
sustain
one
additional
match
equivalent every
other week but is
prone
to
cracking in dry
weather (based
on
school
feedback).
Some issues also
identified
relating
to
drainage
and
compaction.
Pitch
accommodates
senior and youth
play and is at
capacity.
Of
adequate
quality
but
requires
decompaction
and aeration.
Site contains a
second
pitch
which is shared
with rugby and
rarely used. Full
use of this pitch
would alleviate
unmet demand,
but
quality
currently restricts
this.
Quality
improved due to
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Overview

relocation
of
pitch during off
season.
Pitch
suffers
from
flooding
and
goals are rusting
and worn
Tenbury

Pound Walk
Playing Fields
(Clifton) WR6 6TZ

Senior

yes

0.5

1

Poor (51%)

0.5

0.5

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Tenbury

Top Barn (Holt
and Grimley)WR6
6NH

Senior

yes

1

1

Standard (63%)

1

0.5

Able to
sustain
additional
play
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Site can sustain
small amount of
additional play
but
pitch
capacity directly
limited
by
quality. Site is
weed
infested
and one goal
mouth
in
particular
is
poor.
Pitch
markings
are
poor (burnt on)
Site can sustain
small amount of
additional play currently
hosts
adult and youth
team
but
at
separate times.
Club
believe
additional
maintenance is
required if pitch
is
to
be
appropriately
managed and
improved further
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week
0.5

Number
of
Pitches
1

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Upton and
South

Hanley Swan
Playing Fields
(Hanley Swan)
WR8 0DA

Senior

yes

Upton and
South

Kempsey Playing
Fields (Kempsey)
WR5 3SA

5V5

yes - but only
2 of limited
quality

Position

Overview

1.5

Capacity
at Peak
Time
1

Standard (51%)

Able to
sustain
additional
play

Standard (57%)

3

1

1

Standard (57%)

3

1

1

1

Standard (57%)

1

0.5

1.5

1

Standard (57%)

0.5

0.5

Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Pitch
is
compacted and
showing signs of
wear.
Better
maintenance
would
benefit
the
playing
surface. Site is
also susceptible
to
flooding,
particularly
bottom corner
Pitch
quality
adequate
but
would
benefit
from improved
maintenance
and
decompaction.
Club
believe
that
site
is
constraining
demand, but still
some capacity,
particularly
if
matches
are
played
consecutively for
younger teams.
All pitches well
used
and
valuable. Parish
Council looking
to
provide
additional
pitches as part
of
neighbourhood
plan

1

1

7V7

1

9V9

Senior
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Upton and
South

The Hill Centre
(Upton upon
Severn) WR8 0EN

Senior

Yes - but
insufficient for
number of
pitches
Yes - but
insufficient for
number of
pitches

youth

Match
Equivalents
Per Week
1

Number
of
Pitches
1

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Standard Good (80%)

1

Capacity
at Peak
Time
0.5

Position

Overview

0

Able to
sustain
additional
play
Overplayed

9v9
pitch
is
marked out over
youth pitch. Use
of pitches also
restricted,
as
changing
accommodation
is insufficient to
accommodate
2 matches at
one time. Senior
pitch able to
accommodate
a small amount
of
additional
play
Pitch
waterlogged
and undulating
needs drainage,
goals
messy.
Over
marked
with 9v9 and 7v7
and
therefore
used extensively
throughout the
weekend
Pitch
is
compacted and
weed
infested
and
needs
investment.
Location of site
on
floodplain
means
that
facility offers little
potential. Club
have relocated
from site in last

3

1

Standard Good (80%)

-1

Upton and
South

The Pavilion,
Spitalfield
(Welland) WR13
6NE

Senior

yes

2.5

1

Standard (59%)

-0.5

0

Overplayed

Upton and
South

Upton Rugby
Club (Upton
Upon Severn)
WR8 0HW

senior

yes

0.5

1

Standard (53%)

1.5

1

Able to
sustain
additional
play
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Area

Site Name and
Postcode

Pitch
Type

Changing

Match
Equivalents
Per Week

Number
of
Pitches

Quality Rating
(Site Visit Score)

Weekly
Capacity

Capacity
at Peak
Time

Position

Overview

year
due
to
frequency
of
cancellations.

Upton and
South

Hanley Castle
The Glebe
(Upton upon
Severn)

Senior

yes

1

1

Standard (58%)

1

1

Youth

yes

1

1

Standard(58%)

1

1

9v9

yes

1

1

Standard(58%)

1

1
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Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Pitch quality and
surface average,
with
drainage
good. Site used
for
school
curricular
purposes,
but
also by Welland
Junior FC on
occasion. Scope
to increase play
and
pitch
is
available
at
peak
time
Pitches small in
size
when
measured
against
FA
specifications
and
therefore
limit community
use
opportunities.
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Current Picture
4.100 The site overviews set out in Table 4.6 provide an understanding of the issues regarding the
adequacy of pitch provision across Malvern Hills District and the situation at individual sites.
4.101 Issues can be further evaluated looking first at the adequacy of provision for each type of
pitch and secondly by investigating the issues by geographical area.
4.102 The extensive overmarking of pitches means that overviews by pitch type provide only a
broad indication of the adequacy of provision. The key issues arising are however
summarised in the sections that follow.
Overviews by Pitch Type
4.103 Table 4.7 summarises the use and spare capacity at full size grass football pitches. This
reflects the actual use of the pitch and it should be noted that in most instances, as well as
full sized pitches are used by both youth and adult teams, these pitches also overmarked
with 9v9, 7v7 pitches.
4.104 Peak time analysis reflects the peak time for adult football (Sunday morning) however
where there is spare capacity and pitches overmarked, this may be used at other times.
This scenario will be considered later in this section.
Table 4.7 – Full Sized Football Pitches

Sub
Area
Central

Current
Communit
y Use

Site
Broadwas
Playing Fields
(Berryfields)

Capacity
for
Communit
y Use

Weekly
Capacit
y

0.5

2

1.5

1

2

1

2

1

-1

2

1

-1

Swan Alfrick
Playing Fields

0

1

1

Suckley
Playing Fields

0

1

1

Callow End
Playing Fields
Hallow Playing
Field
Hospital Lane
Pitch (Powick)

Malvern
Dukes
Meadow

Dyson Perrins

1.5

2

0.5

2

2

0

Position
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Overplaye
d
Overplaye
d
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Played to
level site
can sustain

Peak
Time
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Spare
Capacit
y
2.5

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacit
y
3.5

0.5

1.5

1

0.5
0
0

1

1

0.5

0
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Sub
Area

Site
Langland
Stadium
Lower Howsell
Road Playing
Fields
Malvern Vale
Community
Centre

Victoria Park
Tenbury
and
North

Chantry
School

Weekly
Capacit
y

3.5

3

-0.5

Position
Overplaye
d

3.5

2

-1.5

Overplaye
d

3

2

-1

1

4

3

1.5

2

0.5

The Jewry
Field
Palmers
Meadow
Playing Fields

2

2

0

3.5

2

-1.5

Pound Walk
Playing Fields
(Clifton)

0.5

1

0.5

1

2

1

Top Barn
Upton
and
South

Current
Communit
y Use

Capacity
for
Communit
y Use

Hanley Swan
Playing Fields

0.5

2

1.5

Kempsey
Playing Fields

1.5

2

0.5

the Hill Centre
The Pavilion,
Spitalfield

1

2

1

2.5

2

-0.5

Upton Rugby
Club

0.5

2

1.5

1

2

1

Hanley Castle
The Glebe

Peak
Time

Overplaye
d
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Played to
level site
can sustain
Overplaye
d
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Overplaye
d
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play
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Spare
Capacit
y

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacit
y

0.5

1.5

5

4

0

0

0

1

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

0.5
0

1

1
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4.105 Table 4.7 reveals that there is little spare capacity across the stock of adult pitches in
Malvern Hills, specifically;


16 sites with an adult football pitch have a degree of spare capacity. This is all
relatively minimal, with only Victoria Park (3 match equivalents) able to
accommodate 2 or more match equivalents per week;



there are seven sites that are currently overplayed – Hallow Playing Fields, Hospital
Lane, Langland Stadium, Lower Howsell Road, Malvern Vale, Palmers Meadow and
The Pavilion, Spitalfield. While Hallow Playing Fields and Hospital Lane are
categorised as poor and therefore directly impacted by quality, the remainder are
categorised as standard / good. All of these pitches are however on the boundaries
of their pitch quality classification and pitch capacity therefore represents a best
case scenario. Facilities at Spitalfield in particular suffer from flooding, as do facilities
at Upton Rugby Club. In general, overplay is associated with the use of facilities (and
overmarking) by large clubs including youth and mini teams. Clubs are keen to
accommodate all activity on one site as much as possible; and



taking into account the overplay, spare capacity across the week equates to just
8.5 match equivalents, with just 10.5 match equivalents available at peak time. This
spare capacity is primarily located at a small number of sites and on the whole,
these sites are outside of the main population centres and / or not in the immediate
vicinity of a large club.

4.106 Use of the senior pitches by youth teams is commonplace, and almost all pitches that are
overplayed are also used by youth teams. The following pitches are also overmarked for
other uses;




Lower Howsell Road (7v7 and 9v9 and overplayed);
Dukes Meadow (7v7); and
Malvern Vale (marked with 9v9 and overplayed).

4.107 Supplementing the availability of grass pitches, at peak time, there is scope for further use
of the AGP at Dyson Perrrins, with 0.5 - 1 match equivalents available each week.
4.108 Looking in more detail at the location of spare capacity;


the central area, which currently accommodates some play from Worcester City,
has spare capacity equivalent to 2.5 match equivalents across the week, and just
3.5 at peak time (taking into account overplay). This spare capacity is primarily
located at Suckley Playing Fields and Swan Alfrick Playing Fields – both rural sites in
areas with limited existing demand and poor quality. There is little spare capacity at
other sites, particularly at peak time, although Broadwas and Callow End would be
able to sustain additional play outside Sunday morning (perhaps youth play on
Sunday PM);



provision in Malvern is very restricted, with just 0.5 spare capacity taking into account
overplay, and just 0.5 match equivalents at peak time available at Victoria Park and
Dukes Meadow. The overplay is influenced by the high levels of use at the Langland
Stadium (which the club believe is detrimental to the quality) as well as high
demand at both Malvern Vale and Lower Howsell Playing Fields. These are the most
popular sites, but are now showing signs of quality deterioration due to high levels of
use. These sites are also overmarked for 9v9 / 7v7. One additional match could
however be sustained on the AGP at Dyson Perrins;
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provision in Tenbury and North is also closely matched with demand, with both The
Jewry Ground (Martley) and Palmers Meadow at capacity. This suggests that pitch
supply within two of the largest towns of the district is restrictive. Palmers Meadow
does contain a second grass pitch, but this is shared between the football and
rugby club and as a result is currently rarely used by either. There are just 1.5 match
equivalents in Tenbury and North available at peak time, spread across three sites.
Top Barn is a private facility established by a club.



Upton and South demonstrates the highest levels of spare capacity, but this area
has seen clubs migrate to other areas (particularly the AGP at Malvern) due to
flooding and the number of cancellations that occur during inclement weather.
Spare capacity in this area is spread across all sites, with only the Pavilion at
Spitalfield overplayed. Even in this area, spare capacity is relatively restricted at
peak time. The pitches at Upton Rugby Club are also subject to flooding and clubs
have relocated from this site due to this issue. The spare capacity is therefore
available in theory, but use of these pitches can cause disruption during the playing
season. Pitches at Hanley Castle are small in size compared to FA requirements.

4.109 For adult football therefore, provision is sufficient to meet current demand overall but there
is little room for growth. Even growth in other forms of the game (youth / 9v9) will place
further pressures on senior football pitches, as these are overmarked and while will not
impact peak time availability, will reduce the overall spare capacity. The high level of play
that takes place on the majority of sites places particular pressures on the maintenance
regimes to ensure that quality is sustained over the week.
Impact of none secured community use
4.110 Hanley Castle School is the only site containing an adult pitch that is unsecured for
community use and there is therefore little reliance on school pitches for community
activity. The loss of this pitch would reduce spare capacity in Upton and South by 1 at
both peak time and across the week as a whole. This pitch is known to be small when
measured against FA specifications and this limits community use opportunities.
Youth Football
4.111 In reality, for most sites across the district, full sized pitches are used by both junior and
adult teams and there are only a small number of youth pitches in the district. The
capacity at these sites is summarised in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 – Capacity at Youth Football Pitches

Sub Area

Site

Malvern

Rushwick
Playscape
Malvern
Vale
Communit
y Centre

Tenbury and
North

Chantry
School

Central

Current
Community
Use

Capacity
for
Community
Use

Weekly
Capacity

0.5

2

1.5

1.75

2

0.25

1

1

0

Position
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Peak
Time

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

1

1.5

1

0

0.25

0

0

0

0

Played to
level site can
sustain
Played to
level site can
sustain
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Sub Area

Site
the Hill
Centre

Upton and
South

Hanley
Castle The
Glebe

Current
Community
Use

Capacity
for
Community
Use

Weekly
Capacity

3

2

-1

1

2

1

Position

Peak
Time

Overplayed
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

0

1

0

1

4.112 Table 4.8 reveals that overall, there is a small amount of spare capacity at specific youth
pitches. Although spare capacity across the district equates to 2.75 match equivalents,
there is overplay of 1 match equivalent leaving 1.75 match equivalents overall. All sites
with a youth pitch except the Hill Centre and The Chantry School currently have spare
capacity. The pitch at the Hill Centre is overused as it is also marked out for 7v7 play while
the quality of the pitch at the Chantry School is poor.
4.113 While there is some spare capacity, this is relatively limited with only Rushwick Playscape
able to sustain more than one additional match equivalent per week. This site is of
relatively poor appearance and is not highly desirable for new teams (lack of toilets etc).
4.114 Similar to senior football pitches, the highest amounts of spare capacity exist in the central
and Upton and South areas. Even in these areas, only one additional match equivalent
can be sustained at peak time. Hanley Castle High School is unsecured, and supply would
match demand in Upton and South if this was no longer available.
4.115 There is also only a small amount of provision available at peak time, with a total of 3
match equivalents possible. Supply is therefore closely balanced with demand from youth
football teams, and linked with the overall supply of adult pitches, indicates that the
amount of pitches is only just sufficient to meet current demand.
4.116 Added to this, at peak time, there is scope for further use of the AGP, with 1 match
equivalents available each week for youth football. This increases the level of spare
capacity slightly.
Combining Adult and Youth Pitches
4.117 The overlap in use between adult and youth pitches in the district means that it is also
important to consider the adequacy of the stock of facilities as a whole.
4.118 When taking into account the overall stock of facilities and considering only the amount
of pitches that are secured for community use, there is spare capacity for 9.25 match
equivalents across the week (taking into account overplay).
4.119 As previously highlighted however, the majority of sites that are currently used are at or
approaching capacity and there are also concerns about the quality of the stock of the
pitch and the ability of facilities to withstand the required amount of play across the
season. This will be returned to later in this section.
4.120 At peak time for adults, Sunday morning, spare capacity would remain equivalent to 9.5
match equivalents per week (Senior Pitches only and excluding unsecured sites).
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4.121 If including both youth and adult pitches, spare capacity at youth peak time (Sunday PM)
would equate to 11.5 match equivalents. The equivalent of seven match equivalents
would not however be available if increases were to take place in adult football (ie the
site can only accommodate increases in one form of the game). These sites are Pound
Walk Playing Fields, Upton Rugby Club, The Hill Centre, Hanley Swan Playing Fields, Pound
Walk Playing Fields, Suckley Playing Fields, Swan Alfrick Playing Fields and Dukes Meadow.
4.122 Increases in participation at 9v9, 7v7 and 5v5 will also impact on senior football pitches (as
pitches are overmarked) and there is therefore relatively limited opportunity for growth in
football participation as a whole.
9 v 9 Pitches
4.123 Table 4.9 summarises the use and spare capacity at 9 v 9 football pitches. As with youth
football, there are relatively few individual 9v9 pitches, as the majority of 9v9 football is
overmarked on senior football pitches.


Table 4.9 reveals that there is spare capacity at Kempsey Playing Fields and Hanley
Castle School, but that Hospital Lane is at capacity. This site is an important facility
for Leigh and Bransford Badgers and is heavily used. There is also spare capacity at
Penlu, just outside of the Malvern Hills border but serving Tenbury clubs. These teams
have not been considered to be displaced due to the location of the Penlu site
directly on the South Worcestershire border



Although there is spare capacity, this is relatively minimal, with just 2 match
equivalents available across the week, and 1.5 at peak time. The majority of this is
focused at Hanley Castle School, which is unsecured for community use and access
could be removed at any time. There is no overplay on dedicated 9v9 pitches



There are no dedicated 9v9 pitches in Malvern, reflecting the overall close balance
between supply and demand in this area



9v9 is also played at Lower Howsell Road Playing Fields, Malvern Vale Community
Centre and The Hill Centre – pitches are overmarked onto senior and youth pitches.
All three of these sites are experiencing overplay as a direct result of the number of
matches of different types that they are required to sustain. While there is
theoretically spare capacity in the stock of 9v9 pitches therefore, a lack of pitches in
locations where clubs are based is causing overplay on other pitch types.

Table 4.9 – 9 v 9 Football Pitches

Sub Area

Central
Tenbury
and North
Upton and
South

Site
Hospital
Lane
Pitch
(Powick)
n/a
Kempse
y Playing

Current
Communit
y Use
(Match
Equivalent
s)

Capacity
for
Communit
y Use
(Match
Equivalent
s)

Weekly
Capacit
y

2

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

Position
Played to
level site
can sustain
n/a
Able to
sustain
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Spare
Capacit
y

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacit
y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

2

1.5

Pea
k
Tim
e
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Sub Area

Site
Fields
Hanley
Castle
The
Glebe

Current
Communit
y Use
(Match
Equivalent
s)

Capacity
for
Communit
y Use
(Match
Equivalent
s)

Weekly
Capacit
y

1

2

1

Pea
k
Tim
e

Position
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Spare
Capacit
y

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacit
y

1

4.124 There is no spare capacity on the AGP at Dyson Perrins for 9v9 play, as this site is already
used at peak time by Welland Junior FC.
Impact of Unsecured Pitches
4.125 Only Hanley Castle School is unsecured for community use. The loss of this site would
reduce levels of spare capacity but would not cause the displacement of any teams as
there are no teams regularly using this facility.
7 v 7 Pitches
4.126 Table 4.10 summarises the use and spare capacity at 7 v 7 football pitches. As with other
pitch types, there are few dedicated pitches as the majority of 7v7 football takes place
over pitches of other sizes. Notably, like with 9v9 pitches, there are no dedicated 7v7
pitches in Malvern.
Table 4.10 - Use and Spare Capacity at 7 v 7 Football Pitches

Sub
Area

Site

Central

Ralfs Field
Stadium
Leigh and
Bransford
Primary
School

Tenbury

n/a

Central

Upton
and
South

Current
Communit
y Use
(Match
Equivalents
)

Kempsey
Playing Fields

Capacity
for
Communit
y Use
(Match
equivalents
)

Weekly
Capacit
y

2

8

6

1

4

2

0

0

0

1

4

3

Position
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Spare
Capacit
y

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacit
y

8

3

0

0

3

1

Peak
Time

n/a
Able to
sustain
additional
play

2

1
0

1

4.127 Table 4.10 reveals that there is spare capacity on the existing 7v7 pitches but again this is
relatively limited at peak time (and calculations assume games will be played
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consecutively). The lack of 7v7 pitches to meet the needs of other clubs is however
causing issues with overplay at other sites.
4.128 There is also spare capacity at Penlu, just outside of the Malvern Hills border but serving
Tenbury clubs. These teams have not been considered to be displaced due to the
location of the Penlu site directly on the South Worcestershire border.
4.129 The pitch at Leigh and Bransford Primary School is unsecured for community use. Loss of
access to this facility would reduce the spare capacity across the week (by 3) and at
peak time (by 1). Since this assessment has been undertaken, the use of Ralfs Field,
previously thought to be secured for use, has also been withdrawn. This reduces the spare
capacity across the week (by 6) and at peak time (by 1). As both 7v7 pitches in the
Central area are unsecured, this would mean no remaining spare capacity and a need to
accommodate Leigh and Bransford Badgers elsewhere (demand for 3 match equivalents
per week).
4.130 There is no spare capacity on the AGP at Dyson Perrins for 7v7 play, as this site is already
used at peak time by Welland Junior FC.
5 v 5 pitches
4.131 Table 4.11 outlines the spare capacity that is available at 5 v 5 pitches. It reveals that
across the four sites, Kempsey Playing Fields is the only site with spare capacity at peak
time but that there is availability across the week (due to the focus on play on a Saturday
morning).
Table 4.11 – 5 v 5 Pitches

Sub
Area

Central

Site
Callow
End
Playing
Fields

Malvern

Ralfs
Field
Stadium
Lower
Howsell
Road
Playing
Fields

Upton
and
South

Kempsey
Playing
Fields

Central

Current
Community
Use (Match
Equivalents)

Capacity
for
Community
Use (Match
Equivalents)

Weekly
Capacity

1

2

1

2

4

2

2

4

2

1

4

3

Position
Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

0

3

0

0

2

0

1

3

1

Peak
Time

Able to
sustain
additional
play
Able to
sustain
additional
play

0

4.132 There is no spare capacity on the AGP at Dyson Perrins for 5v5 play, as this site is already
used at peak time by Welland Junior FC.
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4.133 Since the assessment was undertaken, use of Ralfs Field has been withdrawn. There were 2
matches per week at this site and spare capacity of 2 match equivalents. The loss of this
site means that the only remaining capacity in the central area is at Callow Playing Fields.

Adequacy of Provision for Pyramid Clubs
4.134 As outlined earlier in this section, there are three clubs playing within the National League
pyramid and therefore having specific requirements. The adequacy of provision for these
clubs is summarised in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12 – Adequacy of Provision for Pyramid Clubs
Club and Site

Issues Raised

Additional Requirements

Malvern Town / Malvern
Town U21 – Langland
Stadium

Currently working to secure 39
year lease for use of Langland
Stadium from MHDC.

Medical facilities

No medical room, cooker does not
work and fencing poor in places.
Substantial investment into pitch
has seen improvements, but site is
overused and pitch quality is
already deteriorating. Club has
only small training area to side of
pitch and is therefore forced to
train on pitch.

Powick Rangers

Malvern Vale community centre is
currently their ground which they
share with Malvern Vale FC. The
ground suits their needs at the
moment.

Fencing
/
improvements

infrastructure

Improved catering facilities
Club seeking 3g pitch to replace
existing match pitch and to
perform dual room as match and
training
facility
as
well
as
accommodate younger teams.
Site would need to be included on
FA register
If the team is promoted they will
need
to
find
alternative
accommodation as the pitch
location and facilities would not
meet
ground
grading
requirements.

Overall Spatial Picture
4.135 Overall therefore, analysis has demonstrated that spare capacity across Malvern Hills
District is limited, particularly within the Malvern town and Tenbury and North areas.
4.136 There is some spare capacity across the week and at peak time for adult football on
senior pitches, but the majority of spare capacity is located at sites that currently receive
little or no use, due either to their location or condition. Added to this, there are significant
levels of overplay at some sites. This is largely due to the practice of overmarking 9v9 / 7v7
pitches on senior and youth pitches and it is likely that this has arisen due to the constraints
in the pitch stock. Many of the most popular sites are used in all timeslots across the
weekend, which is made possible by the spread of play in different age groups.
4.137 Added to this, the quality of football pitches is relatively low and levels of maintenance
are limited. The expectation that pitches will accommodate several matches over the
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course of the weekend places extra pressures on pitches and means that good quality
maintenance to cope with the high levels of use takes on greater importance.
4.138 While supply is most closely matched with demand in the Malvern and Tenbury and North
areas, even in the central and Upton and South areas there is relatively limited capacity
for growth. In the Upton and South area, spare capacity is largely attributed to the limited
use that some sites receive due to the high levels of flooding that occur.
4.139 The current quantitative picture with regards spare capacity is summarised in Table 4.13
below. It illustrates the number of spare match equivalent sessions for each sport. It
excludes pitches that are not secured for community use.
4.140 It should be noted that the AGP at Dyson Perrins could potentially provide capacity for
another 1 adult match per week at peak time and 1 youth match, assuming that
recreational bookings could be adjusted.

Table 4.13 – Summary of Spare Capacity
Adult Football

Youth Football

9v9 Football

7v7 Football

5v5 Football

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

Peak
Time
Spare
Capacity

Central

2.5

3.5

1.5

1

0

0

5

2

4

0

Malvern

0.5

1.5

0.25

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

Tenbury

0.5

1.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Upton
and
South

4

3

0

0

1

0.5

3

1

3

1

TOTAL

7.5

9.5

1.75

1

1

0.5

8

3

9

1

Sub
Area

4.141 Table 4.14 builds upon this, providing an area specific overview of the issues identified and
the sites where capacity issues are currently experienced.
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Table 4.14 – Area Specific Issues Identified
Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Spare Capacity Location

Specific Issues Identified

Central

The majority of pitches in the central
area are senior football pitches. These
are used interchangeably by youth
and senior teams, but there is no
overmarking evident of 9v9 / 7v7
pitches on these sites.

Spare capacity located at:



Capacity issues less prevalent than in other parts
– no overmarking of senior pitches. Limited
smaller sided pitches



Most key settlements have a pitch although
some are underused. Holt, Broadheath, Rushwick
are areas without pitches, but no clear evidence
of requirement currently (and settlements also
have cricket grounds which could be used)



Powick / Hallow are key areas of pressure at face
value.



Overplay at Powick caused by heavy use of
pitches by Leigh and Bransford Badgers and
poor quality of pitches. Leigh and Bransford
Badgers highlight that there is a lack of access to
good quality local facilities. Club have
appropriate 7v7 / 5v5 but have to travel for other
facilities (Powick). Pitch condition also poor



Overplay at Hallow Playing Fields caused by
Oldbury Tigers travelling from Worcester, as well
as use by Hallow Teams. Pitch condition also
poor (impacting capacity) and requiring
improvement. Hallow Sunday FC believe that
pitch capacity in Hallow is constrained



Pitches with spare capacity not necessarily
located in close proximity to clubs / areas of
overplay. All pitches with spare capacity are of
limited quality and require investment. Mostly
located in small settlements accommodating
local teams only

Senior / Youth Football
4.5 match equivalents spare at peak
time when combining adult and youth
pitches. Total spare capacity 4 across
the week, taking into account
overplay. All sites that are not already
experiencing
overplay
could
accommodate an additional match
at peak time for both senior football
(Sun AM) and Youth Football (Sun PM)
9v9 Pitches
Hospital Lane is only pitch in central
area – site has no remaining capacity.





Callow End Playing Fields (low quality)
(1 across week, 0.5 at adult peak time,
1 at youth peak time)



Rushwick Playscape (low quality and
messy appearance) 1 across week
and 1 at peak time, either adult /
youth



Swan Alfrick Playing Fields (low quality)
– overspill only



Suckley Playing Fields – overspill only



Ralfs Field (limited availability at peak
time) – small sized pitches, games
played
consecutively.
Quality
adequate but no changing

7v7 and 5v5
Ralfs Field and Callow End PF are only
sites. All are able to sustain additional
play. There is more minimal availability
at peak time. Leigh and Bransford
Primary School is available on an
unsecured basis

Broadwas Playing Fields (Berryfields)
(concerns over pitch surface - moles) –
1.5 across week, 1 at peak time

Pitches overplayed:


Hallow
Playing
Fields
(directly
impacted by poor quality surface
which is uneven and compacted) (1
match equivalent)



Hospital Lane Playing Fields (used by
Leigh and Bransford Badgers as well as
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Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Spare Capacity Location
Powick FC) – (1 match equivalent).
Pitch of limited quality and requires
improved drainage

Malvern



Lack
of
toilet
facilities
at
Ralfs
Field
(accommodating mini teams) as well as at
Broadwas Playing Fields, Hospital Lane and
Rushwick Playscape – reduce desirability of
pitches. Powick Playing Fields also lacks facilities
but funding has been secured



Powick Rangers FC (Pyramid Club) currently
travelling to Malvern due to lack of appropriate
facilities more local



Spare capacity very limited and further
evidenced by significant overmarking of senior
pitches with smaller sided facilities. Limited
dedicated provision of smaller pitches



All responding teams in local area highlight a
lack of pitches as being a key challenge



3g AGP provides further capacity, but currently
used by Welland JFC at peak time. Able to
accommodate additional full sized matches

Langland Community Stadium (-0.5) –
suffers from compaction and overplay)



Quality issues at most sites, primarily compaction
and poor surface caused by overplay

Lower Howsell Road (-1.5) – pitch surface
and drainage poor



Facility at Langland Stadium does not meet
needs of Malvern Town FC (pyramid club) in
terms of both capacity and quality (compacting
due to overuse, medical facilities, fencing)



Spare capacity at Dukes Meadow and reduction
of overplay at Lower Howsell Road likely to
reduce once new site at Sling Lane is opened
(currently used by Newtown Sports)

Senior and Youth Pitches

Spare Capacity located at

Spare capacity is very limited. Looking
just at senior pitches, and taking into
account overplay, there is just 0.5
spare capacity on adult pitches across
the week and just 1.5 match
equivalents available at peak time for
senior play. Senior pitches are also
heavily used by 9v9 and 7v7 teams,
with Dukes Meadow and Malvern Vale
Community Centre both overmarked.

Victoria Park – 3 match equivalents per
week (1 senior peak time, 2 youth peak
time) – drainage and compaction issues

The only youth pitch, which is also
overmarked with 7v7 pitches has just
0.25 capacity across the week and no
availability at peak time.
Combining the two types, there is
capacity for 1 additional adult match
equivalent and 2 youth matches at
Victoria Park at peak time, and either
an additional adult or youth match at
Dukes Meadow (both cannot be
sustained). Spare capacity also at
Dyson Perrins 3g AGP would create
capacity for further 1 adult and 1

Specific Issues Identified

Dukes Meadow (0.5 match equivalents per
week (0.5 senior peak time) – pitch quality
adequate
Overplayed

Malvern Vale Community Centre (-1 and
0.25) – requires decompaction and
remedial works
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Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Spare Capacity Location

Specific Issues Identified

Senior and Youth Pitches

Spare Capacity



Limited spare capacity across Tenbury and North

Limited provision means that spare
capacity is minimal, with only 0.5 spare
capacity across the week taking into
account overplay and 1.5 match
equivalents at peak time. There is a
further pitch at Palmers Meadow
shared with rugby which offers ad hoc
use. There is no spare capacity on
youth pitches.

Chantry School – Martley (senior and youth
pitch, 1.5 total and available at peak
time). Pitch quality limited and often
unusable for weeks



Provision focused in larger settlements – Tenbury
and Martley. Outside of this, Clifton on Teme and
Holt Heath are the only settlements to have a
pitch. There is no clear evidence of requirements
for further provision in smaller settlements to meet
current demand



Just one site (Top Barn) can however
accommodate an increase in both
adult and youth teams at peak time
due to the level of use across the
week. Growth in adult football would
therefore impact availability of youth
pitches and vice versa.

Top Barn – Holt Heath – Capacity for
additional adult and youth match

Pressures on pitch provision focused in Tenbury –
Palmers Meadow overplayed although there is a
small amount of spare capacity on smaller
pitches at Penlu. Clubs in the area highlight issues
with poor quality provision and drainage issues,
and believe that compaction and identified
pitch quality issues are caused by overuse (which
occurs due to a lack of pitches). Investment
secured for changing accommodation to be
improved

9v9 Pitches Penlu (outside Malvern Hills
boundaries) is the only site with a 9v9
pitch – the site has a small amount of
spare capacity at both peak time (1)
and across the week (1)

At capacity



Chantry School offers only spare capacity in
Martley – equivalent to 1.5 matches in total. Club
has declined in size this season but spare
capacity remains limited. Area believed to
contain poor quality pitches and the school
indicate that the pitch with spare capacity is

youth match at peak time.
9v9 and 7v7 -No dedicated pitches –
matches played on overmarked senior
pitches or Dyson Perrins 3g (which
currently accommodates Welland,
travelling from Upton) for both 9v9 and
7v7.
5v5 – only site is Lower Howsell Road.
No spare capacity at peak time
Tenbury
and North

7v7

-As

with

9v9,

Penlu

(outside

Pound Walk – Clifton on Teme – capacity
for 1 additional senior or youth match
(pitch quality poor – weeds and
goalmouths)

Overplayed
Palmers Meadow –
compacted and floods)

Tenbury

(pitch

The Jewry Field - Martley
Penlu Sports Ground is located just outside
the Malvern Hills boundaries but serves
Tenbury Clubs. It provides 7v7 and 9v9
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Sub Area

Upton
and South

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Spare Capacity Location

Specific Issues Identified

Malvern Hills boundaries) is the only
dedicated 7v7 pitch and also
accommodates 5v5. Pitch able to
accommodate small amount of
additional play, although just 0.5
match equivalents at peak time.

pitches (1.5 match equivalents total
available at peak time) Pitch quality
average



Both Pound Walk and Top Barn accommodate
local teams. Top Barn was specifically created
by the club, who are looking to improve pitch
quality and maintenance. Pound Walk is of
limited quality

Upton and South has the highest
amount of spare capacity, but several
pitches are underused due to poor
quality and flood risk.

Spare Capacity



Spare capacity highest of all parts of Malvern
Hills. Spare capacity largely attributed to poor
condition of pitches and issues with flooding
however – clubs have travelled elsewhere due to
concerns over facilities in Upton (eg Welland
travel to Dyson Perrins)



Pitches are all clustered around the main urban
areas of Upton upon Severn and Welland, with
the only exception being Hanley Swan Playing
Fields



Welland is key area of geographical demand
and club indicate that they require expansion of
existing facilities at Spitalfield (which is currently
overplayed) as well as access to 3g pitch to
meet demand. Club also seeking to build
relationship with Hanley Castle High School. Lack
of facilities in Welland mean club also use all
other facilities within the Upton and South area



Facilities in Upton experience most issues from
flooding. Facilities also primarily used by Welland
JFC - Some evidence of overplay at The Hill
Centre (due to use of senior pitches for 9v9).
Upton RFC now receives minimal use due to
flooding impact and there is minimal other
demand, which clubs attribute to the challenges
faced with securing appropriate pitches. Hanley
Castle School is well drained, but pitches are
known to be small when measured against FA

often not used due to poor condition

Hanley Swan (1 match equivalent at peak
time),
pitch
compacted
and
floods).Capacity to mark additional pitch

Adult and Youth Pitches
There is spare capacity for 4 additional
match equivalents on adult pitches,
and 3 at peak time. There is further
capacity at Hanley Castle School
which has an unsecured pitch.
For youth pitches, capacity equates to
1 match equivalent across the week
and 1 at peak time. Excluding Hanley
Castle School (unsecured) pitch
provision is in line with demand.
When also taking into account the role
that adult pitches can have in
meeting youth football needs, 4.5
youth
matches
could
be
accommodated. 3.5 of these match
equivalents are however only possible
if no further adult participation takes
place – ie only an additional adult
fixture or a youth match can take
place – not both due to overall
capacity of the site. Hanley Castle
School also contains two unsecured

Kempsey
Playing
Fields
(3
match
equivalents at peak time total). Site
compacting
Upton RFC – 1 match equivalent at peak
time, capacity to mark additional pitches
but suffers from flooding
Hanley Castle High School (The Glebe) –
unsecured pitches, capacity for 3 match
equivalents. Well drained
Overplayed
The Hill Centre (0), one senior pitch has
spare capacity, remainder of pitches
overplayed. Changing insufficient for
number of pitches.
The Pavilion – Spitalfield – (-0.5)
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Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Spare Capacity Location

Specific Issues Identified

pitches.

specifications.

9v9 Pitches -One 9v9 pitch at the Hill
Centre over a youth pitch. This pitch is
overplayed



Pitch quality is impacted by flooding issues at all
sites. The Hill Centre is also restricted due to
changing accommodation

Kempsey Playing Fields and Hanley
Castle only other sites in area. Spare
capacity 2 match equivalents (1.5 at
peak time).



Kempsey JFC currently have a spread of pitches
and capacity to accommodate existing teams.
Site is showing signs of overuse and compaction
however and club indicate that facilities are
restricting play. Youth teams have to play on full
size senior pitch

7v7 and 5v5
Kempsey Playing Fields only sites with
facilities – capacity for one additional
match equivalent on each pitch at
peak time. Spare capacity across the
week
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Impact of Poor Pitch Quality and Maintenance Longer Term
4.142 As demonstrated throughout this section, as well as peak time demand being closely
matched with supply, the overmarking, and the use of pitches for multiple forms of the
game means that pitches are heavily used in all time slots. This generates overplay and /
or limited spare capacity on most pitches. This reflects the findings of consultation, which
demonstrate that some clubs believe that there are not enough pitches of appropriate
quality in the district. Heavy use of pitches was also evident during site visits.
4.143 The amount of use of the pitches and the capacity of the facilities is directly impacting the
quality of the facilities (overuse is detrimental to the pitches) and there is significant
evidence of overuse of the pitch stock across the district, with a particular focus on the
need for decompaction and where vertidraining and intrusive soil penetration is not
enough to alleviate the problem, some drainage may be required.
4.144 The spread of play across peak time does however mean that the quality of pitches takes
on greater importance than if pitches are just played at peak time. The maintenance
programme must be tailored to ensure that pitches are capable of sustaining higher levels
of play, not just in the short term but also over longer periods of time. Quality concerns
emerged as perhaps the key issue for clubs. As well as having an impact on player
experience and enjoyment, deteriorating pitch quality can lead to a reduction in
capacity.
4.145 As outlined earlier in this section, while in theory pitches are of standard quality and able
to sustain two games per week, the majority of pitches achieved scores very close to the
border between standard and poor. Site visits were undertaken in November and it is
therefore possible that pitch quality will deteriorate further during the season, with pitches
becoming poor quality. If all pitches with scores close to the border between poor and
standard became poor;


there would be no remaining spare capacity on adult football pitches (-2 taking into
account overplay);



there would remain just 0.75 match equivalents for youth football;



there would be no spare capacity on 9v9 pitches; and



there would remain a small amount of spare capacity on 7v7 and 5v5 pitches,
although this is more limited at peak time.

4.146 On the whole, and reflecting the balance of play where the more popular pitches are
heavily used and the spare capacity is largely at sites with little or no use, the reduction in
quality has the biggest impact on sites that are already heavily used and overplayed.
These include Malvern Vale Community Centre, Lower Howsell Road (Both Malvern) The
Hill Centre, The Pavilion, Spitalfield (Upton and South) and the Jewry Field (Central).
4.147 The condition of the playing pitches (and the potential impact of the poor maintenance
and surface over the course of the season) therefore has significant impact on the overall
adequacy of provision to meet demand in quantitative terms in the short term as well as in
the longer term.
4.148 Figure 4.5 illustrates the impact of poor pitches on the overall stock of facilities. It illustrates
the cycle that is starting to occur – poor pitches are overused, and as a consequence,
quality deteriorates further. The limited maintenance regime on the majority of sites
however means that this is not addressed and the cycle continues.
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Figure 4.5 – Cycle of Overuse and Quality Decline

Pitch Stock in MalvernPreparatio
Hills

Pitch Stock in Blackburn with Darwen

Supply of Pitches
Limited
maintenance

Demand for Pitches
Increasing
number of
teams

Lack of
investment

Growth
aspirations

Pitches with limited capacity (without qualitative
deterioration) required to cater for high levels of
demand

Pitches are overused

Quality deteriorates
further and clubs
complain

Limited out of season
maintenance

Future Picture of Provision
4.149 The future requirement for playing pitches will be impacted by several factors, including;





population growth or change to the demographic profile of the population;
changes in participation trends and in how pitch sports are played;
club specific development plans and aspirations; and
amendments to the current facility stock.

4.150 These issues are considered in turn in order to build an accurate picture of future demand
for playing pitches.
Forthcoming Changes to Supply
4.151 While this assessment provides a picture of pitches currently available for use, the opening
of Sling Lane is forecast to take place in advance of the 2015 – 2016 season. This site is
likely to be leased to Newtown Sports Juniors and will provide capacity for an additional
adult pitch and 2 mini pitches.
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4.152 Assuming that pitch quality is of appropriate standard, this will increase capacity in the
existing pitch stock by;


2 adult / youth match equivalents; and



additional 8 7v7 match equivalents (4 at peak time).

4.153 Since the initial completion of the assessment, further developments have also taken
place, with the recent withdrawal of Ralfs Field from use causing a reduction in 7v7 and 5
v 5 pitches.
4.154 University of Worcester are currently in the process of purchasing 50 acres of land at the
Top Barn Activity Centre at Holt Heath, to provide inclusive sport, exercise and outdoor
activities. Details as to the types of facilities that will be included on this site have not yet
been finalised, but it is likely that the new provision may include grass pitches and AGPs.
The primary purpose of the site will be to accommodate university educational
programmes and BUCS teams, with community access available subject to programming.
Progress on the acquisition of the site and any subsequent masterplanning should be
monitored in order to ensure that the implications of the new development are taken into
account.
Population Change
4.155 Analysis in Section 3 indicated that while the population of Malvern Hills is likely to increase
by 24%, changes to the population profile mean that the proportion of people within the
age groups most likely to play pitch sports will increase at a much slower rate (12%). Team
Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are required
to generate one team. They are used to project the theoretical number of teams that
would be generated from population growth.
4.156 Table 4.15 summarises the current TGRs for football and uses them to evaluate the
potential impact of projected population change on demand for football in Malvern Hills.
It reveals that by 2030;


the number of adult football teams is likely to increase, with growth of up to 3 teams;



there will also be substantial increase in the number of youth teams (6) and 9v9
teams (6) placing significant extra pressures on the pitch stock; and



an additional 7 7v7 football teams and 4.2 5v5 teams are likely to be created.

Table 4.15 – TGRs for Football in Malvern Hills District

Sport and Age
Groups

Football Adult Men
(16-45yrs)
Football Adult
Women (16-45yrs)
Football Youth Boys
(12-15yrs)

Number
of teams
in age
group
within
the area
33

12548

380

13585

1037

Potential
Change in Team
Numbers in Age
Group (Number
of Teams)
Current – 2030
2.7

3

12548

4183

13585

1037

0.2

20

1682

84

2133

451

5.4

Current
Population
in Age
Group

Current
TGR

Population
in Age
Group
(2030)

Population
Change in
Age Group
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Football Youth Girls
(12-15yrs)
Football 9v9 Boys
(10 and 11 yrs)
Football 9v9 Girls(10
and 11 yrs)
Football 7v7
Football 5v5

3

1682

561

2133

451

0.8

17

799

47

1054

256

5.4

0

799

0

1054

0

0

15

1513

101

2085

572

5.7

11

1513

138

2085

572

4.2

4.157 These increases would significantly impact the adequacy of capacity within Malvern Hills
District, particularly as pitches are already overmarked, meaning that growth in
participation in one form of the game will impact on facilities used for another.
4.158 Table 4.16 summarises the overall impact on the amount of remaining capacity in Malvern
Hills. It takes into account the additional pitches that will be provided at Sling Lane and
the further capacity that they will create and indicates that across the district as a whole;


There is likely to remain sufficient capacity for adult football, with capacity equating
to 8 match equivalents, 9.5 of which are available at peak time



The amount of spare capacity for other forms of the game is however more limited there is no spare capacity for 9v9 or youth teams.



There are slightly higher quantities of availability on 7v7 and 5 v5 pitches, but this is
very restricted at peak time (2. match equivalents for 7v7 pitches and supply
insufficient to meet demand for 5v5 play. This also assumes that games are played
consecutively).

4.159 It should be noted that Table 4.16 excludes pitches not secured for community use.
Table 4.16 - Impact of proposed population growth
Adult Football
Sub Area

Spare
Capacity

Current Position
(Spare

Youth Football
Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

9v9 Football
Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

7v7 Football
Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

5v5 Football
Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity

Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

7.5

9.5

1.75

2

1

0.5

7

3

9

1

9.5

10.5

2.75

2

2

1.5

16

5.

9

1

1.5

1

3

2

3

2

3

2.5

3

3

8

9.5

-0.25

0

-1

-0.5

13

2

6

-2

Capacity)
Spare capacity
including
changes to
pitch stock
(Sling Lane)
Increase in
participation
(Match
Equivalents)
Future Spare
Capacity
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Spatial Distribution of Population Growth
4.160 Population growth will however not occur evenly across the district and as already
highlighted, there are already areas of particular pressure, in particular in Malvern and
Tenbury and North.
4.161 Analysis of proposed locations for housing growth indicate that


21% of growth is likely to occur in Malvern;



5% of growth will occur in Tenbury and North;



7% will occur in the settlements making up the Upton and South area and 33% will
be in urban extensions located in the Upton area; and



6% will occur in the settlements making up the central area, and a further 27% in
urban extensions located in the central area.

4.162 Table 4.17 illustrates the potential impact of growth in each area of the district in terms of
the adequacy of provision. It uses the above figures to apportioned growth to each sub
area of the district (ie if 20% of growth will take place in Malvern, 20% of the total increase
in teams is allocated to this area). It assumes that if growth in the area is equivalent to 0.5
teams or more, a team will be created (equivalent to 0.5 match equivalents per week).
For this reason, the total figures do not directly equate to figures in Table 4.16.
Table 4.17 - Likely impact of population growth in each area of the district

Sub Area

Central

Adult Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
2.0
2.5

Malvern
Tenbury
and
North
Upton
and
South

Youth Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
0.5
0.0

9v9 Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
-1.0
-1.0

7v7 Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
4.0
1.0

5v5 Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
3.0
-1.0

2.0

2.5

-0.8

0.0

-1.0

-1.0

7.0

1.0

1.0

-1.0

0.5

1.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

3.0

2.0

-1.0

-1.0

0.0

-0.5

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

4.163 Table 4.17 therefore reveals that:


spare capacity is particularly compromised in Malvern (even taking into the new
pitches to be provided at Sling Lane), with insufficient youth, 9v9 and 5 v5 pitches (at
least one additional of each required). There is also very limited remaining spare
capacity on adult pitches meaning that there is absolutely no scope for growth
without additional provision, and no capacity for rest and recovery;



while Tenbury and North as an area will see limited growth, provision remains
compromised, with spare capacity very limited for all forms of the game. It should be
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noted that there will also be no scope to accommodate further play at Penlu by
2030, as it is assumed that growth at Tenbury RFC will be accommodated at this site;


growth in the central area will see insufficient facilities for 9v9 football as well as for
youth football; and



the existing stock of facilities across Upton and South is theoretically able to sustain
the additional population growth. As outlined previously however, most pitches in this
area suffer extensively from flooding.

4.164 While Table 4.17 provides an overall indication of the adequacy of provision in each area,
the impact of the new development is to an extent absorbed by the ageing population of
existing residents. The concentrated location of the growth means that the impact is likely
to focus on specific settlements and sites, some distance from existing sites with spare
capacity, most of which are located in the more rural settlements (while development will
primarily abut more urban areas). Added to this, many of the locations that will see
development feature playing fields that are of poor quality and / or are already at
capacity, specifically;


Malvern - 1578 dwellings - pitches of all size already at capacity



Hallow - 93 new dwellings, playing fields already poor quality and at capacity



Powick - playing fields are currently of poor quality and at capacity



Rushwick - 113 dwellings. Only one existing site that is poor



Tenbury - 420 dwellings. Existing provision poor and limited



Kempsey - 320 dwellings



Welland - 90 dwellings, club are already displaced.

4.165 There is also no existing provision in the location of the proposed urban extensions.
4.166 It is clear therefore that to adequately meet future demand, additional provision will be
required.
Changes in Participation Trends and How Sport is Played
4.167 Added to the impact of population growth, it is also necessary to consider the potential
for participation increases. As is illustrated, supply is already closely matched with demand
particularly in Tenbury and North and in Malvern, meaning that there is little scope for
growth. Clubs do however have aspirations for growth and current plans are equivalent to


3 adult male and 2 adult female teams (2.5 match equivalents);



4 youth male and 1 youth female team (2.5 match equivalents for youth / 9v9
football); and



7 mini soccer teams (3.5 match equivalents).

4.168 These aspirations primarily link to clubs who are already at / approaching capacity,
specifically; Malvern Town (Malvern), Welland Juniors and Kempsey Colts (Upton and
South) and Teme Valley (Tenbury and North).
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4.169 Table 4.18 takes into account the stated aspirations of these clubs, and reveals that
provision in Malvern and Tenbury and North becomes even more compromised if these
aspirations are achieved.
Table 4.18 - Ability of Pitch Stock to accommodate projected future demand (including
participation increases and latent demand from clubs).

Sub
Area

Central
Malver
n
Tenbur
y and
North
Upton
and
South

Adult Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
2.0
2.5

Youth Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
0.5
0.0

9v9 Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
-1.0
-1.0

7v7 Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
4.0
0.5

5v5 Football
Peak
Spare
Time
Capaci Spare
ty
Capaci
ty
3.0
-1.0

1.0

1.5

-1.8

-1

-1.0

-1.0

5.5

-1

1.0

-1.0

-0.5

0.5

-0.5

-0.5

0.0

0.0

0

0

0.0

0.0

2.5

1.5

-1.5

-1.5

0.0

-0.5

1.0

-1.0

2.0

0.0

4.170 Table 4.18 clearly highlights that provision becomes even more insufficient in Malvern
town, and club growth will also generate shortfalls in the central, Tenbury and North and
Upton and South areas too. Provision of smaller sized pitches will also be insufficient in the
central areas. Additional capacity is therefore required in all areas both to accommodate
projected future demand and also to enable rest and recovery.
4.171 It should also be noted that the recent loss of pitches at Ralfs Field means that there is no
further capacity for 7v7 and 5v5 in the central area.
FA Aspirations for Growth
4.172 The FA Football Participation Report (2013 – 2014) indicates that when comparing
participation against similar authorities, Malvern Hills District ranks 36 / 45 authorities in terms
of participation levels. While this may be partially attributable to the significantly ageing
population, based upon this, the FA believe that there is some latent demand in the area
equivalent to the following;


Adult teams – potential to increase by 11 teams (5.5 match equivalents)



Youth teams – potential to increase by 32 teams (16 match equivalents)



Mini soccer teams – potential to increase by 7 teams (3.5 match equivalents).

4.173 As highlighted previously, the projected population growth is likely to result in the existing
pitch stock in the district being insufficient. The above increases would therefore require
the creation of further additional capacity if they were to be accommodated.
Summary
4.174 The key issues for football in Malvern Hills District are summarised in Section 8.
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5: Cricket in Malvern Hills
Introduction
5.1

This section evaluates the adequacy of pitches for cricket and provides:





An overview of the supply and demand for cricket pitches
An understanding of activity at individual sites in the district
A picture of the adequacy of current provision; and
The future picture of provision for cricket.

Pitch Supply
5.2

There are 18 sites containing grass facilities for cricket. This figure includes all known public,
private, school and other pitches whether or not they offer community use. Pitches
available are summarised in Table 5.1. Further detail is provided in Appendix C.

5.3

17 cricket pitches in Malvern Hills District are available for community use.
Table 5.1 – Grass Cricket Pitches across Malvern Hills District

Area
Malvern

Upton and
South

Central

Number of
Grass
Pitches
available for
community
use
3

4

5

Sites available for community use

Sites with no community use
of grass cricket pitch
Barnards Green Cricket Club (2
pitches) Malvern CC

The Chase School (1 grass
and non turf)
Bredon School ( 2 pitches),
Malvern College (2 pitches)

Bushley CC, Corse Lawn Common
CC, Hanley Castle and Upton CC
(linked with Hanley Castle School - The
Glebe), Kempsey Cricket Club Plovers Rise Playing Fields
Stoney Lea - Broadwas CC, Hallow
Playing Field - Hallow CC, Holt and
Grimley CC, Rushwick CC, The
Pavilion - Worcester Nomads
Knighton on Teme CC, The Jewry Field
- Martley CC

Tenbury and
North

Abberley Hall School (unsecured
access)
5

The Chantry School (2 pitches,
unsecured access). Also non turf pitch

Tenbury High School (Non
Turf only)

Note Penlu - Tenbury Wells CC is
located outside Malvern Hills planning
boundary (but immediately adjacent)
Malvern Hills
District

17

South
Worcestershire

51

14 grass pitches with secured use, 3 unsecured access. Three sites
with a total of 5 pitches offer no community use.
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5.4

Table 5.1 reveals that;


33% of cricket pitches in South Worcestershire that are available to the community
are located in Malvern Hills; meaning that the area is an important base for cricket;



just under 70% of grass cricket pitches are secured for community use in Malvern Hills.
This is the lowest level of all three local authorities in South Worcestershire and
suggests that there are opportunities to increase usage of the existing stock. There
are five pitches at three sites (all located in Malvern Town) that are not currently
available for use (all indicated to be due to the need to maintain high quality
facilities for school use and the impact on curricular requirements);



those pitches that are secured for community are primarily either owned or leased
by clubs. Hallow Playing Fields is owned by the Playing Fields Trust, while Hanley
Castle School lease land from the Diocese and then leased to the club. This
highlights the importance of the voluntary sector for cricket; and



all of the pitches that are unsecured for community use are school sites. The facilities
at the Chantry School are available on an ad hoc (unsecured) basis and have been
used in the past by community teams and there is also unsecured access to
Abberley Hall School.

5.5

Spatially, Table 5.1 demonstrates that pitches are spread across Malvern Hills District,
although there are only two grounds (three pitches) available for community use within
Malvern Town, the most highly populated area of the district. The highest number of
pitches is in Tenbury and North, but it is in this area where the unsecured pitches are
located, meaning that only 50% of the stock is secured for community use. Excluding
unsecured sites, Central area has the highest number of pitches. The distribution of pitches
is illustrated on Map 5.1 later in this section.

5.6

Unlike in other areas of South Worcestershire, there are no sites known to have previously
contained cricket pitches but no longer do so, meaning that there are no clear
opportunities to re-provide facilities.
Management and Maintenance of Cricket Pitches

5.7

All community cricket pitches in Malvern Hills District are maintained by the clubs
themselves. The one exception to this is the Glebe in Hanley Castle, where the
maintenance programme is led by the school, who have their own in house staff and
outsource more irregular maintenance where necessary. Many clubs have made a strong
focus on the maintenance of pitches in recent years and have seen subsequent
improvement on pitch quality.

5.8

Worcestershire Cricket Board highlight the maintenance of pitches as being a key
component of cricket facilities and have recently started to arrange networking and
training sessions, ensuring that clubs can share their experiences and support each other
with knowledge and improvement strategies.

5.9

The cost and skill required in maintaining cricket pitches is however an area of key
concern for clubs. This is also reflected in the comparatively small amount of pitches
provided at school sites, which is primarily due to the cost of maintaining such facilities.
Pitch Quality

5.10 The quality of cricket pitches is a key component of pitch provision. The importance of
quality in cricket means that the Worcestershire Cricket League also require umpires to
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rate the pitches after each match, ensuring that they are fit for purposes and that any
issues with the overall pitch quality, the wicket, or the outfield are identified. If pitches and
associated ancillary provision are not up to the required quality standards, this can lead to
relegation from the league and / or loss of promotion.
5.11 The quality of pitches in Malvern Hills District was therefore assessed through site visits
undertaken using the non-technical assessment that accompanies the Playing Pitch
Strategy Guidance note and prepared by the ECB, as well as consultation and analysis of
local league pitch ratings.
5.12 Assessments indicate that the overall quality of cricket pitches in Malvern District is split
between good and standard, with the majority rated as standard. This is reflective of the
profile of provision across South Worcestershire as a whole.
5.13 Barnards Green Cricket Club, Worcester Nomads Cricket Club and Malvern Cricket Club
were the highest quality sites (rated good). These sites are all associated with larger clubs
(high numbers of teams) and are located within the more densely populated areas of the
district.
5.14 While most sites are used exclusively for cricket, some sites are also used for football. This
can add to the wear and tear of pitches and impact upon the ability to undertake
maintenance relating to both football and cricket pitches. Hallow Playing Fields, Plovers
Rise Playing Fields, the Glebe (Hanley Castle) and The Jewry Field are all important sites for
football as well as cricket. Barnard Green CC has also been used previously for football.
5.15 Table 5.2 summarises the sites containing cricket pitches in Malvern Hills District and the
quality issues identified. It also provides an indication of the quality of existing non turf
wickets and training facilities at each site, as well as any issues that have been identified
with maintenance of facilities. Areas of particular concern are highlighted in red.
5.16 Maintenance issues are only highlighted in red where outlined by the club. The remainder
represent general observations recorded at the time of site visits.
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Table 5.2 – Quality of Cricket Facilities across Malvern Hills District
Sub
Area

Site

Pitch
Quality

Site Quality
Comments

Rural isolated
location, basic but
adequate

Central

Broadwas
CC

Central

Hallow
Playing
Field Hallow CC

Standard

Central

Holt and
Grimley
CC

Standard

Average and basic
facility. Small square
Site quality relatively
poor. Wicket poorly
prepared (potentially
due to lack of game)
although evidence of
repair on old wickets.
Site suffers from dog
fouling and unofficial
use and outfield is
uneven with long
grass.

Central

Rushwick
CC

Standard

Pitch overused and
grass cover affected.
Outfield good.

Standard

Central

Worcester
Nomads

Good

Facility excellent
following recent
extensive work

Malvern

Barnards

Good

Good pitches, well

Ancillary Facilities and
Comments

Nets

Non Turf
Wicket

Maintenance Issues

No

No

Wickets and the outfield need
improvement. Including decompaction,
aeration and topdressing,
The wickets would benefit from
topdressing and seeding over winter

No

Yes but
not
usable.
Rips in
surface

Requires sit on roller, outfield needs
intrusive decompaction and aeration.

No

No

Yes

Yes but
poor

Area needs decompaction, top dressing
and fine turf on the wickets
Some of the issues caused by overuse
could be addressed by improving
maintenance schedules for example top
dressing and aeration during the season.

Refurbished most pavilion
facilities over last three years,
including umpires changing
rooms, plus additional
equipment storage and new
kitchen and toilets. There are two
changing rooms. Creation of
additional pitch would require
further ancillary provision

Yes

Yes

Maintenance schedule needs to remain
at current levels to sustain quality

3 changing facilities separated

Yes

Yes

Maintenance schedule needs to remain

Basic changing facilities but
adequate, parking not defined,
some social facilities
Basic changing facilities with
official’s room and social
facilities, but adequate
condition. Adequate car
parking. Site includes showers
and hot and cold water. Also
has kitchen.

None - use local pub
3 changing rooms, heating and
showers and official’s room.
Kitchen and social facilities.
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Sub
Area

Site

Pitch
Quality

Green
Cricket
Club

Malvern

Tenbury
and
North

Tenbury
and
North
Tenbury
and
North
Tenbury
and
North
Tenbury
and

Malvern
CC

Tenbury
Wells CC

Good

Standard

Knighton
on Teme

Standard

The
Chantry
School

Standard

Abberley
Hall School
The Jewry
Field -

Standard
Standard

Site Quality
Comments
maintained and good
equipment. Grass
coverage
acceptable. Drainage
of outfield is key
priority for
improvement, there is
a slight wave effect
on main square which
needs to be removed.
Outfield boundary is
also small.

Pitch is adequate to
good quality

Pitch quality is
adequate but outfield
uneven
Village based club,
basic but adequate
facility, Need covers
and other equipment
to maintain field
Pitch can crack
during dry weather.
Marked out in April
onwards
Pitch quality
adequate
Pitch in adequate
condition - evidence

Ancillary Facilities and
Comments
for male and female. Adequate
car parking. Facility is not
sufficiently large to
accommodate all of club and
the club see expanding the
pavilion as a key priority.

Changing accommodation in
good condition and quite new.
Includes two rooms and official’s
changing. Maintained by club
and includes heating and hot /
cold water. Also contains
kitchen. Car parking requires
resurfacing.
Remote location means social
facilities are important. Funds
have been secured to improve
changing quality and it is hoped
that this will shortly commence

Nets

Non Turf
Wicket

Maintenance Issues
at current levels and include some
intrusive soil aeration in place to ensure
that quality is maintained

Poor
condition
and limited
functionality

No

Yes needs to improve schedule on
outfield and wickets to include
vertidraining

Yes

No

Maintenance schedule needs to be
improved by decompaction/
vertidraining to sustain the pitch and
wickets

Ancillary provision has no
electricity and therefore has
limited function, but new showers
installed using gas to heat water.

Yes

No

Need covers and other equipment to
maintan field

Changing accommodation
within school facility for pupils.

No

Yes

Pitches need a schedule of soil structure
improvement.

No

School maintenance programme
Require improved storage and the
outfield needs some decompaction

Facilities at school site
2 changing rooms, official’s area
and small kitchen. Recent

No
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Sub
Area
North

Site

Pitch
Quality

Martley CC

Upton
and
South

Bushley CC

Standard

Upton
and
South

Corse
Lawn
Common
CC

Standard

Upton
and
South

Hanley
Castle and
Upton CC

Upton
and
South

Kempsey
Cricket
Club Plovers Rise
Playing
Fields

Good

Site Quality
Comments
of maintenance and
outfield relatively
even.

Ancillary Facilities and
Comments
improvements made to
changing rooms and kitchen. No
social facilities
Basic changing facilities with
official’s room and social
facilities, but adequate
condition. Adequate car parking
but not defined. Site includes
showers and hot and cold water.
Also has kitchen.
There is a relatively new, small
pavilion with limited facilities,
basic but adequate, car parking
not defined and on grass.

61%. Requires
investment.

Basic but adequate
Pitch condition
relatively static. Some
evidence of damage
to the surface but no
real issues identified.
Strips are robust but
unpredictable
bounce. Rabbit / Dog
scrapes at edge of
outfield. Outfield
condition standard
and relatively even.
Wicket condition
average with
evidence of repair of
used strips. Club
currently experiencing
security concerns.

Nets

Non Turf
Wicket

Maintenance Issues

Yes ,one
but in need
of
renovation

Not
usable
due to
poor
condition

Lack maintenance equipment, out of
season maintenance needs to be
improved to sustain pitch

Yes

No

Needs secure storage for equipment

Single changing room with no
official’s room. Pavilion has small
kitchen and clubroom / team
room. Contain hot and cold
water and heating.

Yes but
poor

Yes but
poor

Maintenance needs to remain at
present level to sustain pitch and wickets

2 changing rooms and official’s
room. Repainted within last three
years. Facilities include kitchen,
heating, hot and cold water.

Yes but
poor.
Mobile
cage

No

Secure storage of equipment and wicket
needs levelling to ensure improvement
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5.17 Bringing together both the findings of the site specific information presented in Table 5.2,
as well as the key issues arising through consultation, it is clear that across Malvern District;


Fewer issues with regards pitch quality are identified than across South
Worcestershire as a whole. There are very few quality concerns associated with
those sites that are classified as good and the majority of facilities rated standard
are adequate, although relatively basic. Several clubs make clear reference to the
recent improvements that they have made to their maintenance procedures
although site visits demonstrate that further improvements could be made to
maintenance processes



While the majority of wickets are even, with clear evidence of maintenance and
repair, there are some examples where high levels of activity are causing wear and
tear. This may lead to the longer term deterioration of the facilities (usage of facilities
is considered later in this section)



The quality of facilities for training is a key concern both locally in Malvern Hills and
across South Worcestershire as a whole. Training facilities at more than half of the
sites in the district are either limited in function or none existent. Five sites do not
have training nets and the quality of nets at a further four (Malvern CC, Hanley
Castle CC, Bushley CC and Kempsey CC) is poor. The non turf wickets also require
replacement at Hallow CC, Rushwick CC, Bushley CC and Hanley Castle and Upton
CC, and there is a lack of facilities at six other sites



The increasing focus on maintenance and improving pitch quality has led to several
clubs requiring additional storage space and / or maintenance equipment.
Improvement is required to maintenance equipment and / or storage at Hallow CC,
Malvern CC, Knighton on Teme CC, The Jewry Field, Bushley CC and Kempsey CC



Improvements to changing accommodation and pavilions are also viewed as
important by several clubs. In contrast to the trends in Wychavon and Worcester
City, a lower proportion of clubs in Malvern have concerns about the quality of their
changing accommodation although the majority of sites are described as basic.
There are however no changing facilities at Holt and Grimley CC (the club use the
pub opposite) which can significantly restrict the potential use of the site for league
play. Barnards Green CC highlights a requirement to extend their changing and
social facilities to ensure that they can continue to accommodate a high and
increasing number of teams while Tenbury CC have recently secured funding as
part of the Tenbury Sports Association to improve the quality of their ancillary
provision.

5.18 The Worcestershire Cricket Board highlight the important of all components of pitch
quality, prioritising pitch maintenance, pitch quality and the provision of appropriate
pavilions. Cricket Board research indicates that the components of sustainability are social
/ economic and environmental and that all elements are central to building a successful
cricket club.
Geographical Issues Relating to Quality
5.19 As highlighted, the quality of cricket pitches is higher in Malvern than it is in the surrounding
geographical areas. It is clear however that this also links to the size of the club, with
Barnards Green CC and Malvern CC being amongst the largest clubs in South
Worcestershire. Other than Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads CC the remaining clubs
are relatively small and almost all have basic facilities and associated ancillary facilities
only. This trend is also evident across South Worcestershire and indeed the Worcestershire
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Cricket Board believe that the quality of facilities is a key component of club choice,
meaning that clubs with better facilities are more likely to grow.
5.20 Table 5.2 clearly indicates that the overall quality of facilities in Upton and South is lower
than in other parts, with Bushley Cricket Club and Kempsey Cricket Club both requiring
improvements to training facilities as well as maintenance equipment, and Hanley Castle
CC also having poor training facilities. These are mid-sized clubs and the gap in provision is
therefore of greater significance.
Security of Tenure
5.21 In contrast to other parts of South Worcestershire, no clear issues are identified in relation
to the security of tenure for cricket in Malvern Hills District. Barnards Green Cricket Club are
currently in the process of renewing their lease with Madresfield Estates and Martley
Cricket Club are also working with the Parish Council to formally secure access on a long
term lease. All other clubs have security of tenure.
5.22 Abberley & Great Witley CC are the only example of a site that uses a site (Abberley Hall
School) that is not secured for long term use. The club has only one team and plays a
small number of friendlies per year.
Demand
Participation across South Worcestershire
5.23 There are 273 cricket teams in South Worcestershire. Of these 174 are senior teams and 98
are junior teams. This means that 64% of all participation in cricket is by senior teams.
5.24 In addition to these teams, there are four teams travelling in to the area from outside
(Redditch). These teams are displaced as they are unable to find cricket pitches within
their own local area. Tenbury CC play over the administrative boundaries in Burford. The
close proximity of this site however means that the Penlu facility is considered appropriate
and they are not labelled as displaced.
5.25 Representative teams are excluded from the above totals as they are made up of the
same players as those in the club teams. They are however considered when evaluating
the use of facilities and the impact that they have on the adequacy of provision.
Locally in Malvern Hills District
5.26 Table 5.3 summarises the cricket teams that are playing across Malvern Hills District. It
indicates that there are a total of 81 cricket teams and that cricket is dominated by senior
participation, with 65% of teams being open aged male teams. This means that the
proportion of adult players is just slightly higher than the picture across South
Worcestershire as a whole (where 63.5% of teams are adult).
5.27 30% of all of the South Worcestershire based teams play within the Malvern Hills area and
this amount correlates with the proportion of pitches that are situated in this area. Based
upon the size of the population, this is a slightly higher proportion than may be expected.
5.28 Map 5.1 indicates that spatially, many of the clubs in the district are based on the eastern
side, located in close proximity to Worcester.
5.29 Junior cricket is focused at just a small number of clubs, specifically;
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Malvern – Barnards Green CC and Malvern CC;



Upton and South – primarily at Hanley Castle Cricket Club;



Central – Worcester Nomads CC and Rushwick CC; and



Tenbury and North – Martley Cricket Club

Table 5.3 – Cricket Teams in Malvern Hills
Senior Cricket
Teams

Area
Malvern
Upton and South
Central
Tenbury and North
Malvern Hills District
South Worcestershire

Junior Cricket
Teams

15
9
18
6
53
174

% of total
Malvern Hills
teams
7
5
13
3
28
99

27%
17%
38%
11%
100%

It should be noted that three teams play in both Malvern and Wychavon and are included in both totals for
the purpose of this table

5.30 Table 5.3 clearly indicates that the central area contains the highest number of cricket
teams. It is this area that also contains the greatest number of grass pitches secured for
community use.
5.31 Interestingly, Malvern contains the second highest number of teams, but the lowest
number of pitches. Both clubs in this area (Malvern CC and Barnards Green) are large
clubs and Barnards Green in particular have a thriving junior section.
5.32 Participation in the Upton and South and Tenbury and North areas are perhaps more
concerning, given that both have a good supply of pitches. It is clear that there is
relatively minimal junior participation in these areas and that the number of senior teams is
also lower. There may therefore be greater issues relating to sustainability of sites in these
parts, with pitches provided to meet the needs of fewer teams.
5.33 Appendix E provides further details of teams and the leagues in which they play. It
indicates that the majority of cricket is in the form of formal club based cricket teams,
playing in a variety of leagues, in particular the Worcestershire Cricket League, Cotswold
Hills League and the Worcestershire Cricket Board Junior League.
5.34 There are some teams playing less formal cricket (either in midweek leagues or just
friendlies). While most of these are associated with a club and a home ground, some
travel to different grounds and rent their pitches depending upon availability. This largely
impacts the large clubs and in Malvern Hills District this play takes place at Barnards Green
Cricket Club and Rushwick Cricket Club. Holt and Grimley CC also host one friendly team.
5.35 The majority of teams accommodate players that are based within 2 – 5 miles of their
home, suggesting that the catchment for cricket clubs is relatively local.
Trends in Participation
5.36 Across South Worcestershire in general, participation growth is particularly associated with
the larger clubs. In Malvern Hills, there are mixed patterns. Kempsey CC, Rushwick CC and
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Martley CC are all experiencing growth, while Barnards Green, Malvern CC and Worcester
Nomads CC (large clubs) all indicate that membership is either static or declining. All three
clubs however believe that facilities are restricting growth and this could be a key
contributing factor to this decline.
5.37 Sustainability was highlighted as a key concern by several cricket clubs across the district.
Rising costs associated with maintenance and management of their sites, coupled with
challenges attracting players mean that the long term future of cricket is under threat.
Many clubs are reliant on increasing playing numbers in order to ensure that their home
grounds remain sustainable.
5.38 Research undertaken by the Cricket Board as part of a national player survey also
demonstrated some key trends in cricket which may have an impact on future demand
for cricket and the way that the sport is played. These include;


63% of existing players want to play more cricket;



there is evidence that people want to play cricket until their 40’s and 50s and in
some areas, teams for even older players are being introduced; and



the quality of facilities is critical to player enjoyment – 90% of players consider it
important. 74% said that they are satisfied with their existing facilities. Significantly,
the proportion of players that are satisfied is higher in first teams than third teams.

Displaced Teams
5.39 Unlike in other parts of South Worcestershire, there are no teams travelling from outside of
South Worcestershire to use facilities in Malvern Hills. There is however some evidence of
travel out of the district of the district as follows;


Rushwick Cricket Club third team travel to Gordon James Memorial Park in
Wychavon due to a lack of available grounds at peak time in Malvern;



Worcester Nomads Cricket Club use Stoney Lea Playing Fields, Broadwas; and



Malvern Cricket Club third team travel out of South Worcestershire to Bishops Frome.

5.40 All of the above teams are displaced due to a lack of capacity to meet peak time
demand.
5.41 Tenbury CC also travel to Penlu to play. This is their home ground and the location means
that although it is outside Tenbury, the close proximity of the site to the town (over a
bridge) means that the facilities are adequate for requirements.
Representative Teams
5.42 Although there are several representative teams playing across South Worcestershire, use
of facilities in Malvern Hills by these teams is relatively limited.
Training Needs
5.43 Clubs primarily use indoor training nets during the winter months, with most clubs in
Malvern Hills using either Malvern College or Royal Grammar School, Worcester.
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5.44 Training outdoors takes place on artificial wickets and in training nets at the club base.
Training emerged as a key issue for clubs, with many confirming that the condition of their
existing training facilities (or lack of facilities) means that some training does take place on
the grass square (or not at all) These clubs were highlighted in Table 5.2 but include;








Hallow Cricket Club
Rushwick Cricket Club
Malvern Cricket Club
Martley Cricket Club
Bushley Cricket Club
Hanley Castle and Upton Cricket Club
Kempsey Cricket Club.

5.45 Worcestershire Cricket Board highlight the importance of clubs having access to
appropriate training facilities – this is particularly important for clubs trying to develop junior
sections, as juniors tend to gravitate towards high quality training facilities and a
developmental environment.
Educational Demand
5.46 Demand for formal cricket pitches is much less evident from the education sector than
other sports although many of the independent schools across South Worcestershire have
high quality cricket pitches.
5.47 Cricket in schools is however strong and over 150 schools are engaged with the clubs
programme developed and delivered by Worcestershire Cricket Board. There is now a 3%
migration from coaching at schools and into clubs – this is higher than the national
average but there are still significant opportunities to increase this further. The schools
programme is focused around clubs that have achieved the clubmark standard.
5.48 Cricket at primary or first school typically does not involve the use of formal facilities,
instead being played indoors or on the playground. The Chance to Shine Programme,
which brings cricket back into primary schools and seeks to create strong links between
schools and clubs has however been particularly successful and may have contributed to
the small increase in junior cricket participation.
5.49 Even at older age groups and despite the lack of cricket pitches at schools, there is
relatively limited use of club based pitches, with the only demand evident being for
tournaments or finals. Several schools have indicated that they have a relationship with a
specific club and an agreement to use their facilities where required. This includes Tenbury
High School (Tenbury CC) and Hanley Castle High (share facilities with club). The impact of
school use is therefore relatively minimal for clubs across South Worcestershire as a whole.
Casual Demand
5.50 There is limited informal use of cricket pitches and many of the grounds are private
property. Some sites do however receive informal use, which can impact upon the quality
of the wicket and cause damage to the surface. The timing of the cricket season means
that informal use is higher than for other sports. The problem is however relatively limited in
Malvern Hills, with Holt and Grimley Cricket Club the only site where dog fouling is explicitly
mentioned as causing issues for the club.
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Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
5.51 The adequacy of facilities for cricket is measured by comparing the amount of wickets
available against the level of use of these wickets. This is considered firstly at a site specific
level and then compiled to present a Districtwide picture.
5.52 For cricket, unlike other pitch sports, the capacity of a pitch is measured on a seasonal
basis (as opposed to weekly) and is primarily determined by the number and quality of
wickets on a pitch. Play is rotated throughout the season across the wickets to reduce
wear and allow for repair.
5.53 As a guide, the ECB suggests that a good quality wicket should be able to take:


5 matches per season per grass wicket (adults);



7 matches per season per grass wicket (juniors);



60 matches per season per non turf wicket (adults); and



80 matches per season per non turf wicket (juniors).

5.54 Demand is therefore measured in terms of the number of home games that each team
will play per season.
5.55 Some junior play in Malvern Hills takes place on non-turf wickets. This meets with ECB
requirements, unless teams are playing in the Worcestershire Junior Premier League, in
which case play must take place on the grass square. The provision of non turf wickets can
therefore enhance the capacity of a site. Where non turf wickets are used, this has been
recorded and only play on the grass wicket is counted within analysis of the grass wicket.
Full details of the teams using non turf wickets can be found in Appendix E.
Demand at Peak Time
5.56 While use of the wicket across the season is important, it is clear that across South
Worcestershire, the majority of adult demand is on a Saturday afternoon. As highlighted
earlier, several teams are travelling to other facilities in order to use a facility at peak time,
including Malvern CC third team, who are travelling out of South Worcestershire. The
availability of pitches on a Saturday afternoon has therefore also been considered. Junior
teams and friendly teams generally play across the week when pitches are available and
so access to facilities on a specific day becomes less important for these teams. Higher
numbers of junior teams can however restrict the use of facilities by midweek teams,
therefore having a knock on effect to the adult game.
5.57 Research undertaken by the Worcestershire Cricket Board confirms particular capacity
issues at peak time. It also demonstrates that Saturday afternoon is when most adult
cricketers want to play (although there is also a place for shorter forms of the game
midweek) and the provision of appropriate facilities to meet this demand is therefore
essential.
Situation at Individual Sites
5.58 Table 5.4 provides an overview of site specific activity for each of the pitches that offer
community use in Malvern Hills District. Full details of teams playing at each site can be
found in Appendix E.
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5.59 Table 5.4 also highlights other issues that have arisen in relation to each site and
summarises the information relating to quality that was presented in Table 5.2. It clearly
indicates that;


all facilities offering community use are used at least once per week, with the
exception of Chantry School, which has not been used for some time although it is
available; and



there is very little spare capacity available on a peak time (Saturday PM).

5.60 At a site specific level;


both Rushwick Cricket Club and Martley Cricket Club are overplayed. The facility at
Rushwick is overplayed due to the number of teams that are using the facility and
the subsequent pressures on the wicket. In contrast, the pitch at Martley is
overplayed due to the very small number of strips (3) on the site which limits its use;



Barnards Green CC is played to the level that it can sustain. This means that there is
no further capacity for growth. All other sites are however able to accommodate
more play across the season;



while across the season there is scope for additional play, capacity is much more
restricted at peak time. Teams from Malvern CC, Rushwick CC and Worcester
Nomads CC are already displaced and their grounds are over capacity; and



in contrast, Broadwas CC, Holt and Grimley CC, Knighton on Teme, Corse Lawn
Common CC and Bushley CC are all able to accommodate additional play at
peak time. Of these facilities however, only Broadwas is currently hosting league
play, the remainder are used by just friendly teams and are limited in suitability for
league play. There is also capacity at the two school sites, however this is relatively
limited due to the pressures that educational use places on the facility as well as
community use. The lack of dedicated facilities at these sites (pavilion overlooking
the ground etc) also limits the role that they can have in community cricket.
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Table 5.4 – Site Specific Usage

Site

Broadwas CC

Hallow Playing
Field - Hallow CC

Pitch Quality

Standard

Standard

Holt and Grimley
CC

Standard

Rushwick CC

Standard

Current
Community
Use

Total Extent
of any
Spare
Capacity
for
Community
Use
(Number of
Strips)

Capacity
for
additional
play on a
Saturday

Difference

*Comparison

9 adult
matches (2
strips Worcester
Nomads CC).

Spare
capacity 4
strips

Able to
accommodate
additional play

4

Yes (1)

24 matches - 3
adult teams

Spare
capacity
equivalent
to 1 strip

Able to
accommodate
additional play

1

No

Spare
capacity
equivalent
to 4 strips

Able to
accommodate
additional play

4

Site Overplayed

0

Yes
No - one
team
already
displaced

10 matches
(all friendly mixture of
midweek and
weekend)
40 adult (8
strips) + 6 junior
(1 strip). At
least 21

0
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Comments

Site of limited quality and used
only as an overspill by Worcester
Nomads.
Basic facility of limited quality.
Artificial wicket poor and cannot
be used (rips and uneven
surface). Club require additional
maintenance equipment as well
as
practice
nets
and
improvement of none turf wicket.
Outfield
also
bumpy.
Small
amount of additional capacity
but little scope for extensive
growth]
Site accommodates only friendly
cricket but quality is poor. Wicket
and outfield uneven. Lack of
pavilion / on site changing
accommodation. Some spare
capacity on site but unlikely to be
suitable for formal league cricket.
Site quality suffering due to
overuse. Third team already
displaced and home ground is
overused.
Requirement
for
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Site

Pitch Quality

Current
Community
Use

Difference

*Comparison

Total Extent
of any
Spare
Capacity
for
Community
Use
(Number of
Strips)

Capacity
for
additional
play on a
Saturday

competitive
matches take
place on non
turf wicket.
Third eleven
displaced

Worcester
Nomads

Good
Good

Barnards Green
Cricket Club

Good

30 adult
matches (6
strips) and 12
junior matches
(2 strips). 4
junior matches
on non turf
wicket. Grass
wickets also
used for
training.
82 adult
matches.
Friendly and
junior matches
mixed
between grass
and non turf.
Matches also
mixed
between the

Comments

additional playing space to
accommodate
existing
participation and enable club
growth. Club have identified land
and are working with partners to
realise aspirations. At least two to
three additional wickets required
just to accommodate additional
demand
on
existing
site
(assuming use of non turf wicket
and second ground continues).

Spare
capacity
equivalent
to 6 strips

Able to
accommodate
additional play
(excluding TPL)

6

No - team
already
displaced
No

No spare
capacity
remaining

Site played at
level it can
sustain
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No

Site
of
good
quality
and
changing accommodation has
recently been upgraded. Club
require additional capacity to
accommodate
peak
time
demand and are actively working
to secure adjacent second site.
Securing this would likely require
additional extension to changing
accommodation.
High quality sites accommodating
large progressive club. First team
play at high standard and club
must adhere to strict quality
requirements.
Club
has
all
required facilities but key issues
relate to drainage (outfield) wave
on square (pitch 1). Club also
have
aspirations
to
extend
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Site

Pitch Quality

Current
Community
Use

Difference

*Comparison

Total Extent
of any
Spare
Capacity
for
Community
Use
(Number of
Strips)

Capacity
for
additional
play on a
Saturday

two sites.
Training
activity
primarily
focused on
non turf
wickets with
some use of
grass. 17 strips

Malvern CC

Good

30 adult
matches and
10 junior
matches

Tenbury Wells CC

Standard

29 matches

Knighton on Teme

Standard

10 matches

Comments

pavilion through the provision of
new changing accommodation.
Both pitches at capacity Saturday
afternoon but capacity for
additional activity across the
week.
Currently
looking
at
securing extension to lease to
enable ongoing improvement
works.

Spare
capacity
equivalent
to 2.5 strips.

Spare
capacity

Able to
accommodate
additional play

2.5

No - one
team
already
displaced

Able to
accommodate
additional play

2

No

Able to
accommodate

5

Yes
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Good quality cricket ground with
few issues identified. New training
facilities, particularly if club are to
accommodate
increased
numbers
of
teams.
Current
facilities are in poor condition and
limited. Saturday 3rd team are
currently displaced out of the
district due to lack of capacity on
the ground at peak time. Some
capacity for additional activity
outside peak time
Located just outside the town
centre, this is a reasonably well
equipped club. Some of the
facilities will need updating to
accommodate the aspirations of
the club to start junior teams in
the near future. Clubhouse shared
with rugby and hockey.
Village
team
with
facilities
accessed through local farm.
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Site

Abberley Hall
School

The Chantry
School

The Jewry Field Martley CC
Bushley CC

Pitch Quality

Current
Community
Use

Difference

*Comparison

equivalent
to 5 strips

additional play

Total Extent
of any
Spare
Capacity
for
Community
Use
(Number of
Strips)

Capacity
for
additional
play on a
Saturday

Club have one Saturday team
and a Sunday team. Club
sometimes struggles to field a
Sunday team The pitch is quite
good but would benefit from
covers. Pavilion is basic as it has
no electricity but has propane
gas showers.

Standard

2 community
matches - 1
strip. School
use

Spare
capacity
equivalent
to 1 strip

Able to
accommodate
additional play

1

Standard

No community
use. School
use

Spare
capacity
equivalent
to 1 strip

Able to
accommodate
additional play

1

Yes although
spare
capacity
on wicket
insufficient
Yes although
spare
capacity
on wicket
insufficient

Standard

29 adult
matches (6
strips) and 10
junior (1.5
strips)

No spare
capacity
remaining

Site Overplayed

0

No

Standard

6 adult
matches - ad

4 strips
remaining

Able to
accommodate

4

Yes
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Comments

Site quality average but very small
in terms of number of wickets
available. Amount of teams
means site is overplayed. Lack of
non turf wicket / practice nets
means pitch capacity is even
more
compromised.
While
outfield is even, it is also used for
football during the winter months.
Basic facility of average quality
accommodating friendly cricket.
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Site

Pitch Quality

Current
Community
Use

Difference

hoc use

Corse Lawn
Common CC

Hanley Castle and
Upton CC

Kempsey Cricket
Club - Plovers Rise
Playing Fields

Standard

Standard

Good

5 matches per
season

35 matches
36 adult
matches and
6 junior
matches - 7
strips adult
matches and 1
junior matches

*Comparison

Total Extent
of any
Spare
Capacity
for
Community
Use
(Number of
Strips)

Capacity
for
additional
play on a
Saturday

Comments

additional play

9 strips
remaining

Spare
capacity 2
strips

2 strips

Able to
accommodate
additional play

Able to
accommodate
additional play

Able to
accommodate
additional play
(excluding TPL)
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Site contains small pavilion with
changing accommodation and
kitchen. Small parking area.
Outfield uneven but evidence of
maintenance of wicket for play.
No artificial wicket as poor
quality. Scope to increase play at
peak time and during the week

9

2

2

2

0

No

Village common location with
small pavilion need to update
and improve facilities if there is
aspiration to increase use of the
pitch.
Club have two Saturday teams.
Junior section play predominantly
on non turf wicket and school also
use the facility most days during
term time. Facility quality is high
but there is a need to improve the
quality of training facilities as well
as the non turf wicket. The non
turf wicket has a particularly
important role to play in terms of
accommodating junior cricket.
Site shared with football which
causes issues with quality as well
as cross over between seasons.
Serviceable pavilion (lack of
storage) but requirement for
artificial wicket / training facilities
to support club activity. Pitch
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Site

Pitch Quality

Current
Community
Use

Difference

*Comparison

Total Extent
of any
Spare
Capacity
for
Community
Use
(Number of
Strips)

Capacity
for
additional
play on a
Saturday

Comments

quality standard and significant
recent investment has been put
into the site. Site overplayed
when also taking into account
impact of use by the TPL. Little
scope for additional growth and
no further capacity at peak time
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Current Picture of Provision
5.61 The site overviews set out in Table 5.4 can be used to develop an overall picture of
provision across Malvern Hills District. This is summarised in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 – Cricket Pitch Provision - Capacity

Area

Malvern

Spare
Capacity
(Number of
Strips)

2.5 (1 adult
team)

Upton and
South

17 (7 adult
teams)

Central

15 (6 adult
teams)

Tenbury and
North

7 (3 adult
teams)

Malvern Hills
District
South
Worcestershire

Sites with Spare
Capacity to
accommodate
at least one
additional adult
team (2 strips or
more)

Spare
Capacity at
Peak Time

Malvern CC

0

Bushley CC,
Corse Lawn
Common CC,
Hanley Castle
and Upton CC,
Kempsey CC
Broadwas CC,
Holt and
Grimley CC,
Worcester
Nomads CC
Knighton on
Teme CC. Note
Tenbury CC at
Penlu could
also
accommodate
additional play
(but excluded)

3

2 (but 2
teams
already
displaced)

2

41.5 (18 adult teams)

7

48 adult teams

15

Spare Capacity
(Suitable for
league play)

N/a

N/a

Broadwas CC

Spare Capacity
(other)

N/a
Bushley CC
Corse Lawn
Common CC

Holt and Grimley
CC

Knighton on
Teme

5.62 Table 5.5 therefore reinforces the message outlined earlier indicating that while existing
pitches are able to accommodate more play across the week, spare capacity is much
more limited at peak time and indeed some clubs are already displaced. This reflects the
situation across South Worcestershire as a whole. There are particularly critical issues in
Worcester City, where there is capacity for less than 1 additional team across a season,
and none at peak time.
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5.63 Spatially in Malvern Hills, it is clear that capacity is most compromised in Malvern where
overall less than one additional adult team can be accommodated and there is no spare
capacity at peak time, with one team already displaced. There is also little spare capacity
in the central area at peak time, with both Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads already
displaced and Broadwas CC offering the only available opportunity. This site is already
used for league play however and should therefore be suitable for an additional 3rd team
if required. There is a much greater level of spare capacity available across the week in
the central area although as already highlighted, pitches are much more basic and Holt
and Grimley CC does not have an onsite pavilion and is therefore likely to be less
desirable to clubs.
5.64 Similarly, and reflecting the lower levels of participation, the amount of spare capacity in
the Tenbury and North and Upton and South areas is relatively high across the season. It is
clear that there is scope for these clubs to grow and increase the number of teams that
are being run, which will positively impact on sustainability. Corse Lawn Common CC,
Bushley CC and Knighton on Teme CC in particular have significant capacity. While there
is some spare capacity at peak time in these areas, many pitches are used by friendly
teams and may therefore require qualitative improvement before they are suitable for
league play.
5.65 Map 5.1 illustrates this spatially, indicating that the sites with spare capacity at peak time
are distributed across the district. They are however primarily located in more rural areas
and away from potential areas of population growth and this will be returned to later.
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Map 5.1 – Spare Capacity (at Peak Time) at Club Based Cricket Pitches
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Displaced Demand
5.66 As highlighted, reflecting the capacity issues that are illustrated in Table 5.4 and 5.5, there
is some displaced demand within Malvern Hills. Third teams travelling to other sites can be
a good way of ensuring sustainability of smaller clubs (by driving income) and can be
positive. Rushwick CC, Worcester Nomads CC and Malvern CC are all however seeking to
secure second grounds in order to secure the clubs long term future and ensure access to
local high quality facilities for their third teams.
5.67 Table 5.4 provides evidence that there is no capacity for additional play (and therefore a
requirement for teams to travel) at each of these sites at the current time.
Latent and Unmet Demand
5.68 Across South Worcestershire as a whole, several clubs indicate that they believe club
growth (and existing participation) is becoming restricted by a lack of facilities. This was
echoed by the Worcestershire Cricket Board. In Malvern Hills, Barnards Green CC and
Malvern CC consider this to be a particular issue, and both are located in close proximity
to each other in Malvern where Table 5.3 has illustrated that there is no remaining spare
capacity. Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads CC also consider facilities to be impacting
club growth.
Future Picture of Provision
5.69 Added to the challenges in meeting current demand, population growth will impact upon
future demand, as will changes in participation trends and amendments to the existing
facility stock. These issues are considered in turn in order to build an accurate picture of
future demand.
Population Change
5.70 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team. By applying TGRs to population projections, we can
project the theoretical number of teams that would be generated from population
growth and gain an understanding of future demand.
5.71 Table 5.6 summarises the current TGRs for cricket and uses them to evaluate the potential
impact of projected changes to the population profile on demand. It reveals that
population growth and changes to the population profile will result in;


an increase in the number of people aged between 18-55, generating a likely
increase of 4.5 senior cricket teams; and



up to 6.8 additional junior teams created.
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Table 5.6 – Impact of Changes to the Population Profile

Sport and Age
Groups

Cricket Open Age
Mens (18-55yrs)
Cricket Open Age
Womens (1855yrs)
Cricket Junior
Boys (7-18yrs)
Cricket Junior Girls
(7-18yrs)

Current
TGR

Future
population
in age
group
within the
area
(2030)

Change in
population

16100

304

17467

1367

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers
in Age
Group
(Number
of Teams)
4.5

0

16100

0

17467

1367

0

28

5017

179

6244

1227

6.8

0

5017

0

6244

1227

0

Number
of
Teams

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area

53

5.72 In terms of pitch requirements, this would result in;


demand for senior cricket pitches increasing by 2.5 match equivalents at peak time,
and an overall requirement to accommodate almost 60 games per season; and



a need to accommodate circa 56 junior matches per season.

5.73 Table 5.7 summarises the ability of pitches across the district to accommodate this
demand. It assumes that the additional teams created will be spread according to the
proportion of population growth. For the purposes of this table, and to ensure effective
planning, additional teams are assumed to have been created where the proportion of
growth relates to 0.5 teams or more. For this reason, figures may not directly correlate to
those set out in Table 5.6. It assumes senior teams will play 12 matches per season and
youth teams 8 games.
5.74 Table 5.7 overleaf reveals that as demonstrated already, pitch provision in the district is
already compromised and this will become even more so as the population grows. Spare
capacity will reduce to 4.5 match equivalents at peak time. A similar pattern is
demonstrated across South Worcestershire as a whole and there will be just 1 match
equivalent remaining in Worcester City.
5.75 The location of population growth will however have the greatest impact on the demand
for cricket, with the highest impact likely in the areas close to Worcester (part of the
central and Upton and South areas) and Malvern. It is in these areas where there are
already shortages of provision and no further capacity remaining.
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Table 5.7 - Ability of Pitch Stock to sustain additional demand
Area

Current Spare Capacity

Impact of Population Growth

Likely club based
impact

Central

Capacity for equivalent of 6
adult teams. 2 match
equivalents at peak time,
but 2 clubs (Rushwick CC
and Worcester Nomads
CC) already have teams
displaced.

2 adult teams
equivalent.

Clubs most likely to
be impacted by
population growth
are
Hallow,
Rushwick
and
Worcester Nomads due to location.
None of these three
sites currently have
capacity and both
Nomads
and
Rushwick
are
overplayed
with
teams
displaced.
Broadwas CC is
known
to
be
suitable for league
play,
but
improvements may
be required to other
facilities.

-

1

match

Also likely to generate 2
additional
junior
teams
(equivalent of 1.5 adult teams in
terms of number of matches,
but playing outside peak time).
Capacity to sustain this play,
but only 1 additional slot
remaining at peak time (and
existing
clubs
already
displaced). Spare capacity
located at Broadwas CC

Malvern

Spare capacity across the
week for the equivalent of 1
adult team. No remaining
capacity at peak time and
one team displaced.

1 additional adult team and 1
junior team. Spare capacity for
junior team but unable to
accommodate adult play.

Malvern
CC
/
Barnards
Green
likely
to
receive
additional players.
Neither
has
capacity to do so.

Tenbury
and North

Spare
capacity
for
equivalent of 4 adult teams.
2 slots available at peak
time. This includes any
growth at Tenbury CC can
be
accommodated
at
Penlu.
Spare capacity for up to 7
adult teams, with 3 match
equivalents available at
peak time. Spare capacity
at peak time located at
Bushley CC and Corse Lawn
Common.

Population growth unlikely to
generate additional teams and
therefore existing provision is
sufficient. Tenbury CC are not
considered to be displaced.

n/a

2 adult teams and 2 junior
teams to be created. Across the
Upton and South area as a
whole
this
could
be
accommodated

Hanley Castle CC
and Kempsey CC
are most likely to
attract new teams
due to location.
Neither
have
capacity.
Improvements may
be
required
at
Bushley CC and
Corse
Lawn
Common if needed
to sustain league
matches.

Upton and
South
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Participation Trends– Impact on Pitches
5.76 The Worcestershire Cricket Board is seeking to implement a sustainable approach to the
development of cricket, retaining existing players and developing new players at both
junior and adult level, as well as addressing ageing volunteer base. To promote growth of
cricket, and in recognition of changing lifestyle patterns and the challenges of 50 over
cricket, locally and nationally, the England Cricket Board are now seeking to introduce
alternative forms of the game, including Last Man Standing and T20. These are similar in
format to the midweek and weekend leagues and offer people who are unable to
participate in full matches shorter forms of the game. These may place different pressures
on the pitch stock in future years as demand grows for midweek games.
5.77 Linking with the aspirations of the Worcestershire Cricket Board, many of the cricket clubs
have significant aspirations for growth. While most are able to accommodate this within
their existing infrastructure (due to focusing on junior teams rather than generating
increased peak time demand) the following clubs do not have capacity to achieve their
objectives within their existing infrastructure (even without taking into account the forecast
population growth);


Barnards Green CC - site at capacity



Rushwick CC



Malvern CC.

5.78 New provision (or links with other clubs that do have capacity) will therefore be essential if
these goals are to be achieved.
Forthcoming Changes to Supply
5.79 There are no confirmed forthcoming changes to the supply of cricket pitches within the
Malvern Hills area although clubs as follows are considering plans which may impact on
the existing supply of facilities;


Malvern CC – seeking second ground. Existing unmet demand has been identified
and the club will be unable to accommodate any future growth without additional
provision



Rushwick CC – seeking to secure access to adjacent farmland in order to provide
second ground. Existing unmet demand has been identified and the club will be
unable to accommodate any future growth without additional provision



Worcester Nomads – looking to secure second site on adjacent land.

5.80 There is evidence to indicate that all three sites are currently at capacity.
Summary and Key Issues
5.81 The key issues for cricket in Malvern Hills District are summarised in Section 8.
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6: Rugby in Malvern Hills
Introduction
6.1

This section evaluates the adequacy of pitches for rugby. It provides;




An overview of the supply and demand for pitches
An understanding of activity at individual sites
A picture of the adequacy of current provision to meet current and projected future
demand.

Overview – Supply and Demand
Pitch Supply
6.2

Rugby pitches in South Worcestershire are distributed slightly unevenly, with the majority of
sites located in the Wychavon area. There are 17 senior pitches in Malvern Hills, which
represents 21% of the total supply across South Worcestershire. The stock of pitches
available for community use (9 senior and 4 midi pitches) represents 31% of total number
of senior pitches that are available for community use in South Worcestershire. 65% of
pitches across Malvern Hills District are available for community use.

6.3

Table 6.1 summarises the distribution of pitches and outlines the level of access that is
available. It indicates that all club based facilities are secured for community use and
there is also community access to some school sites.
Table 6.1 – Rugby Pitches across Malvern District

Area

Malvern

Upton and
South

Central

Tenbury and
North

Malvern Hills
District
South
Worcestershire

Sites
Malvern College (2)
Dyson Perrins Sport (World
Rugby accredited AGP)
The Chase School (1)
Malvern RFC (2 senior 2
midi)
Morgans Sports Field (2
midi)
Upton RFC (2 senior 2
midi)
Hanley Castle High
School (2)
Bredon School (4)
N/a

Total Rugby
Pitches

Sites with Public Access

5 senior pitches, 4
midi pitches. 1 AGP

Malvern RFC (2 senior 2
midi)
Morgans Sports Field (but
unsecured) (2 midi)
Dyson Perrins (1)

8 senior pitches, 2
midi pitches

Upton RFC (2 senior 2 midi)
Hanley Castle High School
(2)

0

Total with
Public
Access
2 senior
pitches, 4
midi
pitches, 1
AGP

4 senior, 2
midi

0

Chantry High School (1)
Tenbury High School (1)
Tenbury RFC – Palmers
4 senior pitches
Meadow (2 senior
pitches, 1 shared with
football)
17 senior pitches and 6 midi pitches, 1AGP

Tenbury RFC – Palmers
Meadow (2 senior pitches,
1 shared with football)
Chantry High School (1)

70 senior pitches and 32 midi pitches

32 senior pitches and 28 midi pitches

3 senior
pitches

9 senior and 6 midi pitches, 1AGP
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6.4

Table 6.1 indicates that;


53% of senior pitches and all midi pitches are available for community use.
Compared to other sports, this is a relatively low proportion and is also much lower
than in Wychavon, suggesting that there is potential to increase community use;



there are no pitches in the central area, but adequate distribution across the
remainder of the district, with the highest quantity of provision being in Upton and
South;



there are three rugby club sites within Malvern Hills District – Tenbury Wells RFC,
Malvern Hills RFC and Upton RFC. One is located in each area containing rugby
pitches. There are eight in total across South Worcestershire, meaning that 40% of
club based rugby sites are in Malvern Hills District (Worcester University also run a
club but do not own their own facilities);



rugby pitches at Malvern College, The Chase School, Bredon School and Tenbury
High School are not available for community use. This means that there is a
significant amount of provision that is not currently accessible. There is ad hoc use of
pitches at Malvern College by Worcester RFC but as this is by special arrangement
on a one off basis for this club only, these pitches have been considered
unavailable; and



outside of the central area, clubs are located in the main population areas of
Malvern, Upton-upon-Severn and Tenbury Wells. Pitches at school sites are also
located in the main population centres and are all situated in relatively close
proximity to the clubs.

Ownership and Management
6.5

There is a greater emphasis on the club sector in rugby than in football, and a third of all
senior pitches in the district are managed by clubs. The remainder are all owned by the
education sector and therefore offer limited guarantees of long term access for the
community.

6.6

Added to the lack of security offered by education sites, there are also some issues with
long term security of tenure for two of the three clubs as follows;

6.7



Malvern RFC – site is leased from Malvern Hills District Council. The second site used
by the club (Morgan Sports Field) is rented and may be withdrawn from community
sporting use at any time. It is thought that the owners (Morgan Motor Company) are
looking to use the site for other purposes in the short to medium term and access for
the club is therefore likely to diminish or cease completely; and



Tenbury RFC – site rented from Tenbury Town Council. No long term security of
access although club are part of overall Tenbury Sports Association.

This suggests that there are issues to address to secure the future of rugby in the district.
Pitch Quality

6.8

Table 6.2 explores the community use pitches that are available in more detail. It highlights
the pitches that are provided at each site, the level of floodlighting and the key issues
relating to site quality that were identified through both site visits and club and key
stakeholder consultation.
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6.9

Assessments of pitch quality for rugby are based on guidance produced by the RFU and
Sport
England
(http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-forsport/planning-tools-and-guidance/playing-pitch-strategy-guidance/).
As
well
as
recording key characteristics of the site, including pitch condition and available ancillary
facilities, the assessment also evaluates the frequency and type of maintenance, and the
drainage that is installed on the site.

6.10 Table 6.2 reveals that the key issues for quality in relation to club based pitches in Malvern
Hills are;


a requirement
decompaction;

for

additional

and

improved

maintenance,



concerns about flooding and waterlogging of pitches;



the impact of recreational use on the site – including dog fouling; and



the impact of overuse on sites.

in

particular

6.11 These issues mirror those identified across South Worcestershire as a whole.
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Table 6.2 – Quality of Community Use Sites in Malvern Hills
Area

Club

Senior
Pitches

Midi
Pitches

Floodlit
Pitches

Ancillary Provision

Site Assessment Comments

Quality Issues identified through consultation

Malvern

Malvern
RFC

2

2

1
(midi)

Clubhouse. 4 changing rooms
(2 ensuite) and official’s room.
Standard quality. Showers
available and changing rooms
just serve the number of
pitches. Club lease and
maintain the facilities

Evidence of overplay,
compacting. Investment in
decompaction would
improve current issues – the
soil pan needs to be
punctured in the first instance
and the benefit maintained
by chain harrowing regularly
when the weather permits
over the playing season. Car
parking also likely to be a
problem.

Club believe pitch quality to be good, with
maintenance levels of average quality. The
development of the club is however now
being constrained by the number of pitches
available and the need to split usage across
two sites. Pitch quality has seen significant
recent improvement. Grass coverage and
length of grass good. Evidence of rusting on
the posts on pitch 2. Pitch 3 poor condition
due to overuse (site used for training)

No changing facility available

Site of limited functionality –
no ancillary facilities

Morgan
Sports Field

2

Central

n/a

0

0

0

Upton
and
South

Upton RFC

2

2

0

Only two changing rooms with
official’s
room.
Small
clubhouse.
Facilities
of
standard quality but insufficient
for the number of pitches

n/a

n/a

Well compacted especially
the floodlit pitch, site showing
signs of overplay in some
areas. Grass coverage only
adequate. The maintenance
here is insufficient for the
amount of play especially on
the flood lit pitch which
needs both decompaction
and measures to reduce the
unevenness of the pitch.
Chain harrowing or slitting
should be introduced and
some sand dressing to try to
improve the pitch quality.

Pitch quality remained static. Main pitch
good although suffers from dog fouling and
some misuse. Flooding and drainage is key
issue - some remedial works by Environment
Agency have seen site suffer from flooding.
Training pitch (3) also required levelling.
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Area

Tenbury
and
North

Club

Senior
Pitches

Hanley
Castle
High
School

2

Tenbury
RFC

2 (1 of
which is
shared
with
football)

Chantry
School

1

Midi
Pitches

Floodlit
Pitches

Ancillary Provision

Site Assessment Comments

Quality Issues identified through consultation

Pitches of adequate quality
and well drained. Managed
by school and playing field is
of average quality
0

0 (but
small
trainin
g area
presen
t)

4 changing rooms + official’s
room (at clubhouse over the
bridge). Currently undergoing
refurbishment.
Bar
and
clubhouse were improved last
year with support from the RFU.

The pitches would benefit
from a maintenance regime
as well as some major
decompaction to alleviate
standing water after rain.
Grass
and
equipment
adequate, some evidence of
recreational use. Grass cover
and pitch surface better on
pitch 1 than pitch 2, although
it is clear that there is more
limited use of pitch 2

The training area may soon be lost in order
to provide overflow car park. Pitch 2 is
uneven and of lower quality - the grass
coverage is lower and like the main pitch,
there is some dog fouling. There is no rusting
on the post. The maintenance is lower on
this pitch and is also used by football teams,
which can deteriorate the overall quality

1

Changing rooms available

Pitch requires decompaction
and drainage. Pitch surface is
relatively poor.

Pitch is floodlit but rarely used. Pitch is very
boggy and suffers from poor drainage.
Rarely used.
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Demand
6.12 The three rugby clubs in Malvern Hills District run a total of 27 teams. This means that 26% of
all community rugby in South Worcestershire takes place in Malvern Hills, a proportion
almost directly correlated with the size of the population.
6.13 Table 6.3 summarises the clubs that are based in Malvern Hills District and provides a
breakdown of teams that they are running as well as their recent participation trends. It
indicates that participation overall has remained relatively static, with just Upton RFC
experiencing growth in youth rugby. It is also clear that retaining older players (colts /
seniors) is a challenge, with no clubs currently running any colts teams.
6.14 In addition to the listed teams Worcester University 1st team also use pitches at Malvern
Hills RFC. They are displaced out of their home authority (Worcester City) due to a lack of
appropriate facilities in the city, as the university do not own any rugby pitches. The
remaining university teams play at Worcester RFC, which is located in Wychavon District.
Table 6.3 – Rugby Clubs in Malvern District
Area

Club

Adult

Colts

Youth

Midi

Other

Trends

Malvern

Malvern
RFC

3

0

5

5

5
sessions
per
annum
(schools
rugby). Pitches also
used in off season
for Tag.

Adult participation has
declined,
while
participation at midi
and youth levels has
remained static

Central

n/a

0

0

0

0

n/a

n/a

Upton and
South

Upton
RFC

2

0

2

6

Pitches used for 2
sessions per annum
outside club use

While adult and midi
participation
has
remained static, the
club have recently
introduced new U14
and U15 age groups.

Tenbury
and North

Tenbury
Wells RFC

2

0

0

0

None, but note that
football team also
uses pitch 2 on
occasion

Static – participation
has remained at two
teams with no youth or
midi section

Training Needs
6.15 For all clubs, training takes place primarily at the club base as follows;


For Upton RFC – training takes primarily on the floodlit pitch although training does
occur across all the pitches when light permits. Training is equivalent to 3 match
equivalents per week
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Tenbury RFC have a small training area to the side of the pitches. There are however
concerns that this area will be lost in order to facilitate overflow car parking. Training
is equivalent to 2 match equivalents per week



Malvern RFC – training takes place on floodlit midi pitch and is equivalent to 4
matches per week.

Educational Demand
6.16 The strong club base is underpinned by comparatively high levels of participation in
schools, with Hanley Castle, Dyson Perrins, Chantry High, Malvern College, Bredon School
and the Chase School all playing competitive rugby. Rugby is particularly popular at
Malvern College, who run 12 teams. The high profile of rugby particularly at the
independent schools therefore means that there are strong foundations for rugby.
6.17 All three clubs in the district highlight the importance of building strong relationships with
schools if they are to increase participation and as well as advertising, clubs travel into
schools to provide coaching sessions with a view to creating interest in the sport and
translating this into new club members. The strong foundations at a school level therefore
offer positive opportunities for the growth of rugby in Malvern Hills.
Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
6.18 The adequacy of pitch provision for rugby is measured through the use of match
equivalents. The ability of the pitch stock to service both training needs and competitive
requirements is taken into account. To fully understand activity on a site, consideration is
given to both;


the adequacy of pitch provision over the course of a week; and



the capacity of a site to meet additional demand at peak time.

6.19 For rugby, this analysis is based upon the following principles;
Capacity over the course of a week
6.20 The RFU sets a standard number of match equivalent sessions that natural grass pitches
should be able to sustain without adversely affecting their current quality (pitch carrying
capacity). This is based upon the drainage system installed at the site and the
maintenance programme used to prepare the pitches. The guideline theoretical
capacity for rugby pitches is summarised in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 – Theoretical Pitch Capacity Ratings (RFU)

Drainage

Maintenance
Poor (M0)

Standard (M1)

Good (M2)

Natural Inadequate (D0)

0.5

1.5

2

Natural Adequate (D1)

1.5

2

3

Pipe Drained (D2)

1.75

2.5

3.25

2

3

3.5

Pipe and Slit Drained (D3)
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6.21 Demand from each rugby club is converted into match equivalent sessions. This takes into
account of both the requirement of pitches to accommodate competitive fixtures, and
also the impact that training sessions will have on the capacity of pitches.
Peak Time Demand
6.22 To identify spare capacity at peak time, the number of match equivalent sessions at peak
time is measured against the number of match equivalent sessions available.


Senior men’s rugby union - Saturday PM;



Youth rugby union - Sunday AM;



Mini/midi rugby union - Sunday AM; and



U18-U19 yrs ‘Colts’ rugby union –Sunday AM (male) and Sunday PM (female).

6.23 Table 6.5 therefore provides a summary of activity at each site that is available for
community use and the adequacy of provision to meet demand.
6.24 The text that follows then explores the issues identified for each club in more detail,
highlighting the areas of key concern based upon the calculations undertaken.
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Table 6.5 – Site Overview

Area

Malvern

Upton
and
South

Club

Malvern
RFC

Upton
RFC

Mainten
ance /
Capacit
y Rating

M1/D1

M0/D0

Senior
Pitches

2

2

Midi
Pitches

4

2

Play on
Senior
Pitches

4

2

Play on
Midi
Pitches

2.5

3

Match
Equivalent
s
per
week
(other
play)

0

0

Spare
Capacity
(Senior
Match
Play)

0

Spare
Capac
ity
(Midi
Match
Play)

Spare
Capacity at
Peak Time
Senior
Pitches

-0.5

5.5

-1

1

-2
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Spare
Capacity
at
Peak
Time (Sun
AM - Midi
Pitches)

1.5

0

Pitch
capacit
y
includin
g
training
Senior

0

-4

Cap
acity
inclu
ding
traini
ng
(midi
)

Overview

1.5

No remaining spare capacity at
club base and insufficient
facilities to meet demand peak
time. Current overspill facilities
used at Morgan Car factory are
unsecured and not likely to be
available long term. Pitch
quality is poor however the
maintenance is adequate and
pitch
capacity
can
be
attributed to heavy use of
facilities. Site would benefit from
decompaction and additional
floodlights.

0

Site is currently overplayed, but
this can be directly attributed to
the
poor
maintenance
programme
and
limited
drainage. Site suffers from
decompaction
and
heavy
flooding, but improvements to
maintenance would ensure site
could sustain required number
of games. Site also restricted by
insufficient changing rooms for
number of pitches. Training
causes overuse of training
pitches - additional floodlighting
would enable this to be spread
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Area

Upton
and
south

Club

Hanley
Castle
High
School

Mainten
ance /
Capacit
y Rating

M1/D1

Senior
Pitches

2

Midi
Pitches

0

Play on
Senior
Pitches

2

Play on
Midi
Pitches

0

Match
Equivalent
s
per
week
(other
play)

0

Spare
Capacity
(Senior
Match
Play)

Spare
Capac
ity
(Midi
Match
Play)

2

Spare
Capacity at
Peak Time
Senior
Pitches

2

Spare
Capacity
at
Peak
Time (Sun
AM - Midi
Pitches)

Pitch
capacit
y
includin
g
training
Senior

2

2

0

2 (would
reduce to
0
if
training
moved to
pitch)

Cap
acity
inclu
ding
traini
ng
(midi
)

Overview

2

Site is of standard quality.
School are keen to build
relationships with community
clubs and there is occasional
use of the facility by Upton
Rugby Club (primarily when
club base is flooded). Pitch
surface
and
maintenance
standard. School use reduces
potential capacity of site but
availability at peak time for
both adults and juniors.

0

Site sufficient to accommodate
matches and training. Second
pitch shared with football on
occasion although receives
limited use from either sport.
Pitch quality poor and capacity
is directly impacted by poor
maintenance.

1

Pitch is floodlit but receives no
community use. Only existing
use is by school for curricular
purposes. Pitch suffers from
some drainage issues meaning
that
potential
to
sustain
community play is reduced.

0

Tenbury
and
North

Tenbury
and
North

Tenbury
Wells
RFC

Chantry
High
School

M0/D1

M1/D0

2

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0.5

0

0

1

0.5
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Current Picture of Provision
6.25 Table 6.5 therefore indicates that;


There is no community use of any of the school sites by rugby clubs – all of these
facilities just accommodate curricular use. This means that there are three rugby
pitches in the district that are available but not used. Taking into account the
impact of curricular use, this capacity is equivalent to circa 2.5 match equivalents
per week (0.5 in Tenbury and 2 in Upton and South)



There is no remaining spare capacity at Malvern RFC, even with the use of the
additional pitches rented from the Morgan Motor Company. There are insufficient
pitches to meet peak time demand and while the amount of midi provision is
adequate, this is partly off site and unsecured for long term use. The quality of
maintenance is average and while enhancing it would increase the amount of
matches that could be sustained; this alone would be insufficient to address the
capacity issues, due to the high levels of demand at peak time. There are pitches at
other schools in the town (Malvern College / The Chase) but the schools indicate
that there is little opportunity for community use of these facilities. Dyson Perrins 3g
pitch also provides a rugby surface, but this is used for football most weekends and
therefore offers limited potential to accommodate overspill



While the quality of maintenance at Malvern RFC is average (although there are
some issues with the drainage on existing pitches), the standard is poor at both
Upton RFC and Tenbury Wells RFC. Site visits and club consultation indicate that the
key areas for improvement at both sites are;




compaction of the pitches
weeds in the grass sward
flooding / standing water.



For Upton RFC, the limited maintenance and the lack of drainage in the pitches is
directly responsible for the overplay evident, as pitch capacity is reduced.
Improvements to the maintenance regime and drainage improvements would see
the existing stock of facilities become adequate to meet current requirements as it
would increase the number of games that could be sustained. Without drainage
improvements, pitch provision would just be insufficient (maximum capacity 2
games per week) meaning that access to additional facilities may also be required.
There are also two pitches at Hanley Castle High School in this area (2 match
equivalents per week) that are available but not used on a regular basis (although it
is known that Upton RFC have used them on occasion when their own pitches are
out of action)



Although maintenance at Tenbury RFC is limited, the small number of teams means
that provision remains adequate and that in reality, there is almost no use of the
second pitch by the rugby club. There is however a requirement to improve the
maintenance of the facilities to ensure the longevity of pitches at the site



Training has a particular impact on the demands placed on pitches and further
exacerbates pressures at both Malvern RFC and Upton RFC. Both sites have only one
floodlit area and this means that training is concentrated onto one pitch, causing
significant overplay and compacting of the pitch surface. Training pitches / areas at
all sites are heavily used, with all accommodating the equivalent of more than 3
games per week. This is particularly significant when the area used is also used for
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competitive activity (Malvern RFC and Upton RFC). There are also concerns that the
current training area for Tenbury RFC will be removed, meaning that there will be
extra pressures placed on the pitches also used for competitive fixtures and a lack of
floodlights on the site. The 3g pitch at Dyson Perrins School (Malvern) is suitable for
use by the rugby club, however it should be noted that this site is heavily booked
midweek and offers therefore only limited opportunities to relocate training.
6.26 While in all areas, there are unused facilities at school sites, it should be noted that rugby is
primarily a club focused sport and facilities are an essential part of the way a club is run.
Use of facilities that are outside of the club base is therefore avoided as far as possible.
Displaced and Latent Demand
6.27 Worcester University represent the only displaced demand in Malvern Hills District. The first
team from this club currently uses pitches at Malvern RFC as the university do not have
their own rugby pitches and there are no appropriate facilities within the city. This adds to
pressure at Malvern RFC as pitches are already overplayed and there is no spare capacity
at peak time. The university team however use facilities during the week and therefore do
not add further demand at peak time where the greatest pressures exist.
6.28 The existing shortages of pitches at Malvern RFC, as well as the challenges with pitch
conditions at Upton RFC may also be creating latent demand.
Future Picture
6.29 The future requirement for rugby pitches will be impacted upon by changes to the
population profile, as well as club specific aspirations and changing participation trends.
These issues are considered in turn in order to build an accurate picture of future demand.
Population Change
6.30 While the population of Malvern Hills is likely to increase (by 24% up to 2030) changes to
the population profile mean that the proportion of people within the age groups most
likely to play pitch sports will increase at a much slower rate.
6.31 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team. The application of TGRs to population projections enables
the projection of the theoretical number of teams that would be generated from
population growth and provides an understanding of future demand.
6.32 Table 6.6 summarises the current TGRs for rugby and projects the impact of population
growth. It indicates that;


although there will be an increase in the number of people aged between 19 and
45, there will only be a relatively small impact on demand, with 1 additional rugby
team created (0.5 match equivalents);



the number of people aged between 13 and 18 will also increase slightly, creating
one additional junior team (0.5 match equivalents); and



the highest growth will occur in age groups playing midi rugby. This will lead to the
creation of 3 additional midi teams by 2030.
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Table 6.6 – Impact of Changes to the Population Profile

7

1651

12540

981

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers in
Age Group
(Number of
Teams)
Current 0.6 2026

11559

0

0

12540

981

0

Rugby Union
Youth Boys (1318yrs)

2663

7

380

3092

429

1.1

Rugby Union
Youth Girls (1318yrs)

2663

0

0

3092

429

0

Rugby Union
Mini/Midi Mixed
(7-12yrs)

4708

11

428

6303

1596

3.7

Sport and Age
Groups

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area

Rugby Union
Senior Men (1945yrs)

11559

Rugby Union
Senior Women
(19-45yrs)

Number of
teams in
age
group
within the
area

Current
TGR

0

Future
population
in age
group
within the
area (2021)

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers in
Age Group
Current –
2030

Locational Impact of Growth
6.33 The location of growth to the north of the Upton and South area, the central area and
Malvern area means that it is likely that much of this growth will impact Malvern RFC. Both
Tenbury RFC and Upton RFC are in areas that will see some growth, but this is unlikely to
generate a full additional team. There is no club located to the West or South of Worcester
that is likely to absorb any of this demand. Malvern RFC is already at capacity and the
planned growth will therefore exacerbate this further.
Changes in Participation Trends and Club Development Plans
6.34 Rugby across South Worcestershire and more locally within Malvern District is relatively
stable with just one of the three clubs experiencing recent growth. Growth at Malvern RFC
is however already restricted by the number of pitches that are available.
6.35 While TGRs provide an indication of the potential impact of club growth directly
attributable to increases in the population, the RFU believe that this is less indicative of the
likely growth as a whole for rugby, with clubs having development plans in place to drive
increases in the number of teams, supported by RFU development officers. In addition to
the use of TGRs therefore, consideration has also been given to club aspirations for growth
and the deliverability of these.
6.36 Table 6.7 therefore draws upon the information outlined above, as well as the likely levels
of growth at each club, based upon club aspirations and RFU targets to evaluate the
degree to which existing pitches at the club bases are able to accommodate the
projected increase in demand, and the issues that would need to be addressed to ensure
that growth can be accommodated. It should be noted however that RFU growth plans
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only consider the next three years, and projections should therefore be reviewed as part
of a strategy monitoring process.
Table 6.7 – Adequacy of Existing Provision to Meet Projected Future Demand

Club

Malvern RFC

Upton RFC

Current
Position

Impact
of
Population
Growth

Overplay
equivalent to
0.5
match
equivalents on
senior
pitch.
Just sufficient
midi
pitch
provision but
when
taking
into account
training
(4
match
equivalents)
this decreases.
Lack of spare
capacity
at
peak time and
the provision
of only one
floodlit
pitch
means that all
activity
is
concentrated
in this space.
Overplay
(-1
senior and -2
midi)
match
equivalents
but
spare
capacity
at
peak
time
Pitch quality,
which inhibits
capacity,
is
directly
responsible for
overplay. One
adult
pitch
also used for
training (circa
4
match
equivalents
per
week,
which
increases
overplay to 4
match
equivalents.

0.5
match
equivalents
senior,
0.5
match
equivalents
youth.

1.5
additional
midi
matches per
week

Potentially
up
to
1
additional
match
equivalent

Likely Growth from
Club
Development
(Club / RFU)
Club looking to
increase by one
team. RFU believe
that this can be
achieved
by
retaining
the
existing U15 team
into the Colts age
group.
Longer
term, this team
should
then
progress to senior
rugby

Ability of Site to
sustain growth

Increase number
of
players
in
teams to ensure
sustainability.
To
be
achieved
through
school
links
and
Community
RFU
team. It is hoped
that retention of
numbers in U12 –
U15 will enable
progression
through to a Colts
team within next
three years.

Site
currently
experiencing
overplay,
but
this is primarily
due the quality
of
the
maintenance
and drainage,
which
means
that
the
capacity
of
each pitch is just
0.5
match
equivalents per
week. Assuming
pitch
maintenance
and drainage is
improved, there
is capacity, but
significant
problems
with
drainage means
that additional
capacity
may
be required to

Capacity of the
existing site is
insufficient
to
accommodate
the
level
of
current play.

Issues to address
to ensure growth
can
be
accommodated
Additional
capacity required
through sit e
relocation or
purchase of
additional land.
If current and
projected future
demand was to be
met, to future
proof the club,
requirements
would be 4 senior
pitches and 4 midi
pitches (2 pitches
should be floodlit
and appropriate
changing and
ancillary provision
should also be
required).
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maintenance
regime

to

Improvement of
existing drainage
Improvement of
existing changing
accommodation
(increasing
number of rooms)
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Current
Position

Club

Impact
of
Population
Growth

Likely Growth from
Club
Development
(Club / RFU)

Ability of Site to
sustain growth

Issues to address
to ensure growth
can
be
accommodated

reduce pressures
on club site.

Tenbury RFC

Existing
provision
inhibited
by
quality.
If
maintenance
was improved,
spare
capacity
equivalent to
1
pitch.
Concern over
long
term
future
of
training area.

Potentially
up
to
1
additional
match
equivalent

Club looking to
recruit U17- U19
players
to form
colts team

If maintenance
was improved,
the additional
Colts team
could be
accommodated
on the 1st pitch.
The second
pitch would still
be required in
the event of the
further growth of
adult rugby, or if
the training area
was no longer
available

Floodlighting to
provide training
opportunities –
potentially on the
second pitch to
also benefit
football club

Forthcoming Changes to Supply
6.37 There are no confirmed changes to the supply of rugby pitches in the Malvern District
area. Malvern RFC have however highlighted aspirations for relocation to a new site and
there is evidence to support that this is required, as existing provision is at capacity. This
would likely see the loss of the Malvern RFC site as well as the pitches at the Morgan Motor
Company site (which are not secured for long term use) also being withdrawn from
sporting use.
6.38 The Chantry School are also considering the conversion of their existing floodlit rugby pitch
to an AGP. This pitch is not currently used for competitive rugby. The site is not located in
close proximity to any of the existing rugby clubs. It is however used in conjunction with
Bromyard RUFC who carry out an after school coaching programme. There has also been
an expression of interest from former pupils of the Chantry school to start a new rugby club
in the village. They wish to operate out of Chantry School and are currently in contact with
the RFU development officer.
Key Issues
6.39 The key issues to address for rugby are summarised in Section 8.
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7: Hockey in Malvern Hills
Artificial Grass Pitches
Introduction
7.1

Hockey is now almost exclusively played on AGPs and increasingly, AGPs are also used for
football. The FA now approves certain types of AGP for use in competitive fixtures (those
listed on the FA register) and the FA National Facilities Strategy recognises the role that
these facilities play in the provision of facilities for football. AGPs that are compliant with
World Rugby specifications can also be used for rugby match play and training.

7.2

The analysis of the adequacy of AGPs and the requirement for additional facilities
therefore spreads across all three sports.

7.3

Guidance on AGPs (Selecting the Right Artificial Surface, Sport England 2010) indicates
the suitability of AGPs to be as follows;


Water Based (suitable for high level hockey and football training if the pitch is
irrigated)



Sand Filled (acceptable surface for hockey and suitable for football training)



Sand Dressed (preferred surface for hockey and suitable for football training)



Short Pile 3g (acceptable surface for football and hockey at low standards)



Long pile 3g (preferred surface for football, not suitable for hockey)



Long pile 3g with shock pad (suitable for football and rugby, not suitable for
hockey).

7.4

Technology continues to move on and new forms of pitch are being developed
frequently. Pitch requirements are therefore likely to evolve as technology becomes more
advanced.

7.5

This section considers the adequacy of the AGPs in the district taking into account the
needs of football, rugby and hockey. It draws upon the information outlined in Section 4
(football) and Section 6 (Rugby) and also provides an overview of the requirements for
hockey.
Supply

7.6

Table 7.1 summarises the AGPs available across Malvern Hills District. It records six full sized
pitches, of which four are available to the community. Of the facilities that are available
to the community, three are sand based and one (Dyson Perrins School) is a 3g pitch.

7.7

The second pitch at the Chase School and the facility at Abberley Hall School are not
available for community use.

7.8

There are also two small pitches, at Suckley Playing Fields and The Jewry Field, Martley.
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Table 7.1 – AGPs across Malvern Hills District
Area

Site Name

Management

Size and
Floodlights

Surface

Community
Access

Pitch
Age

Central

Suckley Playing Fields

Parish Council

Small

Sand Filled

Yes (often
left open)

Unknown

Malvern

Malvern College Sports
Complex

Independent
School

Full

Sand Filled

Yes

2005

Malvern St James Sports
Complex

Independent
School

Full

Sand Filled

Yes

Unknown

Dyson Perrins

In house school

Full

Rubber
crumb pile
(3G)

Yes

2013

The Chase School

In house school

Full

Sand Filled

Yes

2000

The Chase School

In house school

Full

Sand Filled

No

2009

The Jewry Fields, Martley

Playing Fields
Association

Small

Sand Filled

Yes (often
left open)

Unknown

Abberley Hall School

Independent
School

Full

Sand Dressed

No

Unknown

Tenbury
and
North

7.9

All of the available pitches are located on school sites and the presence of floodlights on
all pitches means that facilities can be used both during midweek evenings and at the
weekend.

7.10 Table 7.1 indicates that the stock of facilities is varying in terms of age, with the pitch at
Dyson Perrins recently provided but the remaining facilities are ageing. 3g pitch provision is
therefore clearly more up to date than the sand based facilities.
7.11 While there is community access to four facilities, it should be noted that at the Chase
School and Malvern College, while facilities are available, this can be relatively restricted
due to a clash with school activities and in the case of the Chase School, the amount of
time that the facility is let for is restricted in order to minimise use and prolong the life of the
pitch surface.
Pitch Catchment
7.12 The catchment of AGPs is traditionally wider than most other outdoor sports facilities and it
is therefore important to consider the travel patterns of current users and the location of
nearby facilities, as these may impact on demand for existing and new facilities in Malvern
Hills.
7.13 Data collated on the patterns of use of AGPs suggests that teams from Malvern Hills do
travel outside the district (particularly in to Worcester City) to use AGPs. This is particularly
apparent for 3g pitches;


Bishops Perowne – Worcester City (3g)
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Leominster School – Herefordshire (sand)
KGV Brickfields AGP – Worcester City (small sized 3g)
YMCA AGP – Worcester City (small sized 3g)
Nunnery Wood AGP – Worcester City (sand based)
Arrow Vale Sports Centre – Redditch (sand based)
Studley High 3g, Warwickshire (3g)
Tewkesbury School (3g)
Winchcombe School AGP (sand).

7.14 The location of all AGPs within Malvern Hills District and the surrounding area is illustrated in
Map 7.1. It indicates that within the district itself, provision is concentrated in the Malvern
town area. There are no full size facilities within any other part of the district, with just two
small sized facilities located in Tenbury and North.
7.15 The remaining facilities used are scattered on the edge of the district, with Leominster
School serving teams in Tenbury and North and teams in Upton and South travelling to
Tewkesbury. The proximity of Worcester City means that pitches in the city are also
accessible to residents to the east and centre of Malvern Hills District.
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Map 7.1 –Distribution of AGPs
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Theoretical Modelling
7.16 The methodology set out in the Playing Pitch Guidance evaluates the requirement for
AGPs for football, hockey and rugby using a variety of techniques including;


the Sport England FPM;



the FA Pitch Modelling; and



site specific usage analysis.

7.17 The Sport England FPM and FA Pitch Modelling are theoretical modelling tools that provide
an indication of the number of facilities required based on theoretical parameters. The
findings of theoretical modelling tools are then overlaid with specific localised issues and
the site specific usage analysis in order to determine the adequacy of existing provision
and the requirement for new facilities to meet current and projected future demand.
The Sport England FPM
7.18 The Sport England FPM is produced once per annum and is reliant upon accurate data
within the Active Places database. The number of recent developments and changes to
the existing stock of facilities in South Worcestershire and neighbouring authorities means
that currently, the most up to date available information provides an inaccurate picture
and has therefore been excluded from consideration for the purposes of this assessment. It
is expected that this tool will be reviewed and integrated as part of the strategy
monitoring and update process.
FA Modelling
7.19 AGPs are becoming increasingly important for football. The FA facility strategy (2013 –
2015) seeks to shift football usage away from sand based AGPs to 3g pitches.
7.20 The recently released FA vision (November 2014) which is the result of extensive analysis on
the facilities used for football (including grass roots) places greater emphasis on the
benefits of 3g pitches and their importance for the future delivery of football. The vision
seeks to build a sustainable model to ensure that the development of significantly higher
numbers of AGPs can happen. In particular, the FA cite the additional capacity that AGPs
offer compared to grass and their ability to sustain play during periods of inclement
weather, resulting in a reduced number of cancellations.
7.21 The vision sets several targets for 2020 including;




the creation of football hubs in 30 cities – this will include increasing the number of
top quality AGPs in urban areas by 130%. These hubs will be owned of managed by
a new football organisation or trust;
a 50% increase in the total number of full size, publicly accessible 3g AGPs across
England, to over 1000; and
more than 50% of all mini soccer and youth football matches being played on the
best quality AGPs.

7.22 FA data modelling evaluates the baseline requirement for 3g pitches taking into account
the training requirements of clubs. It assumes that one 3g pitch is required per 56 teams
and that based on FA policy, all football training should take place on 3g pitches (as
opposed to sand).
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7.23 In Malvern Hills District, the FA modelling indicates that there is a requirement for 1.63 3g
AGPs to meet current demand.
7.24 As there is just one in the district, at Dyson Perrins School, this suggests that current supply is
lower than the target level of provision and that another 3g AGP is required.
7.25 The above figures consider the amount of facilities that may be required to meet training
requirements as well as some match play. The strategy emanating from this assessment
report will need to determine the role that AGPs will play in providing for football in South
Worcestershire and undertake scenario testing to determine the number of AGPs based
on an agreed strategy. If AGPs are considered an essential component in the delivery of
pitches for competitive needs, requirements may be increased.
The Local Situation
7.26 While the FA modelling and FPM provide a theoretical overview, analysis of actual activity
at each of the sites provides a greater indication of the availability of pitches and the
adequacy of provision on a practical note. It is also important to consider the
requirements of each sport in detail to ensure that demand is adequately met and that
the balance of facilities between sand and 3g pitches meets needs.
7.27 As set out at the beginning of this section, while sand based facilities are often used for
football training, demand for these facilities is primarily led by hockey, as ideally, football
should be played on 3g pitches and the FA are seeking to relocate football teams from
sand to 3g. The demand for facilities from hockey clubs is therefore evaluated first below.
7.28 Demand from football and rugby clubs is then considered, after which an overall
evaluation of the adequacy of pitch provision to meet demand is undertaken.
Demand from Hockey Clubs for Sand Based Facilities
7.29 There are two hockey clubs playing within Malvern Hills District fielding a total of 5 teams.
This means that participation in the Malvern area is much lower than in the remainder of
South Worcestershire.
7.30 Across South Worcestershire, the vast majority of players are in senior teams. The balance is
slightly more even in Malvern Hills, with 2 junior teams and 3 senior teams, indicating that
there are potential foundations for the growth of the sport. Participation has however
recently remained static in both clubs.
7.31 Table 7.2 summarises the teams that they run and the recent trends in participation.
Table 7.2 – Hockey Teams in Malvern Hills District
Participation Trends
Area

Club

Teams

Location

Central

N/a

0

n/a

n/a

Malvern

Colwall
and
Malvern
HC

2 x adult female

Adult participation static,
but junior membership
increasing

Malvern St James
(competitive fixtures)
Malvern College (training)

1 x U13 mixed junior
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Participation Trends
Area

Club

Tenbury
and
North

Upton
and
South

Teams

Tenbury
HC

1 ladies team

N/a

0

Location

1junior female team

Participation declining.
Club attribute this to a
lack of facilities in Tenbury
for training and the
difficulties this brings with
attracting players. The
club had developed a
junior section but this is
now very limited and the
second ladies team has
also folded.

Leominster

n/a

7.32 Table 7.2 reveals that reflecting the concentration of facilities in Malvern town, one of the
two clubs is based in this area. The remaining club is based in Tenbury, where there are no
sand based full size pitches. The club therefore travel out of the district to use a pitch. The
provision of sand based facilities is therefore not directly linked with current hockey
participation.
7.33 There are no community clubs to the West of Worcester City, which coupled with the
lower than may be expected levels of participation in Malvern Hills, mean that hockey is
less well developed in this area of South Worcestershire.
Pitch Requirements for Hockey
7.34 Drawing upon the demand information in Table 7.2. Table 7.3 outlines the current needs
of each hockey club in terms of the number of hours booked.
7.35 It considers both midweek training requirements and the need to accommodate match
play at weekends. England Hockey guidance suggests that no AGP should be considered
able to sustain more than 4 games on any one day.
Table 7.3 – Pitch Requirements
Area

Hours
Competitive
Use per week

Match
Equivalent
at Peak
Time

Central

n/a

Training
Hours per
Week
n/a

Malvern

Up to 3

2

1

0

Tenbury and
North

2

2.5

0.5

Upton and
South

0

0

0
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7.36 Table 7.3 indicates that hockey usage over the course of the week is equivalent to just 9
and a half hours. 4.5 of these hours currently take place outside the district at Leominster
Leisure Centre. There are just 1.5 matches at peak time across the district.
7.37 Demand currently generated by Tenbury Hockey Club can be considered displaced
demand, as it is met outside of the district.
Football Demand
7.38 Football demand for AGPs can be categorised into three areas;


matchplay (requires use of a 3g pitch that is included on the FA register) – this links
with the requirement for grass pitches;



informal / recreational use – pay and play or leagues; and



training (The FA would like to see all clubs having access to a 3g pitch – they
discourage the use of sand based facilities).

Competitive Use
7.39 AGPs currently have a limited role to play in South Worcestershire in meeting competitive
demand, as there are only three 3g facilities, one of which (Dyson Perrins School) is in
Malvern Hills District. Dyson Perrins is however used for match play on a Saturday,
although there is scope to accommodate further play on a Sunday afternoon and a
Sunday morning (1 additional match equivalent for adult and youth football). The pitch
has proved an important venue for Welland JFC who travel from Upton due to the issues
with flooding within the Upton area.
Informal Leagues
7.40 Malvern St James College also accommodates an informal small sided leisure league. This
pitch is however sand based and does not provide the ideal surface for football.
Training
7.41 Football training in Malvern Hills takes place on the 3g pitch at Dyson Perrins. There is
however also some use of the sand based pitches for football training in the district, with
clubs using the Chase, Malvern St James College, Malvern College (all Malvern Town) and
Nunnery Wood Sports Complex (Worcester). Training therefore clearly takes place on sand
based pitches in some areas.
7.42 Views have been obtained from football clubs on the adequacy of provision across the
district and it is clear that views are differ between areas, according to the access that
clubs have to existing facilities as follows;
Central
There is little evidence of dissatisfaction with facilities in the central area, with clubs using
Dyson Perrins 3g and a small number travelling in to Worcester to Bishops Perowne. Leigh
and Bransford FC do however also use Ralfs Field for some training.
Malvern Town
Clubs in Malvern are dissatisfied with the levels of access to 3g pitches, indicating that
there is no space on the existing pitch at Dyson Perrins and that clubs must travel out of
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the town to access an appropriate facility. Notably two large clubs, Newtown Sports
Juniors and Malvern Town FC are both currently unable to access sufficient time at Dyson
Perrins School.
Tenbury
There are mixed perceptions in Tenbury and North, with clubs travelling out of the district
indicating that facilities are insufficient. The reliance upon clubs to travel to reach their
nearest facility was the key reason for the dissatisfaction.
Upton and South
Clubs in Upton and South currently travel to use a variety of facilities including the Chase,
Malvern College, Malvern St James and Dyson Perrins. There is clear dissatisfaction
amongst the clubs with several indicating that there are insufficient 3g pitches and that
clubs are forced to travel distances. The cost of using AGPs is also raised as a concern.
7.43 Overall therefore, there is a perceived lack of AGPs in the district that are suitable for
football. There is evidence that football clubs are using existing sand based facilities and
there is perceived to be insufficient capacity in the existing 3g pitch stock. Clubs believe
that Dyson Perrins, the only 3g pitch in the district is full to capacity and clubs are either
constrained with the number of hours they can book, or unable to access the site at all.
Rugby
7.44 Demand from rugby teams for AGPs is currently limited, with little use of AGPs for training
or matches. Although the pitch at Dyson Perrins High School is World Rugby compliant and
is therefore suitable for training and matches, Malvern RFC rarely use this facility.
7.45 Other rugby clubs in the area – Upton RFC and Tenbury RFC are not located in close
proximity to an existing 3g facility that is World Rugby approved and are not known to use
any 3g pitches.
7.46 There was no evidence of unmet demand for AGPs from any of the rugby clubs, although
the strategy may need to consider whether AGPs are to have a role in addressing the
issues identified for rugby (Section 6).
Adequacy of Provision
7.47 Analysis of the adequacy of AGPs therefore needs to take into account the requirements
of hockey, rugby and football teams.
7.48 The Playing Pitch Guidance indicates that supply and demand of AGPs is measured by
considering;


the amount of play that a site is able to sustain (based upon the number of hours
that the pitch is accessible to the community during peak periods up to a maximum
of 34 hours per week). Peak periods have been deemed to be Monday to Thursday
17:00 to 21:00; Friday 17:00 to 19:00 and Saturday and Sunday 09:00 to 17:00;



the amount of play that takes place (measured in hours);



whether there is any spare capacity at the site based upon a comparison between
the capacity of the site and the actual usage; and



any other key issues relating to the site which have arisen through consultation.
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7.49 Table 7.4 therefore summarises the known usage of each site (obtained through a
combination of analysis of demand data and discussions with providers) and also draws
upon the findings of consultation to briefly summarise the key issues raised in relation to
each site.
7.50 This information is then used to determine the adequacy of provision for each specific
sport and the future requirements.
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Table 7.4 – Site Specific Usage

Site Name

Malvern
College
Sports
Complex

Surface

Sand
Dressed

Pitch
Quality

Peak
Hours
Availability
Midweek

Peak
Hours
Availability
Weekend

Spare
Capacity
Midweek
6

Standard

10

14
4

Sand

10.5

14

Dyson Perrins

0

Able to
accommodate
more play both
midweek and
at weekends

No club
hockey use at
weekend,
hockey
training
midweek (2
hours – 20% of
capacity)

Able to
accommodate
more play both
midweek and
at weekends

3 – 4 hours
hockey use
Saturday –
remainder
football.
Almost a third
of usage is
hockey

No remaining
spare capacity
midweek.

All usage is
football with
ad hoc use
by rugby club

Able to
accommodate
more play both
midweek and
at weekends

All usage is
football

7

Good
18

15

The Chase
School

5.5
Sand

Comparison

Standard
12

12

Balance
(Football /
Hockey /
Rugby)

10

Standard
- Poor

Malvern St
James Sports
Complex

3g

Spare
Capacity
Weekend
5 (some
school use)

12
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Key Issues
The facility is an important site for
hockey training but the lack of
facilities for spectators and poor
changing means that it cannot
be used for matches. There is little
other use of the site and
therefore
significant
spare
capacity at the weekend, as well
as midweek. The only use at the
weekend is for school use.
The facility is an important site for
hockey
currently,
accommodating
all
hockey
fixtures for Colwall and Malvern
HC. The pitch quality is however
poor with rips in the surface and
requires replacement. If this is not
soon
replaced
it
will
be
unsuitable
for
competitive
hockey.
Important site for football for both
matches and training. Good
quality facility that attracts clubs
from Worcester as well as locally.
No spare capacity midweek but
scope to increase activity at the
weekend.
Limited use of the facility but all
existing use is football clubs,
including Newtown Sports and
Welland Juniors. Spare capacity
to
accommodate
some
additional play
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Site Name
Suckley
Playing Fields

Surface

Pitch
Quality

Standard

Peak
Hours
Availability
Midweek

Peak
Hours
Availability
Weekend

Locked
and
accessed
with key

Locked
and
accessed
with key

Spare
Capacity
Midweek

N/a

Spare
Capacity
Weekend

n/a

The Jewry
Field - Martley
Standard

Open
access

Open
access

n/a

n/a

Comparison
Able to
accommodate
more play both
midweek and
at weekends
Able to
accommodate
more play both
midweek and
at weekends

Balance
(Football /
Hockey /
Rugby)
Used
informally as
well as for
some football
training
coaching
Used
informally as
well as for
some football
training
coaching
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Key Issues

Site used as a local recreational
facility.

Site used as a local recreational
facility.
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7.51 Table 7.4 therefore reveals that;


While there is very limited spare capacity at Dyson Perrins, there is capacity at the
remainder of facilities in Malvern Hills (all of which are sand based). In total, spare
capacity equates to;


full sized sand based facilities – 15.5 hours midweek, 27 hours at the weekend;
and



3g pitches – 0 hours midweek, 7 hours at the weekend.



It is therefore clear that while there are enough facilities, these are not necessarily of
the right surface to meet demand. Several clubs indicate that they struggle to
access 3g pitches either at all, or for sufficient time, and this is evidenced by the
capacity of the only pitch. The lack of 3g pitches means that the sand based
facilities are important for football as well as hockey and usage of the sand based
facilities is primarily for football. Most clubs indicate that use of the sand based
facilities is not their preference (and indeed it does not fit in with FA priorities) and
many travel outside of the district in order to access a 3g pitch



There is relatively significant spare capacity in the stock of sand based facilities, and
this can be attributed to a wide range of issues including the pitch surface
(undesirable for football), the condition of some pitches (The Malvern St James site
and The Chase School both require refurbishment) and is also reported that
community access is often limited by the schools, primarily as a reflection of the
quality of the existing facilities



Pitch provision is currently focused in Malvern town, but there is also unmet demand
in the Tenbury and North and Upton and South areas, where there are no 3g pitches
and demand for a sand based pitch for hockey (although limited in terms of number
of hours a facility would be used)



The main use of the sand based pitches at weekends is hockey – but this equates to
only 3 hours on one pitch. The remaining sites are largely unused at the weekend
although there is known to be some use of the pitches at the Chase School by
Malvern College



Hockey use of sand based facilities is however currently spread across two sites. This
is however due to the quality issues with the existing facilities (poor surface at
Malvern St James, but poor spectator and changing facilities at Malvern College).
Improvements to either site could see the use for hockey condensed into one
facility.

7.52 It is therefore clear that despite surplus provision and spare capacity, the existing stock of
facilities is inadequate in that;


while there are more than enough sand based pitches across the district as a whole,
none of the facilities in Malvern fully meet the needs of the club and there are no
facilities in Tenbury to serve the other club; and



there is no remaining capacity at the only 3g pitch, meaning that football clubs
must use sand based facilities and / or travel to other areas.
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Future Demand for AGPs
Need for 3g pitches
7.53 There is therefore clear justification that to meet the needs of football, at least one
additional 3g pitch is required in the district. Depending upon the role that 3g pitches are
to have in delivering the strategy and addressing other issues, this need may increase.
Future Requirement for 3g pitches
7.54 It has already been outlined earlier in Sections 4 that there is a potential increase of 24
football teams (from population growth) as well as further aspirations for club
development).
7.55 These teams will be spread across the district, but particularly focused in areas of high
growth (Malvern and Worcester City borders - central area and north of the Upton and
South area).
7.56 This level of growth likely to lead to a minimum requirement for an additional 0.5 AGP
based upon current FA parameters of 56 teams to one pitch. With regards location for
new provision several potential opportunities arise;


The existing 3g pitch is located within Malvern, however there remain shortfalls of
grass pitch provision in this area, with several key sites overplayed. This area is also
the source of great dissatisfaction with regards access to AGPs and the existing site is
at capacity. Section 4 indicated that Malvern contained the highest number of
teams (35) and is the main centre of population in the district. The inclusion of an
additional AGP in this area may therefore address issues with overplay and pressures
on grass pitches, as well as alleviate concerns over lack of training facilities. Malvern
Town FC are keen to address overplay issues at their site with a 3g stadium pitch,
while Malvern St James are also considering the provision of a second AGP. Not all
sand based pitches in the area are required for hockey and there may be an
opportunity to refurbish an existing site



There are also shortages of grass pitch provision in Tenbury. The number of teams
based in this area however suggests that without a joint strategy (linking with football
and hockey) there may be insufficient demand to justify a 3g pitch for football. Both
Tenbury High School and the Chantry School have expressed an interest in a new
AGP



Upton and South contains the second highest quantity of teams (32). While the
existing grass pitch stock has capacity, there are issues with flooding and pitch
quality for football and rugby. Welland FC, based in this area, use facilities at Dyson
Perrins. A new facility in this area may help to improve pitch provision in an area
where quality is poor and there is dissatisfaction evident



There are 22 teams in the central area and some issues with pitch capacity. Due to
the location of the Chantry School, in the south of the Tenbury and the North area, a
3G pitch located here may cater for some demand from the central area. A robust
feasibility study would however be required to determine whether demand was
sufficient (particularly in light of other proposals) to sustain such a facility.

Requirement for Sand Based Pitches
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7.57 Across the stock of sand based AGPs, there is significant capacity to accommodate
further competitive hockey fixtures both during the week and at the weekend, with 15.5
hours available midweek, and 27 hours at the weekend. Much of the use of the sand
based facilities is currently football, due to the lack of capacity at Dyson Perrins Sport, the
only site to contain a 3g pitch in the district.
7.58 As there are currently 3 sand based facilities in the district for hockey, measured against a
maximum demand for two pitches, at face value there are sufficient facilities. Analysis of
the adequacy of the existing pitch stock reveals however that there remain some issues
that need to be addressed. This is summarised in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5 – Adequacy of Current Provision for Hockey
Area
Central
Malvern

Sand Based Pitches
Provided
0
Malvern College
Malvern St James
The Chase School

Sand
Based
Pitches Required
0
1
(1
match
equivalent
at
peak time and up
to 5 hours use for
training)

Issues

Different facilities are used for training and
matches as the pitch surface is deemed to
be better at one site (Malvern College) but
the associated facilities i.e. Changing and
spectator facilities do not meet league
requirements and the site therefore can’t be
used for match play. The facility at Malvern
St James is therefore used for match play.
Pitch at the Chase School requires
refurbishment and the surface at Malvern St
James is also poor. If the surface at Malvern
St James is not resurfaced in the short term, it
will become unsuitable for hockey, meaning
that despite the presence of 3 sand based
AGPs, none of them will meet the needs of
the hockey club.
The pitch at Malvern College is an important
strategic venue for hockey, used as Junior
Development Player Pathway Venue.

Tenbury and
North

Upton and
South

0

0

1
(0.5
match
equivalents
at
peak time and
circa 2.5 hours
use)

0

Overall requirement for hockey in terms of
number of hours facility is needed is
however low.
Tenbury HC do not have access to a facility
within the district and therefore travel
outside to Leominster. The club consider
themselves to be displaced and wish to
obtain a facility in Tenbury. An action plan
produced as part of Hereford PPS however
seeks to retain the sand based pitch at
Leominster to support hockey in the Tenbury
area.
Overall requirement for hockey in terms of
number of hours facility is needed is
however low. The club do however run two
satellite clubs and a school programme and
are considered a proactive club by England
Hockey.
n/a
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7.59 Table 7.5 clearly indicates that there is currently a requirement for one hockey pitch to
meet current demand in Malvern town. There are however quality issues with all existing
sites, although Malvern College is identified as a strategically important venue for hockey.
Tenbury Wells HC are currently displaced, travelling outside the district to find facilities.
They have also set up a satellite club with Lacon Child School in Shropshire. A sand based
pitch would be required in Tenbury Wells to meet the demands of hockey. The small
amount of demand for hockey in each area however means that the sustainability of
facilities will need to be carefully considered.
Future Demand for Hockey
7.60 For hockey, increases in participation can be measured firstly by Team Generation Rates
(TGRs), which indicate how many people in a specified age group are required to
generate one team. By applying TGRs to population projections, we can project the
theoretical number of teams that would be generated from population growth and gain
an understanding of future demand.
7.61 Table 7.6 summarises the implications of population growth and reveals that the growth of
hockey in Malvern Hills District is likely to equate to less than one hockey team, with
increases of 0.5 junior teams and 0.2 senior teams. The new housing developments will
largely offset the impact of the ageing population.
Table 7.6 – Impact of Changes to the Population Profile

Sport and Age
Groups

Hockey Senior
Men (16-55yrs)
Hockey Senior
Women (1655yrs)
Hockey Junior
Boys (11-15yrs)
Hockey Junior
Girls (11-15yrs)

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area
17089

Number
of teams
in age
group
within
the area
0

Future
population
in age
group
within the
area (2030)
18512

0

1423

0

17089

3

5696

18512

1423

0.2

2103

0

1051

2666

563

0

2103

2

0

2666

563

0.5

Current
TGR

Potential
Change
in Team
Numbers
in Age
Group

Change in
number of
people in
age group

Changes in Participation Trends
7.62 While population growth will therefore have a limited impact in terms of the total number
of teams, England Hockey seek to build participation, with a particular focus placed upon
retention of existing players as well as an increase in the number of players aged 14+. In
addition to the traditional form of the game, new forms of hockey have also recently
been introduced, including Rush Hockey. These forms do not require formal facilities and
can be played on any facility. The impact of their introduction and the rate of transfer to
club hockey is not yet known.
7.63 Currently, participation in Malvern Hills District is relatively static. Clubs do however have
an aspiration to increase their membership and participation as follows;
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Colwall and Malvern HC – 1 junior team; and
Tenbury HC – additional adult team, mens team and junior section.

7.64 Table 7.7 summarises the projected future demand and highlights the implications that this
has on pitches for hockey. It indicates that in the event of participation increases in line
with aspirations and population growth, the requirements for hockey remain the same.
Table 7.7 – Requirement for Sand Based Pitches
Area

Central
Malvern

Tenbury
and
North

Current and Likely
Future Demand
(Peak)
n/a

Pitches
Required
n/a

Comment

n/a

Current 1 match
equivalent, future 1.5.
Population growth
may see this increase
to 2

1

Current 0.5 match
equivalents, club
growth in line with
aspirations could see
this increase to 1.5
match equivalents at
peak time as well as
additional hours
needed during the
week and on
Sunday.

1 (if need to be
delivered in
Tenbury)

No existing facility. Club believe that this is
inhibiting club development.

n/a

n/a

Upton
and
South

n/a

Several sand based pitches in the area but
none fully meet the requirements of the club
currently. Pitch quality improvements needed;
The Chase School – refurbishment surface
Malvern College – ancillary facilities
Malvern St James – replacement surface

Summary
7.65 The demand for AGPs for hockey in Malvern Hills is summarised in Section 8.
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8: Summary of Needs in Malvern Hills District
Introduction
8.1

This section brings together the findings for each sport set out in Sections 4 – 7 and
summarises the key issues emerging for each sport. It also provides a district wide
picture of the site specific issues that need to be addressed.
Football
Supply


There are 42 football pitches available for the community, 59% of which are full
size pitches. Hanley Castle High School and Leigh and Bransford Primary School
both offer unsecured access but the remainder of football pitches are fully
secured for community use.



There are also several pitches that are not available for community use. These
are typically at school sites. The main reason given for a lack of access to
facilities is the impact that this will have on the pitches for school curricular use
and the extra pressures that community use would place on pitch quality.



While more than half of all community pitches are full size, several of the senior
pitches (and some smaller pitches) are overmarked with 9v9 and 7v7 pitches.
This ensures that teams of a variety of ages can play on the same pitch and still
meet with FA pitch size regulations and is a particular characteristic of football in
the district (and one that is seen only to a limited degree across the rest of South
Worcestershire).



Pitches are well spread across the district, but there is a particular dearth of
smaller sized pitches in the Malvern area. This is particularly important as it is in this
area where concentrations of younger teams are located.



There is a reliance upon the public sector for playing field provision – Malvern Hills
DC does not manage any sites having leased the management to other bodies,
but 50% of football pitches are controlled by Town / Parish Councils. The
proportion of sites owned and managed by clubs is low. This issue is more
apparent in Malvern Hills than in other areas of South Worcestershire.



The pitch stock is focused primarily on small scale facilities, with one to three
pitches. There are no larger multi pitch sites and numerous single pitches. As a
result, many teams are spread across several sites.



In addition to the existing pitches, both Howard Road and West Malvern Playing
Fields used to include formal pitches but no longer do so, and there has also
been a reduction in the number of pitches offered at some sites. Supplementing
the pitch stock, there are several recreation grounds that are used for informal
football.
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Pitch quality is relatively limited across South Worcestershire as a whole. In
Malvern Hills, there is limited variation across the district, with the vast majority of
pitches rated as standard. There are few pitches of very high quality and there is
evidence of wear and tear on a high proportion of sites (and more so than in the
rest of South Worcestershire). Across the pitch stock, there are issues with
decompaction and inappropriate maintenance regimes. Several pitches also
have poor surfaces and there are drainage issues, particularly in the Upton and
South and Tenbury and North areas. While pitches are currently standard, more
than half of the stock are on the cusp of becoming poor.



Despite the limited condition, users believe the quality of pitches to be improving
and views on the pitch stock are more positive than in South Worcestershire as a
whole. Maintenance procedures and the quality of equipment are the key
areas of concern for clubs and there is also a clear sense of inconsistency across
the pitches that are provided.



Users are also dissatisfied with the changing accommodation – echoing the
findings of site visits and consultation, there are several sites unable to
accommodate the number of teams playing and most facilities are relatively
basic.

Demand


FA records reflect a decline in participation and this is primarily attributable to a
drop in the number of youth football teams. This is also reflected in club
consultation, and clubs attribute the issues to existing players dropping out,
particularly as they reach later youth / adult age groups, coupled with fewer
new faces arriving.



There are 102 football teams in total. This represents 20% of football teams in
South Worcestershire which is a level lower than may be expected, given that
Malvern Hills contains 25% of the population. This is partially attributable to the
ageing population and the lower propensity to participate as a result of this.



36% of teams are senior teams, which is a proportion higher than the South
Worcestershire average as a whole. The proportion of younger teams (playing
7v7 and 5v5) is higher than the South Worcestershire average suggesting that
there are strong foundations for growth, but the amount of youth football is
limited.



More than 40% of teams require pitches for 9v9 football or smaller, while just 29%
of the pitch stock is tailored for these age groups. 58% of the pitch stock is
tailored for adult teams, who actually represent just 36% of teams. This means
that there is a slight imbalance between the supply of pitches and the demand
for pitches – this is the key reason for the overmarking of senior pitches which is
so prevalent in Malvern Hills.



More than 50% of teams are located within the Malvern Town and Upton and
South areas of the district. The lowest levels of participation are in Tenbury and
North, where there are just 13 teams. This means that participation is broadly
correlated with pitch provision, with higher numbers of teams associated with
higher quantities of pitches.



Several clubs believe that the existing facility infrastructure is inhibiting demand.
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Clubs in Tenbury and Clifton on Teme (both Tenbury and North), Malvern, Hallow
(central) and Kempsey and Welland (Upton and South) all believe that there are
not enough pitches of appropriate quality and some clubs have issues securing
sufficient sites. A lack of AGPs for both matches and training is also perceived to
inhibit club growth.


Within the district, there are three teams playing within leagues forming part of
the football pyramid. These teams require facilities that meet the specifications
of FA Ground Grading requirements. Malvern Town FC are currently negotiating
with Malvern Hills DC with regards a long term lease for the Langland Stadium
(HDanywhere Community Stadium), while Powick Rangers FC use facilities at the
Malvern Vale Community Centre. Both clubs identify issues with their current
arrangements.



Most teams in the district (although there are some exceptions) are
accommodated within the area in which they are based. The general
exception to this is teams based in Upton and South, some of whom are
travelling to Malvern town due to flooding issues in Upton. In addition, 4 teams
from St Johns Colts and 5 teams from Oldbury Tigers (both Worcester City based)
travel in to Malvern Hills due to a lack of provision in Worcester.



Almost all schools have their own facilities and there is therefore limited impact
of educational demand on community use.

Adequacy of Provision


There are mixed views in relation to the overall pitch stock in Malvern Hills District,
with a broadly equal proportion of responding clubs satisfied and dissatisfied.
The main reasons for dissatisfaction are a perception that there is a lack of local
facilities or poor maintenance. Some clubs in the district also believe that issues
with the facility infrastructure are inhibiting club growth.



Demand is relatively concentrated for each form of football, but each form of
the game is played at different times, meaning demand is spread across the
weekend. This means that where clubs do not have capacity to mark out
individual pitches for each age group, pitches can be overmarked and used in
the peak time slot for that age group.



As a result of the spread of demand, most pitches are heavily played, being
used at all times (Sat AM, Sat PM, Sun AM and Sun PM) across the weekend. This
is a direct result of the practice of overmarking, with senior pitches used by
juniors and smaller teams as well as at peak time for seniors. This means that the
maintenance programmes take on greater importance, as pitches must sustain
high levels of use each week. For many sites however, the quality of
maintenance is insufficient to sustain the levels of use that pitches are receiving
and this results in the wear and tear that is evident, as well as the deteriorating
quality of the pitches.



Reflecting the heavy usage, there is a significant amount of overplay evident,
with Hallow Playing Field, Hospital Lane (Powick), Langland Stadium
(HDanywhere Community Stadium), Lower Howsell Road, Malvern Vale
Community Centre, The Hill Centre and The Pavilion (Spitalfield, Welland), all
used over and above their capacity. This is influenced in part by the quality of
the pitch (Hallow Playing Field and Hospital Lane) as well as the use of these
pitches by teams displaced from Worcester. Some of the pitches that
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accommodate these teams are relatively poor with minimal capacity and are
overplayed as a result.


There are a small number of sites with limited use – this can be partially attributed
to quality, but use appears to be primarily determined by location, with clubs all
wishing to accommodate their activity on sites that are local to their home as far
as possible.



Reflecting the overplay, there is limited capacity at peak time for any form of
the game. This is due to the number of pitches that are used for multiple age
groups, meaning that sites are already overplayed and therefore should not
accommodate further play, even if there is practical capacity (ie no team using
the pitch at the time desired). Ralfs Field, Rushwick PlayScape, Swan Alfrick
Playing Field, Victoria Park. Penlu and Hanley Castle School (The Glebe) are the
only sites able to accommodate one or more match equivalents per week. This
suggests that the existing stock of pitches is constrained.



Looking across the district, it is evident that spare capacity is particularly limited
in Malvern and Tenbury and North. Specifically;





In the central area, there is no overmarking and there is capacity to
accommodate 4 match equivalents additional across the week for adult
and junior play, and 4.5 match equivalents at peak time. There is however
no remaining capacity for 9v9 and minimal spare capacity on 5v5 pitches.
The key areas of pressure are in Hallow and Powick. Most of the sites with
spare capacity are not however in close proximity to the areas of key
pressure and where the largest clubs are based and many are currently
underused as they are poorer quality single pitch sites



In Malvern, when combining the provision of adult and youth pitches, there
is capacity for 1 additional adult match equivalent and 2 youth matches at
peak time, and either an additional adult or youth match (both cannot be
sustained). The AGP at Dyson Perrins offers further spare capacity if
matches are played consecutively. There are no dedicated 9v9 or 7v7
pitches and this is a key contributing factor to the level of overplay. The
Malvern area suffers particularly from pitch compaction and issues with the
quality of facilities, primarily due to the levels of overplay which can
primarily be attributed to the need to overmark pitches due to a lack of
available smaller sized facilities



In Tenbury and North, limited provision means that there is little spare
capacity, with no remaining spare capacity on youth or 9v9 pitches. The
area also suffers with significant drainage problems



Upton and South has the highest amount of spare capacity, but several
pitches are underused due to poor quality and flood risk. There is spare
capacity for 4 additional match equivalents on adult pitches, and 3 at
peak time. There is a small amount of spare capacity for 9v9, 7v7 and 5v5
but some evidence of overplay at key sites. Clubs are travelling out of the
Upton area to play due to the issues experienced with flooding

Overplay directly contributes to the quality issues identified, with a high
proportion of sites identified as requiring quality improvements are also those
that are overplayed. This is particularly true of sites requiring decompaction,
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which can be caused by overuse, as well as the drainage and maintenance
procedures.


The quality of many pitches is bordering on a poor categorisation. If pitches
were to become poor, the subsequent reduction in capacity would mean that
there would be no remaining spare capacity on adult football pitches or 9v9
pitches and an ability to sustain less than 1 additional match equivalent on
youth pitches across the district. The condition of the playing pitches (and the
potential impact of the poor maintenance and surface over the course of the
season) therefore has significant impact on the overall adequacy of provision to
meet demand in quantitative terms in the short term as well as in the longer
term.



Added to the pressures that are already experienced, population growth is likely
to see growth of up to 3 adult teams, 6 youth teams and 6 9v9 teams. A further 7
7v7 and 5 5v5 football teams will also be created - a total increase of 24. This will
have significant implications on the adequacy of existing pitches and will see
further pitch provision required.



New pitches at Sling Lane in Malvern will reduce pressures on adult and 7v7
pitches slightly, but taking into account population growth and considering club
development aspirations, overall there will theoretically remain sufficient
capacity for adult football (8 match equivalents). However, most of the
capacity is underused as a result to poor quality, flood risk or its location. There is
more limited capacity for all other forms of the game. There will be no capacity
for 9v9 matches or youth teams. There are slightly higher quantities of availability
on 7v7 and 5 v5 pitches, but this is very restricted at peak time (2 match
equivalents for 7v7 pitches and supply insufficient to meet demand for 5v5 play.
This also assumes that games are played consecutively).



The above figures however ignore the likely spatial distribution of growth - most
of the spare capacity is in locations where there are no existing teams and
where there is likely to be only limited population growth. When taking into
account the location of growth, it is clear that;





spare capacity is particularly compromised in Malvern (even taking into the
new pitches to be provided at Sling Lane), with insufficient youth, 9v9 and 5
v5 pitches (at least one additional of each required). There is also very
limited remaining spare capacity on adult pitches meaning that there is
absolutely no scope for growth without additional provision, and no
capacity for rest and recovery;



while Tenbury and North as an area will see limited growth, provision
remains compromised, with spare capacity very limited for all forms of the
game;



growth in the central area will see insufficient facilities for 9v9 football as
well as for youth football; and



the existing stock of facilities across Upton and South is theoretically able to
sustain the additional population growth. However, as outlined previously,
most pitches in this area suffer extensively from flooding and not considered
by clubs to be viable options.

In addition to the above, clubs have aspirations to increase the amount of
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participation. Stated plans for growth equate to 8.5 match equivalents mostly
associated with large clubs who are already at capacity, specifically Malvern
Town (Malvern), Welland Juniors and Kempsey Colts (Upton and south) and
Teme Valley (Tenbury and North). There will be a small amount of spare capacity
for adult pitches remaining, but deficiencies of 5 match equivalents (youth), 3.5
match equivalents (9v9) and a lack of 5v5 and 7v7 pitches. If latent demand
was also realised, demand could further increase.
AGPs for Football
Supply


Only one of the full sized AGPs in Malvern District is 3g, the preferred surface for
football. The remaining AGPs are sand based (there are 3 full sized and 2 small
sized facilities. All full sized pitches are located in Malvern). These pitches can be
used for football training but are not approved surfaces for competitive football
and are not the preferred surface for training.



The quality of pitches is varying, with the 3g pitch at Dyson Perrins rated as good,
and the sand based pitches considered standard to poor with many requiring
resurfacing.

Demand


FA modelling indicates that there is a requirement for 1.63 3g AGPs to meet
current demand, meaning that there is an overall shortfall of provision (current
stock is 1).



As a result of the lack of provision, football clubs in Malvern Hills District are
travelling in to Worcester as well as to Gloucester and Shropshire to access
AGPs.



Dyson Perrins School AGP is used for both match play and training. Malvern St
James College also accommodates an informal small sided leisure league. This
pitch is however sand based and does not provide the ideal surface for football.



Views on the adequacy of AGPs differ across the different areas of Malvern Hills
District, with residents in Malvern and Upton and South particularly dissatisfied
with the quantity of provision. Views are more mixed in the Central and Tenbury
and North areas, but there is clear dissatisfaction across the district as a whole
and several clubs attribute the challenges that football is facing in part to a lack
of AGPs for matches and training. There is evidence that football clubs are using
existing sand based facilities and there is perceived to be insufficient capacity in
the existing 3g pitch stock. Clubs believe that Dyson Perrins, the only 3g pitch in
the district is full to capacity and clubs are either constrained with the number of
hours they can book, or unable to access the site at all.

Adequacy of Provision


Reflecting the views of clubs, there is no spare capacity at Dyson Perrins during
the week, with the pitch fully booked. There is a small degree of spare capacity
across the weekend (7 hours). This therefore supports the issues raised by clubs,
which highlight concerns around the level of access available to 3g pitches. It
also reflects the modelling undertaken by the FA, which indicates that at least
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one additional pitch is required if facilities are to meet demand.


Unlike the 3g pitch, there is significant spare capacity on the sand based pitch
sites, equivalent to 15.5 hours midweek and 32 hours at the weekend. This
therefore suggests that while there are enough facilities overall, the balance
between sand based and 3g pitches does not meet needs. The equivalent of
one sand based pitch is required in Malvern to meet demand for club based
hockey and there are also aspirations for a facility in Tenbury (there is not one
currently provided).



Pitch provision (both sand and 3g) is currently focused in Malvern town and
despite this, there remain high levels of dissatisfaction and clubs unable to
secure access to the facilities that they need. There is also unmet demand in the
Tenbury and North and Upton and South areas, where there are no 3g pitches.



Population growth in football will see further increase in the number of teams
(equivalent demand for an additional 0.5 3g AGPs) and club growth will see this
further raised.



There is therefore clear justification that to meet the needs of football, at least
one additional 3g pitch is required in the district. Depending upon the role that
3g pitches are to have in delivering the strategy and addressing other issues, this
need may increase.

Football - Key Issues to Address
8.2

The key issues for football in Malvern Hills District can therefore be briefly summarised
as;


Increased Pitch Capacity
A requirement for increased capacity in the Malvern area of the district as well as
a longer term requirement for additional facilities in Tenbury and North. Most
pitches are overmarked and there are few dedicated 9v9 / 7v7 pitches. This
means that an increase in participation in one form of football will have a knock
on affect to all other age groups. Several sites are already at capacity and there
is little room for any growth in the game. Population increases will see provision
become insufficient and club growth will further exacerbate the situation



Increased Pitch Quality
The quality of pitches is only standard to poor. This is significantly influenced by
the overplay that is evident, with many of the sites showing signs of compaction,
poor drainage and issues with the surface of the pitch quality. This is particularly
significant given the way that pitches are played on in Malvern Hills, in that they
are used in all time slots at the weekend, meaning that pitches are heavily used



Improved Facilities
Malvern Hills has two clubs (three teams) performing in the football pyramid. Both
require improvements to existing sites in order to facilitate growth



Increased 3g AGP Capacity
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Added to capacity issues at grass pitches, there are also insufficient 3g AGPs to
meet requirements within the district. The pitch at Dyson Perrins School is at
capacity. The lack of 3g pitches inhibits the quality of the training that takes
place for football, with many clubs unable to access any or enough slots and
means that there are limited opportunities to use AGPs for match play.
Cricket
Supply


There are 19 sites containing grass pitches for cricket. This represents 36% of
pitches in South Worcestershire. Just under 65% are secured for community use.
This is the lowest level of all three local authorities in South Worcestershire and
suggests that there are opportunities to increase usage of the existing stock.



All of the pitches that are unsecured for community use are school sites. The
facilities at the Chantry School are available on an ad hoc (unsecured) basis
and have been used in the past by community teams and there is also
unsecured access to Abberley Hall School. There are also pitches at Malvern
College, Bredon School and the Chase School which do not offer any formal
access.



Unlike other areas of South Worcestershire, there are no sites in Malvern Hills that
have previously contained cricket pitches that no longer do so.



Spatially, pitches are spread across Malvern Hills District, although there are only
two grounds (three pitches) within Malvern Town, the most highly populated
area of the district. The highest number of pitches is in Tenbury and North, but it is
in this area where the unsecured pitches are located, meaning that only 50% of
the stock is secured for community use. Excluding unsecured sites, the Central
area has the highest number of pitches.



The overall quality of cricket pitches in Malvern District is split between good and
standard, with the majority rated as standard. This is reflective of pitches across
South Worcestershire as a whole. Barnards Green Cricket Club, Worcester
Nomads Cricket Club and Malvern Cricket Club were the highest quality sites
(rated good). These sites are all associated with larger clubs (high numbers of
teams) and are primarily located within the more densely populated areas of
the district.



Fewer issues with regards pitch quality are identified than across South
Worcestershire as a whole. There are very few quality concerns associated with
those sites that are classified as good and the majority of facilities rated
standard are adequate, although relatively basic. Several clubs make clear
reference to the recent improvements that they have made to their
maintenance procedures although site visits demonstrate that further
improvements could be made to maintenance processes.



The quality of facilities for training is a key concern both locally in Malvern Hills
and across South Worcestershire as a whole. Training facilities at more than half
of the sites in the district are either limited in function or none existent. Five sites
do not have training nets and the quality of nets at a further four (Malvern CC,
Hanley Castle CC, Bushley CC and Kempsey CC) is poor. The non turf wickets
also require replacement at Hallow CC, Rushwick CC, Bushley CC and Hanley
Castle and Upton CC, and there is a lack of facilities at six other sites.



Ancillary provision at the majority of sites is basic although fewer clubs in Malvern
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Hills raise concern about this than in the remainder of South Worcestershire. There
are no changing facilities at Holt and Grimley CC (the club use the pub
opposite) which can significantly restrict the potential use of the site for league
play. Barnards Green CC highlights a requirement to extend their changing and
social facilities.
Demand


There are a total of 81 cricket teams, 65% of which are open aged male teams.
Senior teams therefore still dominate the cricket landscape. Junior cricket is
focused at just a small number of clubs, although at least one club in each area
offers a junior section. Participation in Malvern Hills represents 30% of all of the
participation in South Worcestershire. Based upon the size of the population, this
is a slightly higher proportion than may be expected.



The central area contains the highest number of cricket teams. It is this area that
also contains the greatest number of grass pitches secured for community use.
Malvern contains the second highest number of teams, but the lowest number
of pitches. Both clubs in this area (Malvern CC and Barnards Green) are large
clubs and Barnards Green in particular have a thriving junior section.



Participation in the Upton and South and Tenbury and North areas is lower. This is
more concerning, given that both have a good supply of pitches. It is clear that
there is relatively minimal junior participation in these areas and that the number
of senior teams is also lower. There may therefore be greater issues relating to
sustainability of sites in these parts.



Teams from Rushwick CC, Worcester Nomads CC and Malvern CC are all
required to travel away from their home grounds to secure access to facilities at
peak time.

Adequacy of Provision


All facilities offering community use are used at least once per week, with the
exception of Chantry School, which has not been used for some time although it
is available on an ad hoc basis.



Both Rushwick Cricket Club and Martley Cricket Club are overplayed. The facility
at Rushwick is overplayed due to the number of teams that are using the facility
and the subsequent pressures on the wicket. In contrast, the pitch at Martley is
overplayed due to the very small number of strips (3) on the site which limits its
use. Barnards Green CC is played to the level that it can sustain meaning that
there is no further capacity for growth.



While all other sites are able to accommodate additional play, it is clear that
capacity is much more restricted at peak time. Teams from Malvern CC,
Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads CC are already displaced and their
grounds are over capacity. At peak time, there is no spare capacity in Malvern,
capacity for 3 match equivalents in Upton and South, 2 in Central area
(although 2 teams are already displaced) and 2 in Tenbury and North. Most of
the sites that have spare capacity are however of basic quality only. Broadwas
and Knighton on Teme CC are already accommodating league play while the
remainder are primarily sites catering for friendly teams.



Reflecting the pressures that are evident on the supply of cricket pitches,
Malvern CC, Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads CC are all currently working
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to secure a second pitch at their club bases.


Where sites have significant capacity, there are particular concerns about the
sustainability of facilities. This is particularly apparent in the Upton and South and
Tenbury and North areas.



Future population growth will have a significant impact on demand for cricket,
with a likely increase of up to 5 senior cricket teams and 7 junior teams. This will
see demand for up to 2.5 additional match equivalents at peak time (60 games
per season) and a need to accommodate 56 additional junior matches. Pitch
provision is already compromised and this growth will see further pressures, with
spare capacity across the district reduced to 4.5 match equivalents at peak
time.



The location of population growth will however have the greatest impact on the
demand for cricket, with the highest impact likely in the areas close to Worcester
(part of the central and Upton and South areas) and Malvern. It is in these areas
where there are already shortages of provision and no further capacity
remaining. Additional provision will therefore be required in the Malvern and
Central areas in order to sustain the likely growth. While overall there is sufficient
capacity in Upton and South, clubs located in this area but near to areas of high
development (Hanley Castle CC and Kempsey CC) also have limited spare
capacity to meet future need.



The Worcestershire Cricket Board is seeking to implement a sustainable
approach to the development of cricket, retaining existing players and
developing new players at both junior and adult level, as well as addressing
ageing volunteer base. Linking with the aspirations of the Worcestershire Cricket
Board, many of the cricket clubs have significant aspirations for growth. While
most are able to accommodate this within their existing infrastructure (due to
focusing on junior teams rather than generating increased peak time demand)
Barnards Green CC, Rushwick CC and Malvern CC will be unable to
accommodate increases without further capacity. Rushwick CC, Worcester
Nomads CC (who also have teams displaced at peak time) and Malvern CC
are all currently seeking second grounds to address the issues that they are
experiencing and remove perceived barriers to growth.

Cricket - Key Issues to Address
8.3

The key issues that need to be addressed for cricket in Malvern Hills District are
therefore summarised below:


Increased Pitch Capacity
There are only 7 match equivalents available at peak time and teams from
Malvern CC, Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads are already displaced. All of
these clubs are currently investigating the potential for second grounds. There is
also no further scope for growth at Barnards Green CC. The lack of pitches in the
Malvern area means that new facilities in Malvern in particular are required
Population growth will see pressures further increase, with the amount of spare
capacity at peak time reducing to 4.5 match equivalents
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While in theory there is spare capacity in the district, many of the sites that have
capacity are the more basic facilities with smaller squares and limited (or no)
changing accommodation. Many of these sites are also not in close proximity to
those at capacity (Malvern) and therefore do not represent viable short term
options. If these sites are to be suitable for use as satellite venues for larger clubs,
improvements will be required. The additional income that will be raised from the
use of the facilities by larger clubs will also contribute to alleviating issues with
sustainability that are evident. There are particular concerns about the
sustainability of cricket pitches in the Tenbury and North and Upton and South
areas of the district - many venues accommodate few teams
Increased / Improved Training Provision



There is a need for new / improved training facilities (nets) at several club bases
and many clubs do not have access to an artificial wicket. A lack of training
facilities can result in increased use of the grass square for training (which
reduces capacity for match play). Worcestershire Cricket Board also reveals that
clubs with training facilities are also considered to be more likely to attract young
players, which is central to the growth of the game.
Rugby
Supply


There are 17 senior pitches and 6 midi pitches in Malvern Hills, which represents
23% of the total supply across South Worcestershire. The stock of pitches
available for community use (9 senior and 4 midi pitches) represents 65% of the
total pitches that are available in the district. The AGP at Dyson Perrins is also
World Rugby accredited, meaning that it is suitable to accommodate rugby.



There are no pitches in the central area, but excluding this, pitches are spatially
well distributed. The main community facilities are focused on three clubs, on in
each of the three geographical areas with pitches in the main population areas
of Malvern, Upton-upon-Severn and Tenbury Wells. Pitches at school sites are
also located in the main population centres and are all situated in relatively
close proximity to the clubs.



A third of senior pitches in the district are managed by clubs. The remainder are
all owned by the education sector and therefore offer limited guarantees of
long term access for the community and access is more limited.



The quality of rugby pitches in the district is varying with sites rated poor standard. It is particularly apparent that the maintenance regimes are limited.
Pitches at both Upton RFC and Tenbury RFC suffer particularly with flooding and
compaction of pitches and there is also a requirement for levelling. While
maintenance is of a higher standard at Malvern Rugby Club, the same issues
with compaction are evident and the quality of equipment is poor. Facilities at
the Morgan Sports Field are also limited and unsecured. The school facilities that
are available for use are also basic, with particularly facilities at the Chantry
School suffering from poor drainage.

Demand


There are 27 teams in total across the district, based at Malvern RFC, Upton RFC
and Tenbury RFC. This means that 26% of all community rugby in South
Worcestershire takes place in Malvern Hills, a proportion almost directly
correlated with the size of the population. Participation overall has remained
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Rugby
relatively static, with just Upton RFC experiencing growth in youth rugby. It is
clear however that retaining older players (colts / seniors) remains a key issue,
with no clubs currently running any colts teams.


In addition to these teams, Worcester University 1st team also use pitches at
Malvern Hills RFC. The university do not have any of their own facilities.



All clubs use the facilities at their home ground and Malvern RFC also use
Morgan Cars as an overspill facility. All clubs train at their own sites, which adds
additional wear and tear to the pitches.



The strong club base is underpinned by comparatively high levels of
participation in schools, with Hanley Castle, Dyson Perrins, Chantry High, Malvern
College, Bredon School and the Chase School all playing competitive rugby.
Rugby is particularly popular at Malvern College, who run 12 teams. The high
profile of rugby particularly at the independent schools therefore means that
there are strong foundations for the growth of the sport.

Adequacy of Provision


There is no community use of any of the school sites by rugby clubs – all of these
facilities just accommodate curricular use. This means that there are three rugby
pitches in the district that are available but not used. Taking into account the
impact of curricular use, this capacity is equivalent to circa 2.5 match
equivalents per week (0.5 in Tenbury and North and 2 in Upton and South).



There is no remaining spare capacity at Malvern RFC, even with the use of the
additional pitches rented from the Morgan Motor Company. There are
insufficient pitches to meet peak time demand and while the amount of midi
provision is adequate, this is partly off site and unsecured for long term use. The
quality of maintenance is average and while enhancing it would increase the
amount of matches that could be sustained, this alone would be insufficient to
address the capacity issues, due to the high levels of demand at peak time.
There are pitches at other schools in the town (Malvern College / The Chase) but
the schools indicate that there is little opportunity for community use of these
facilities. Dyson Perrins 3g pitch also provides a rugby surface, but this is used for
football most weekends and therefore offers limited potential to accommodate
overspill.



While the quality of maintenance at Malvern RFC is average (although there are
some issues with the drainage on existing pitches), the standard is poor at both
Upton RFC and Tenbury Wells RFC. Issues identified include compaction, flooding
and weeds.



For Upton RFC, the limited maintenance and the lack of drainage in the pitches
is directly responsible for the overplay evident, as pitch capacity is reduced.
Improvements to the maintenance regime would see the existing stock of
facilities become adequate to meet current requirements as it would increase
the number of games that could be sustained. There are also two pitches at
Hanley Castle High School in this area (2 match equivalents per week) that are
available but not used on a regular basis (although it is known that Upton RFC
have used them on occasion when their own pitches are out of action).



Although maintenance at Tenbury RFC is limited, the small number of teams
means that provision remains adequate and that in reality, there is almost no use
of the second pitch by the rugby club. There is however a requirement to
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Rugby
improve the maintenance of the facilities to ensure the longevity of pitches at
the site.


Training has a particular impact on the demands placed on pitches and further
exacerbates pressures at both Malvern RFC and Upton RFC. Both sites have only
one floodlit area and this means that training is concentrated onto one pitch,
causing significant overplay and compacting of the pitch surface. Training
pitches / areas at all sites are heavily used, with all accommodating the
equivalent of more than 3 games per week. There are also concerns that the
current training area for Tenbury RFC will be removed, meaning that there will be
extra pressures placed on the pitches also used for competitive fixtures and a
lack of floodlights on the site.



Population growth will see increases in demand for rugby. For senior rugby, there
will only be a relatively small impact on demand, with 1 additional rugby team
created (0.5 match equivalents) and there will be a similar impact for junior
rugby. The highest growth will occur in age groups playing midi rugby and this
will lead to an increase of 3 additional teams by 2030.



The location of growth to the north of the Upton and South area, the central
area and Malvern Hills means that it is likely that much of this growth will impact
Malvern RFC. Both Tenbury RFC and Upton RFC are in areas that will see some
growth, but this is unlikely to generate a full additional team. There is no club
located to the West or South of Worcester that is likely to absorb any of this
demand. Malvern RFC is already at capacity and the planned growth will
therefore exacerbate this further.



While the impact of population growth can be forecast using TGRs, the RFU
believe that this is less indicative of the likely growth as a whole for rugby, with
clubs having development plans in place to drive increases in the number of
teams, supported by RFU development officers. In addition to the use of TGRs
therefore, consideration has also been given to club aspirations for growth and
the deliverability of these. This reveals that for Upton RFC and Tenbury RFC,
growth aspirations as well as projected population growth can be met by
improving site capacity (floodlighting / pitch and maintenance improvements
etc). For Malvern RFC however the existing facility base will be insufficient and
additional capacity is required (4 adult and 4 midi pitches).

Rugby - Key Issues to Address
8.4

Analysis therefore reveals that the key issues to address are;


Improved Quality
In terms of site capacity, the number of pitches at Tenbury RFC and Upton RFC is
sufficient. Issues with maintenance (and poor drainage at Upton RFC) directly
impact on the adequacy of provision and to sustain future demand, there is
therefore a need to improve the position at these sites.
The lack of sufficient changing rooms at Upton RFC further impact on the ability
of the site to sustain required levels of play
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Increased Pitch Provision / Site Relocation



The quality of maintenance is superior at Malvern RFC but there are insufficient
pitches available to the club to meet current and projected demand and a new
site is therefore required. At least 4 adult pitches and 4 midi pitches are required.
Increased / Improved Training Provision



Both Malvern RFC and Upton RFC are currently overplaying training areas and
there is a need to provide additional floodlights to spread training activity
Hockey
Supply


There are five full sized sand based pitches in Malvern Hills, two of which are
not available for community use (The Chase School and Abberley Hall
School). The 3G pitch at Dyson Perrins is not suitable for hockey activity.



There are also two smaller sized sand based pitches which could be used for
hockey training (Suckley Playing Fields and the Jewry Field, Martley).



Facilities that are available to the community are all located in Malvern area
of the district.



The quality of facilities is limited, with the community use pitch at the Chase
School requiring resurfacing and the pitch at Malvern St James also has a
poor quality surface. The spectator and changing facilities at Malvern
College are insufficient for hockey match play. The club raise concerns about
the quality of facilities and the need to refurbish the facility at Malvern St
James to ensure that it can continue to be used for hockey.

Demand


There are two hockey clubs playing within Malvern Hills District fielding a total
of 5 teams.



Malvern and Colwall HC play at Malvern College (Training) and Malvern St
James (competitive fixtures). Use is split between venues due to the quality
issues experienced with both venues. Tenbury HC travel out of the district to
play due to a lack of facilities within Tenbury and the club believe that this is
significantly detrimental to their development.



Participation has remained relatively static, with only the Colwall and Malvern
Junior section increasing. Tenbury Hockey Club believe that the lack of
facilities in Tenbury is the primary reason for the struggles that they experience
in attracting new players.



England Hockey has significant aspirations for the ongoing development of
hockey, and initiatives involving hockey currently underway are likely to see
growth in participation. Increases in demand may be felt in both formal
hockey and in new forms of the game.

Adequacy of Provision
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Hockey


Hockey usage is restricted to sand based pitches and two of the three
facilities that are available to the public are currently used for hockey
(Malvern St James and Malvern College).



Hockey usage over the course of the week is equivalent to just 9 and a half
hours. 4.5 of these hours currently take place outside the district at Leominster
Leisure Centre (Tenbury Hockey Club). This means that demand for hockey is
relatively limited.



Across the stock of sand based AGPs, there is significant capacity to
accommodate further competitive hockey fixtures both during the week and
at the weekend, with 15.5 hours available midweek, and 27 hours at the
weekend. Much of the use of the sand based facilities is currently football,
due to the lack of capacity at Dyson Perrins Sport, the only site to contain a
3g pitch in the district.



Current demand can be met by one hockey pitch at peak time (two
required if a local facility is needed for Tenbury Hockey Club). At face value
therefore, there are sufficient sand based hockey pitches in the district (and
indeed a potential oversupply when excluding demands for curricular use).



While there is sufficient capacity in numerical terms however, none of the
facilities directly meet the need for hockey in their current form. There are
concerns about the quality of the pitch surface at both the Chase School
and Malvern St James (with both likely to become unplayable for competitive
hockey in the short term if pitch surfaces are not replaced), while the lack of
spectator facilities and poor quality changing provision at Malvern College
preclude this site from use for competitive fixtures. There are no facilities in
Tenbury, where the club are looking to play but current demand equates to
just 4.5 hours per week.



Looking to the future, the projected population growth is likely to result in less
than one additional hockey team, meaning that requirements for sand based
facilities remain constant. England Hockey and the local clubs do however
have aspirations to increase club membership. In Malvern, including
population growth, total demand is likely to equate to 2 matches per week at
peak time (1 pitch required) while in Tenbury, this could become equivalent
to 1.5 match equivalents at peak time. The club are also keen to establish a
junior section, meaning that additional hours would also be required across
the week.

Hockey - Key Issues to Address
8.5

The key issues to address with regards for hockey are therefore;


Improved Pitch Quality and Facilities
As there are currently 3 sand based facilities in the district for hockey, measured
against a maximum demand for two pitches, at face value there are sufficient
facilities. Analysis of the adequacy of the existing pitch stock reveals however
that there remain some issues that need to be addressed. Most notably, none of
the facilities directly meet the need for hockey in their current form. There are
concerns about the quality of the pitch surfaces and ancillary facilities at the
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three sites in Malvern Town and there are no pitches in Tenbury Wells where the
club want to play. If improvements are not carried out in the short term to pitches
in Malvern, there will be no suitable facility for competitive play for Colwall and
Malvern HC.


Assess Sustainability of Pitches
Both hockey clubs in the district are small and as a consequence, the number of
hours required at sand based pitches for hockey is small. The future sustainability
of facilities will need to be a key consideration in any plans for the
reconfiguration, refurbishment or development of AGPs.

8.6

Building upon the issues identified in Section 8, Table 8.1 summarises the current and
projected future position for each sport and highlights the key areas of concern for the
strategy to address. It outlines the key site specific concerns that have been identified.

8.7

The strategy development process will determine how the issues are to be addressed
and the specific actions that will be given priority.
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Table 8.1 – Key Issues Identified across Malvern Hills District – Malvern Town
Area

Sport

Key Issues

Malvern Town

Football

Spare capacity is very limited (1 match equivalent and 2 youth at peak time) and further evidenced by significant
overmarking of senior pitches with smaller sided facilities. Limited dedicated provision of smaller pitches and no
spare capacity. All responding teams in local area highlight a lack of pitches as being a key challenge.
3g AGP provides further capacity, but is currently used by Welland JFC at peak time. Able to accommodate
additional full sized matches.
Quality issues at most sites, primarily compaction and poor surface caused by overplay.
Key sites overplayed and poor quality - Malvern Vale Community Centre (also requires decompaction and
remedial works), Lower Howsell Road (surface and drainage), Langland Stadium (overplayed and requires
decompaction). Langland Stadium also does not meet needs of pyramid club due to capacity, as well as
requirement for medical facilities and fencing to meet ground grading standards.
The only spare capacity exists at Victoria Road (which also requires decompaction and drainage improvements)
and Dukes Meadow.
Pressures will reduce slightly with opening of Sling Lane.
Including population growth and projected participation increases, spare capacity by 2030 will equate to;


Adult pitches - 1 across the week and 1.5 at peak time



Youth pitches - 1.8 across the week and -1 at peak time (at least 2 -3 additional pitches required)



9v9 pitches - -1. across the week and -1 at peak time (at least 1 additional pitch required)



7v7 - -1 pitch at peak time



5v5 - -1 pitches at peak time.

The above does not take into account the need for rest and recovery, or club development aspirations which will
add further pressure to pitches.
Football AGP
Existing AGP at capacity. Dissatisfaction evident within existing clubs regarding access to appropriate slots.
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Area

Sport

Key Issues
Malvern Town seeking AGP at Langland Stadium to address overplay concerns.

Cricket

There is no spare capacity at peak time and Malvern CC are displaced. The club are seeking a new facility,
having previously used a cricket pitch that was lost at Dyson Perrins. They have a small amount of spare capacity
to accommodate additional play over the course of the season. The club are further limited by the poor condition
of and limited functionality of their training nets, as well as a lack of non-turf wicket. Furthermore, the club highlight
concerns with maintenance.
Barnards Green CC are at capacity and have insufficient space in their pavilion to accommodate growing
numbers.
Future population growth is likely to generate an additional adult and junior team. Neither club have capacity to
accommodate additional play.

Rugby

Malvern RFC - No remaining spare capacity and insufficient pitches to meet peak time demand. Reliance on
unsecured site for additional capacity (Morgans Field).
Future population growth likely to generate 0.5 match equivalents senior and 0.5 match equivalents youth, as well
as additional 1.5 additional mini matches per week. Added to this, the club are looking to increase by one team.
This cannot be accommodated within existing structures.
To support this growth, the club are seeking relocation to larger site - requirement for at least 4 senior pitches and 4
midi pitches to meet club aspirations and existing use. At least two sets of floodlights also needed and site would
also require functional changing and clubhouse. Pitch maintenance programme would also need to be tailored
to new site.

Hockey

3 sand based AGPs with spare capacity at each site.
Requirement for up to 3 hours competitive use and 2 hours training per week – 1 site.
Existing sites insufficient to meet current demand – poor pitch surface at The Chase School and Malvern James
(require replacement) and limited ancillary and spectator facilities at Malvern College (prohibiting match play).
One pitch required to meet demand for hockey in Malvern but without action, there will be no remaining pitches
suitable for use by the club.
Taking into account future population growth and club development, demand will remain equivalent to 1 pitch.
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Table 8.2 – Key Issues Identified across Malvern Hills District – Upton and South
Area

Sport

Key Issues

Upton
and
South

Football

Spare capacity highest in in district, attributed to poor condition of pitches and issues with flooding however –
clubs have travelled elsewhere due to concerns over pitch quality.
Welland is key area of geographical demand and club indicate that they require expansion of existing facilities at
Spitalfield (which is currently overplayed) as well as access to 3g pitch to meet demand. Club also seeking to build
relationship with Hanley Castle High School. Lack of facilities in Welland mean club also use all other facilities within
the Upton and South area.
Facilities in Upton experience most issues from flooding. Some evidence of overplay at The Hill Centre due to use of
senior pitches for 9v9 and this site also has insufficient changing for pitches. Spare capacity at Upton RFC (1match
equivalent flooding) and Hanley Castle School (3 match equivalents but small Pitches).
Capacity at Kempsey currently adequate but site is showing signs of overuse and compaction. Club identify a
shortage in provision.
Taking into account population growth and club development, there are greater pressures. There will be
insufficient youth, 9v9 and 7v7 pitches. Spare capacity will equate to;


Adult pitches - 2.5 across the week and 1.5 at peak time



Youth pitches - 1.5 across the week and -1.5 at peak time (at least 2 additional pitches required)



9v9 pitches 0. across the week and -0.5 at peak time (at least 1 additional pitch required)



7v7 - -1 pitch at peak time (additional pitches required)



5v5 -2 pitches at peak time.

The above does not take into account the need for rest and recovery, or club development aspirations which will
add further pressure to pitches.
AGP for Football.
Clubs identify demand for pitch provision in this area. AGP may address flooding issues.
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Area

Sport

Key Issues

Cricket

Spare capacity is highest in this part of the district, but still equivalent to just 3 match equivalents. Sites with
capacity at peak time are Bushley and Corse Lawn Common. Most sites have a small amount of capacity across
the week.
Although they have capacity, both Bushey CC and Corse Lawn Common are basic and Bushey in particular
requires qualitative improvements.
Access to training facilities and nets is particularly limited in this area, with Hanley Castle CC and Kempsey CC
having poor facilities and Bushley CC having none. There is also a requirement for improved non turf wicket
provision at Hanley Castle and Bushley and no none turf wickets at any other site.
2 adult teams and 2 junior teams are likely to be generated through population growth. While across the Upton
and South area as a whole this could be accommodated, this is likely to be focused on Hanley Castle CC and
Kempsey CC due to the location of growth. Neither have capacity to accommodate this growth.

Rugby

Pitch capacity directly impacted by poor maintenance and drainage. If maintenance regime was improved and
pitch drainage resolved, capacity is sufficient to meet current and projected future demand.
There is only one floodlit area meaning training is focused on one pitch and this pitch is overplayed.
Changing rooms are insufficient for the number of teams and pitches, which restricts overall use of facilities.
Population growth may generate up to 1 additional match equivalent. RFU development targets look to increase
number of players in teams to ensure sustainability and to enable the creation of a Colts team. Assuming pitch
quality is improved, there is sufficient capacity.

Hockey

No facilities required.
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Table 8.3 – Key Issues Identified across Malvern Hills District - Central
Area

Sport

Key Issues

Central

Football

Capacity issues less prevalent than in other parts currently (4.5 match equivalents available at peak time). No
overmarking of senior pitches. No remaining capacity on 9v9 pitches, limited capacity on smaller sided pitches.
Powick / Hallow are key areas of pressure. Overplay at Powick caused by heavy use of pitches by Leigh and Bransford
Badgers and poor quality. Pitch condition poor and requiring improvement and ancillary facilities awaiting investment.
Hallow Playing Fields are in poor condition (impacting capacity).
Leigh and Bransford Badgers struggle to access appropriate facilities, but pitches with spare capacity are not nearby
and all require investment (Broadwas /Callow End / Rushwick Play Scape / Swan Alfrick / Suckley).
Broadwas Playing Fields, and Rushwick Playscape have no ancillary facilities.
Powick Rangers FC (Pyramid Club) currently travelling to Malvern due to lack of appropriate facilities more locally.
Including population growth and projected participation increases, spare capacity by 2030 will equate to;


Adult pitches - 2 across the week and 2 at peak time



Youth pitches - 0.5 across the week but 0 at peak time (at least one additional pitch required)



9v9 pitches - -1 across the week and -1 at peak time (at least 2 additional pitches required)



7v7 - 1 pitch spare at peak time



5v5 - -1 pitches at peak time.

The above does not take into account the need for rest and recovery, or club development aspirations which will add
further pressure to pitches. Also most spare capacity is in locations where there is no existing demand.
Football AGP
Fewer concerns relating to access to AGPs than in other areas.
Cricket

There are 2 match equivalents available at peak time (Broadwas CC and Holt and Grimley), but 2 teams already
displaced. Rushwick CC and Worcester Nomads CC, both of whom are displaced an additional pitch at their home
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ground. Rushwick CC is over capacity across the season as well as at peak time.
In addition to the capacity issues experienced at Rushwick, the site has poor quality training nets, further exacerbating
the pressures on the site.
Although Holt and Grimley CC offers spare capacity, the site has no on site ancillary provision and pitch quality is limited.
The site suffers from unofficial use and has a poor wicket and outfield.
Population growth likely to generate 1 adult match equivalent (2 teams) and 2 junior teams). There is capacity to sustain
this play, but only 1 additional slot remaining at peak time (and existing clubs already displaced). Clubs most likely to be
impacted by population growth are Hallow, Rushwick and Worcester Nomads - due to location. None of these three sites
currently have capacity and both Nomads and Rushwick are overplayed with teams displaced.
Rugby

No facilities required

Hockey

No facilities required

Table 8.4 – Key Issues Identified across Malvern Hills District – Tenbury and North
Area

Sport

Key Issues

Tenbury
and
North

Football

Provision focused in larger settlements. Limited spare capacity (1.5 match equivalents at peak time) and only one
site that can accommodate increase in both adult and youth (Top Barn).
There is no spare capacity for 9v9 / 7v7.
Pressures on pitch provision focused in Tenbury – Palmers Meadow overplayed. There is a small amount of spare
capacity on smaller pitches at Penlu (outside of the district but serving Tenbury FC) but this is likely to be absorbed
by 2030.Quality issues - poor drainage and compaction. Investment secured for changing accommodation to be
improved.
Chantry School offers only spare capacity in Martley (1.5) but relatively poor condition.
Pound Walk (limited quality) and Top Barn only other sites.
Taking into account population growth, there will be a shortage of:
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Senior pitches - 0.5 across the week



Youth pitches - 1-0.5 across the week and -0.5 at peak time



9v9 pitches - no remaining capacity



7v7 pitches - no remaining capacity.



5v5 pitches - No spare capacity.

Pitch provision will therefore be closely matched with demand.
The above does not take into account the need for rest and recovery or club development aspirations which will
add further pressure to pitches.
Cricket

There are 2 match equivalents available at peak time (Knighton on Teme). Other than Tenbury CC (located
outside the district) Knighton on Teme is the only site to have capacity for at least one team across the season and
the club regularly struggle for numbers.
While Tenbury CC have recently secured funding to improve ancillary provision, Knighton on Teme does not have
an electricity supply to the pavilion and it therefore has limited function. The club also have very limited
maintenance equipment and investment would be needed if the site was to be used for league play.
Martley CC is played to capacity, influenced by the small size of the square. This is further impacted by a lack of
training facilities and non-turf wicket and the site has no ancillary facilities. The club is however relatively small and
the club also raise concerns with the level of storage space they have for maintenance equipment.
Bushley and Kempsey CC also highlight issues with the maintenance of their site (equipment / storage).
Population growth unlikely to generate additional teams and therefore existing provision is sufficient.

Rugby

Capacity adequate but impacted by poor maintenance and there is a lack of appropriate facilities for training.
Almost no use of second pitch that is shared with football.
Site requires improved maintenance, particularly decompaction.
Population growth may generate up to 1 team and the club are also looking to form a Colts team. If maintenance
was improved, the additional play could be accommodated.
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Hockey

Lack of sand based AGP in area – club travelling to Leominster. Demand for 2 hours competitive use and 2 hours
training. Club wish to relocate back to Tenbury. An action plan produced as part of Hereford PPS however seeks
to retain the sand based pitch at Leominster to support hockey in the Tenbury area.
Taking into account future population growth and club development, demand will remain equivalent to 1 pitch.
Club have aspiration to run a junior section and therefore demand would increase outside of peak times.
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